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Abstract 
 

This thesis examines how ethics influence the process of corporate political responsibiliza-

tion related to wicked problems. Taking a point of departure in Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) 

model of corporate political responsibilization, the human rights violations in Kenyan tea 

industry are researched as a wicked problem with the purpose of identifying and discussing 

the mechanisms and structures underlying responsibility framing.  

 

It is found that the tea industry is marked by a lack of consensus among the actors in terms 

of who is responsible for solving the wicked problem. Additionally, it is observed, how the 

issues in the tea industry have gained little attention in the media ultimately influencing the 

process of corporate political responsibilization negatively. Thus, gaps are identified when 

applying Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model to the case of ethical tea. 

 

Based on this, it is argued that the sparse attention on the wicked problem in the tea industry 

was caused by a lack of consensus on the gravity of the issues, unequal power relationships 

and differences in values and norms ultimately limiting ethical discourse. Additionally, on 

the basis of Habermasian ethics as well as Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) research, it is ar-

gued that regulation may be a powerful tool in making corporations accept greater responsi-

bility, but that not all states are equally capable of solving wicked problems on their own. 

Finally, the lack of ethical consensus, among others, makes it possible for corporations to 

use certifications as a means of greenwashing instead of accepting political responsibility. 

 

Four possible alterations to Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model are presented with the pur-

pose of making the model more suitable in addressing the wicked problem in the tea industry. 

By including these alterations, the model will be made more complex, but it will also present 

a more adequate reflection of reality. 

 

In conclusion, it is argued that corporate political responsibilization processes are influenced 

greatly by ethics, as ethics are not only influencing the decisions of individuals, but also of 

states, NGOs and corporations. Thus, it is necessary to consider ethics when discussing cor-

porate political responsibility and wicked problems in particular.      
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Introduction 
 

Within the last years, reports on human rights violations in the tea industry have been pub-

lished highlighting alleged issues present on tea estates. In particular, such violations are 

present in Kenya, where historically the tea industry has been of great importance to the 

economy. Due to the Kenyan climate, which allows for great diversity in crops, Kenya is 

now the world’s largest exporter of tea with 3 million people employed in the tea industry.  

 

The Kenyan tea industry is, however, challenged by several factors including low domestic 

demand and labor issues. Additionally, human rights violations in the tea industry remain 

widespread. Inadequate housing, sexual harassment, rape, casual employment and inade-

quate payment of workers have, on several occasions, been reported on Kenyan tea planta-

tions. Obvious solutions seem hard to find and certification agencies and NGOs continuously 

provide ethical and sustainable certifications to the plantations, where human rights viola-

tions are reported (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008) (“The World Bank in 

Kenya”, 2019) (Gesimba et al., 2005) (Maxon and Ofcansky, 2014).  

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) have developed a model of corporate political responsibiliza-

tion, which seeks to define and explain how corporations are made responsible for solving 

wicked problems like those present in the tea industry. They define wicked problems as 

“large scale social challenges caught in causal webs of interlinking variables spanning na-

tional boundaries that complicate both their diagnosis and prognosis” (Reinecke and An-

sari, 2016, pp. 299). In their model, they focus primarily on public pressure on corporations, 

but neglect to include the role of ethics in corporate decision-making. Based on this, the 

thesis will seek to answer the following research question:  

 

How do ethics influence the process of corporate political responsibilization related to 

wicked problems? 

 

In order to provide an answer to the research question, it will be investigated how the case 

of ethical tea follows Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization. 

Furthermore, it will be analyzed and discussed who is responsible for solving the issues in 
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the Kenyan tea industry. Finally, based on the analysis and discussion, Reinecke and An-

sari’s model of corporate political responsibilization will be sought improved. To answer 

these questions, interviews are conducted with various actors from the industry and docu-

ment secondary data is collected in order to understand the development of the case as well 

as the interests and standpoints of the actors. 

 

Key to sparking our interest in the case was the ongoing lawsuit against Unilever Tea Kenya 

(henceforth Unilever) concerning the 2007 attacks on Unilever’s plantation in Kericho. Em-

ployees and residents of the plantations allege that Unilever did not protect their workers 

from the risk of violence ultimately leading to perpetrators invading the plantation. The per-

petrators carried clubs and machetes, and killed and injured large numbers of employees and 

residents. Unilever has argued for the corporation’s innocence and states that they have done 

enough to ensure the safety of their employees (“Unilever Lawsuit”, 2018).  

 

This specific event shows why it is relevant to study the Kenyan tea industry. First, it shows 

the fundamental and grave issues present in the industry. The attack is not considered a 

random event, but is made possible by the fragile nature of the industry and state. Second, 

there does not seem to be a legal foundation for prosecuting Unilever for the happenings at 

their plantations. The case has failed in the United Kingdom High Court and in the Court of 

Appeal based on the general argument that there is no issue for the British courts to solve. 

Unilever PLC is the parent company of Unilever Tea Kenya Limited, however, it is ruled 

that Unilever PLC does not hold responsibility related to the tea plantations (BHRCR, 2018). 

This situation made us wonder what role ethics and moral play in the case of corporate po-

litical responsibilization. 

 

Despite the many reports of human rights violations in the tea industry, it is still not obvious 

who is responsible for finding a solution. The issues are complex, and most of the actors in 

the industry have great arguments as to why other actors are responsible. It generally seems 

difficult to mobilize support for solving the issues. This made us turn to Reinecke and An-

sari’s model of corporate political responsibilization. In their model, Reinecke and Ansari 

create a model consisting of three frameshifts ultimately leading to corporations assuming a 

political role taking responsibility for solving the complex issues. Taking a point of departure 
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in Snow and Benford’s three core framing tasks for generating collective action - diagnosis, 

prognosis, motivation - Reinecke and Ansari examine the case of conflict minerals in the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. Through this, they show how corporations are adopting 

the responsibility frame after extensive focus on the issue (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016). 

 

While Reinecke and Ansari’s model is in many ways attractive due to its simplicity we won-

dered whether or not it would be applicable to other wicked problems as well. Therefore, 

Reinecke and Ansari’s model is used to analyze the development of the case and to foster 

discussion on how the model can be expanded.  

 

We will seek to elaborate upon Reinecke and Ansari’s model by discussing the possibility 

of adding a layer of ethical theory to their model. We will discuss ethical theory looking into 

Habermas’ discourse ethics (Finlayson, 2005) uncovering, how they may or may not con-

tribute to improving Reinecke and Ansari’s model. What is particularly interesting is that 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015), too, have researched the area of ethical theory in a research 

project on ethics in sensemaking. Therefore, we will include their research as well, arguing 

for and against including ethical theory in the model of corporate political responsibilization. 

We will discuss whether or not the addition of ethical theory will prove a means to show, 

why wicked problems might be even more wicked than assumed by Reinecke and Ansari. 

Regardless of the outcome of our analysis and discussion, developing the model will make 

the model more complex and less simple to follow. We will hence discuss, if the benefits of 

complexifying the model outweighs the costs of doing so.  

 

With this thesis, we contribute to academic research by combining corporate political re-

sponsibilization and ethical theory, which is a previously uncovered topic in academic liter-

ature. Corporate responsibility is widely studied, but combining corporate political respon-

sibilization and wicked problems as presented by Reinecke and Ansari with traditional ethi-

cal theory has not been done before. By doing so, we are able to showcase the importance 

of ethics when discussing corporate responsibilization - both related to wicked problems but 

also related to corporate responsibility in general. With the thesis, we are additionally able 

to provide an academic analysis of the Kenyan tea industry and the human rights violations 

present, which will create a foundation for discussing where action is needed. 
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Framework of analysis 
 

The thesis consists of six main chapters, which will provide the information needed to an-

swer our research questions.  

 

- In Chapter 1, the case of the Kenyan tea industry will be outlined providing further 

information on tea production in general, the Kenyan society as well as the Kenyan 

tea production specifically.  

 

- Chapter 2 will provide the theoretical framework supporting the analysis and dis-

cussion of the case. In this framework, the overall development of CSR theory will 

be outlined and we will describe and discuss the use of our main theories: Reinecke 

and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization, Habermas’ discourse 

ethics and Reinecke and Ansari’s research on ethics in sensemaking. 

  

- In Chapter 3, we will examine our methodological approach to the thesis elaborating 

upon the purpose and nature of the study, philosophy of science as well as on the 

data collection process. 

 

- In Chapter 4, we will analyze our document secondary data using Reinecke and 

Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization. We will also provide an 

overview of our interview findings, where we will highlight the main points made by 

the interviewees.  

 

- In Chapter 5, we will discuss our findings and the potential issues in applying 

Reinecke and Ansari’s model to the case of the Kenyan tea industry. We will discuss 

how the model can be expanded and further developed against the case. 

 

- In the Conclusion, our findings and discussions will be summarized. Here, we will 

also provide insight into potential further research. 
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Chapter 1: the case of tea production in Kenya 
 

The following section will provide an introduction to the thesis case. First, an overview of 

the actors involved in the industry will be given. Second, a brief introduction to the history 

of tea will be made explaining how and where tea is produced globally. Third, an overview 

of the Kenyan society in terms of economic and political development will be presented. 

Finally, a description of the Kenyan tea industry will be made highlighting the challenges 

and human rights issues present. 

 

1.1 Actors in the Kenyan tea industry 
 

Unilever PLC 

Being one of the world’s largest tea buyers, Unilever PLC is behind some of the world’s 

biggest tea brands including Lipton, PG tips, and Pukka. Unilever is a member of the Ethical 

Tea Partnership and sources tea from countries such as Kenya, Vietnam and Tanzania (“Sus-

tainable Tea - Leading the Industry”, 2019). 

 

Unilever Tea Kenya Limited 

Unilever PLC has been sourcing tea from Kenya since 1924. Today, Unilever PLC grows 

tea in Kenya through the subsidiary Unilever Tea Kenya, who owns tea estates in for instance 

Kericho. Unilever Tea Kenya employs 16,500 people in Kericho and up to 50,000 people 

live on the estates in housing provided by Unilever (“Kericho Tea Estates…” 2013). 

 

The Kenyan state 

The Kenyan tea industry is primarily regulated and developed through the Kenya Tea De-

velopment Agency (KTDA) and the Tea Board of Kenya. Therefore, for the sake of ease, 

the term “the Kenyan state” will be used as a way of collecting the KTDA and the Tea Board 

of Kenya in one unity. The KTDA is a parastatal entity developing and helping small scale 

tea growers. In 2005, KTDA had 51 factories owned by 380,000 tea growers (Gesimba et 

al., 2005).  
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The Tea Board of Kenya is responsible for fostering development of the Kenyan tea industry 

domestically and internationally. The Tea Board is also in charge of registering tea planta-

tions and buyers, researching and promoting tea consumption in Kenya (Gesimba et al., 

2005). 

 

Ethical Tea Partnership (ETP) 

ETP is a non-profit membership organization working towards raising standards and im-

proving tea sustainability, hereunder living and labor conditions for tea workers and small-

holder farmers. They do so through certifying and approving tea plantations (“About ETP”, 

n.d.).  

 

Fairtrade 

Fairtrade is a global movement, working directly with consumers, business and campaigners. 

The international Fairtrade system is representative of the world’s largest and most recog-

nized fair trade system, working towards securing better deals for farmers and workers. 

Fairtrade provides labelling services for both producers and buyers (“Who we are”, n.d.).  

 

The Rainforest Alliance 

The Rainforest Alliance (RA) is a non-profit organization working towards making respon-

sible business the new norm. RA work at the intersection of business, agriculture, and for-

ests, and are an alliance of companies, farmers, communities, foresters, and consumers. The 

RA offers certifications, which are provided by organizations like NEPCon (“About the 

RA”, n.d.).  

 

1.2 A brief history of tea 
 

Tea is one of the oldest beverages in the world and is the manufactured drink most consumed 

globally. Tea originated in Southeast Asia and is grown in approximately 50 different coun-

tries across the world. The development of tea was, to a great, extent pushed forward by the 

British empire, who developed black tea production in India, Sri Lanka and Kenya in the 

mid-seventeenth century (Attokaran, 2017). Today, China is the world’s largest tea producer 

with 1.9 million tons produced a year followed by India with 1.2 million tons. On a third 
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place is Kenya with a production of 436,300 tons tea - Kenya is, however, the largest ex-

porter of tea in the world (Chang, 2015).  

 

1.2.1 Harvesting and processing of tea 

 

Even though tea is now produced across the world, tea plucking and production is still car-

ried forward by the same methods used in the seventeenth century. When grown under the 

right conditions, new flushes are grown every 7-10 days depending on the time of year. 

These flushes are then picked to make the tea (Attokaran, 2017). Even though machines do 

exist, they are rarely used, and tea flushes are usually harvested by hand. When the flushes 

have been picked, they are spread out in trays, rooms or other flat surfaces, where hot air is 

blown on the tea from below to evaporate any moisture and liquids. Following the withering, 

the leaves are rolled or cut and twisted to wring out excessive juice from the leaves. This too 

is done by hand. Finally, the tea is fermented by drying on trays for 45 minutes to 3 hours 

(Kumar et al., 2018). This way of harvesting and processing tea is very labor intensive and 

physically straining on the individual worker. 

 

1.2.2 The development of the tea industry 

 

Despite the extensive processing of tea, demand for tea remains at very high levels. This is, 

among others, due to the fact that tea is price inelastic. This means that while tea prices have 

increased consistently until 2012, global demand has increased too. On average, the demand 

for tea in developed countries has only increased slightly, but in tea-producing and develop-

ing countries, demand is consistently rising. In order to match the increasing demand for tea, 

production too has generally sustained growth over the last decades. It is projected that the 

demand for tea will increase even further within the next decade, as demand for tea in de-

veloping countries will increase more and more (Chang, 2015).   

 

1.3 The Kenyan society 
 

Since gaining its independence from the British empire in 1963, the Kenyan society has 

changed in many ways. Today, the Kenyan population is the sixth largest in sub-Saharan 
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Africa and living conditions have improved remarkably. Additionally, the Kenyan economy 

has grown to being the largest economy in East Africa (Provost, 2013) with an annual GDP 

growth rate in 2017 of 6% (“Kenya GDP”, 2018). The goal for Kenya is to become a middle-

income country by 2030 (Provost, 2013). 

 

1.3.1 Kenyan politics today 

 

Kenyan politics are not running smoothly despite the successful development of the Kenyan 

society compared to neighboring countries. In 2010, a new constitution was approved, fo-

cusing, among others, on anti-corruption, redistribution of power and the creation of a su-

preme court (“Kenya: Constitution and Politics”, n.d.).  

 

The new constitution did, however, not bring about grand changes to the Kenyan political 

landscape. In August 2017, Uhuru Kenyatta won the presidential election in Kenya with 54 

percent of the votes. Kenyatta’s opponent, Raila Odinga, alleged fraud and petitioned the 

supreme court, leading to violence spreading throughout the country. The supreme court 

nullified the election three weeks after, claiming the vote had been irregular and illegal. 

Therefore, a re-election happened in October 2017 (Solomon, 2017). Before the re-run, 

Odinga announced that he would pull out of the election, and he further encouraged his sup-

porters to boycott it. Kenyatta won the election with 98% of the votes, but doubt has been 

cast on the credibility of both the initial election as well as the re-run (Leithead, 2017).  

  

1.3.2 Agriculture in Kenya 

 

The agricultural sector remains the most important sector in the Kenyan economy and is key 

to reaching Kenya’s development goals. Kenya’s agriculture is deeply rooted in the history 

of the country, as colonial authorities developed the sector with the purpose of increasing 

export. Initially the focus was on wheat and wool, but in the beginning of the 20th century, 

focus shifted towards the production of cash crops such as coffee and tea. Until the beginning 

of World War I, the majority of Kenya’s export came from African peasant households. The 

colonial government sought to encourage African agriculture in times of economic difficulty 
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such as during the Great Depression. The purpose was to support colonial finances and to 

stabilize European production (Maxon and Ofcansky, 2014).  

 

Since Kenya’s independence, the country’s agricultural sector has changed considerably. 

From 1963-1973, the Kenyan state stimulated the Kenyan agricultural growth rate by 4.7 

percent annually. They did so by diffusing new crop strains, redistributing farms previously 

owned by the European settlers, and bringing more land under cultivation. In 2014, around 

78 percent of Kenyans occupied land in rural areas indicating that demand for land in rural 

areas remains high in Kenya (Maxon and Ofcansky, 2014). 

 

1.4 The Kenyan tea industry 
 

Being among the cash crops developed by the British empire, tea has turned into Kenya’s 

most important export crop and currently employs more than 3 million people. Tea is pro-

duced by small scale growers and multinational enterprises with Unilever Tea Kenya as the 

largest MNE in the Kenyan tea industry. The successful development of tea production in 

Kenya has been driven by three primary developments. First of all, state policies have con-

tributed to the development of not only larger tea growers but also small-scale growers. Sec-

ond, the British empire contributed to establishing an efficient tea estate sector in Kenya 

(Gesimba et al., 2005).  

 

By creating this foundation for production, it has become possible to improve management 

at the plantations even further (Gesimba et al., 2005). During colonial time, the British gov-

ernment tried to persuade British citizens into moving to Kenya by highlighting the agricul-

tural benefits of moving there. The land given to British citizens was confiscated from in-

digenous Kenyans, who had to obey the will and rule of the British (“a Comparative Study 

of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). Third, Kenya has been among the frontrunners in terms of im-

proving planting and cultivation methods (Gesimba et al., 2005). 
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1.4.1 Working on a Kenyan tea plantation  

 

Within the Kenyan tea industry, there are some differences in regard to working conditions 

at the plantations. These differences are influenced by whether or not the plantation is owned 

by a large-scale tea grower like Unilever or a small-scale grower. According to Unilever, the 

following working conditions are present on Unilever’s plantation in Kericho. Unilever pro-

vides employees with access to housing close to or on plantations and various benefits for 

permanent employees such as health care services as well as education for workers and their 

children (“Kericho Tea Estates: Working Conditions”, 2013).    

 

1.4.2 The challenges of the Kenyan tea industry 

 

Despite the strength and size of the Kenyan tea industry, several factors challenge its stabil-

ity. Generally, tea export prices are under pressure. Most tea producing countries are able to 

overcome the challenges related to lower export prices, as their domestic demand increases. 

This is, however, not the case in Kenya, where the domestic market continues to be very 

small. Therefore, Kenyan tea production relies on export in order to survive (Gesimba et al., 

2005).  

 

The weak trend in export prices also pose a threat due to rising costs of tea production. As 

described previously, tea production is labor intensive as most of the processing is still done 

by hand. This means that if labor costs rise, it has great consequences to the cost of produc-

tion and hence profits. The wages in the Kenyan tea industry are still low compared to global 

levels, but compared to for instance wages in Uganda, they are twice as high (Gesimba et 

al., 2005). The increase in wages also result in MNEs moving production out of Kenya to 

countries with lower wages. Unilever has for instance moved most of its processing and 

packaging of tea to Dubai, where wages are low and infrastructure is better than in Kenya 

(“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 
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1.4.3 Human rights issues in the Kenyan tea industry 

 

The challenges described above pose threats to the entire industry, as they force Kenyan tea 

producers to push prices down while still producing more as a result of increased global 

demand for tea. Beside these challenges, there are great issues related to human rights vio-

lations within the industry as reported by various actors. These human rights issues are often 

identified on plantations and factories owned by MNEs such as Unilever. Even though the 

companies provide e.g. housing and health care to their workers, serious issues are still pre-

sent (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). The following human rights issues 

have been identified by the Kenyan Human Rights Commission in a study from 2008 (hence-

forth “the KHRC report”) on work conditions on factories and plantations owned by Unile-

ver and Finlays respectively. This thesis will only focus on Unilever. 

 

Sexual harassment and discrimination of women are reportedly large problems on Unilever’s 

plantations. Violations of the ICCPR, ICESCR, CEDAW and ILO’s Discrimination Con-

ventions are reported explaining how housing for instance depends on exchange of sexual 

favors. If women agree to performing sexual actions on higher-level workers, they will be 

given nicer housing than if not. Furthermore, women report that if they refuse sexual ad-

vances by their supervisors, they risk getting fired. Finally, women at Unilever plantations 

are subject to unannounced pregnancy tests and physical examinations as a part of the em-

ployment process (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 

 

Discrimination does not only occur on the basis of gender. It is also reported, how indigenous 

minorities are not given the same benefits as others and do not have the same opportunities, 

when it comes to receiving promotions (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 

 

Furthermore, most employees on Unilever plantations are hired as casual workers meaning 

that their right to work is not guaranteed. Employees are hired for a few months and are then 

rehired after a 1-month break (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). This 

means that the workers lack job security and miss fundamental rights such as maternity 

leave. Additionally, casual workers in the tea industry in Kenya do not receive free 

healthcare on the designated workplace clinics and hospitals. Instead, they must turn to state-
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owned or private hospitals, where prices are high. Finally, casual workers are forced to share 

housing, whereas the few permanent workers on the plantations have their own houses (van 

der Wal, 2011). This means that the workers live not only in inadequate housing - they also 

live with several other workers ultimately resulting in failure protect their right to adequate 

housing as defined in the ICESCR (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 

     

When hired, workers are faced with low wages on Unilever’s tea plantations. On Unilever’s 

plantations, workers must pluck 33.5 kgs. of tea flushes every day in order to get paid. When 

the 33.5 kgs. are reached, the employee will receive approximately 0.093 USD per kgs. This 

results in a daily wage of approximately 3.12 USD. Two main issues are identified related 

to the wages. First, despite the workers being provided with housing, these low wages are 

by no means high enough to be deemed as living wages, as it is difficult for tea workers to 

cover their everyday expenses. Second, it is difficult for workers to pluck 33.5 kgs. of tea 

every day meaning that they risk not receiving their wages. Therefore, workers are often 

forced to bribe supervisors into allowing them to bring their children to work and help them 

pluck tea flushes. The children who work on the plantations illegally do not receive any pay 

for their work (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 

 

In addition to these general human rights issues, the safety of workers has on several differ-

ent occasions been threatened. In 2007, several persons - including former and current em-

ployees - invaded the Unilever tea plantation in Kericho and started attacking workers and 

their families. Carrying weapons, they killed and injured large numbers of people. Many of 

whom were part of minority tribes that had been brought to the plantation by Unilever to 

work. Unilever was sued for placing these minority tribes in a risk-filled position and failed 

to protect the workers (“Unilever Lawsuit”, 2018). Workers argue that they told management 

that they feared attacks after the elections, but nothing was done to protect them. Following 

the attacks, many workers had to go on a sick leave throughout which they did not receive a 

salary (“Kenyan Tea Workers Confront Unilever…”, 2018).  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical development and framework 
 

The following section will provide insight into the main theories used throughout the thesis. 

 

Table 1: Theoretical framework 

 

 
 

First, a brief overview of the theoretical development within corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) will be made highlighting some of the main theories and thoughts of the area. This 

overview is meant to provide background information for the thesis and elaborate upon the 

context in which corporations, NGOs and states operate today.  

 

Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of corporate political responsibilization will be used as 

the overarching theory of the thesis. The model proposes a way in which responsibility can 

be placed on corporations through frameshifts forcing the responsible corporation to act and 

help in solving the wicked problems. The model will be applied to the case of the Kenyan 

tea industry analyzing the construction of a responsibility frame.  
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Following this, Habermas’ discourse ethics will be included with a focus on a business con-

text. Later in the thesis, this will help discussing the expanding corporate responsibility based 

on deliberation and discourse. This can be used to expand the model of corporate political 

responsibilization.  

 

In the use of Habermasian ethics, research by Scherer and Palazzo (2007) will be included. 

They offer two different approaches as to how corporations can be engaged in ethical dis-

course. 

 

Finally, a second paper by Reinecke and Ansari (2015) will be included. This research is 

focused on setting fair prices through ethical sensemaking. We will use this to discuss how 

corporations like Unilever decide to accept or deny responsibility frames related to wicked 

problems. 

 

2.1 The theoretical development of corporate social responsibility 
 

Over the last decades, various scientists and theorists have sought to present an approach to 

CSR, which is both theoretically and ethically correct as well as applicable in real life. Glob-

alization has made this development move even faster providing a wide variety of new the-

ories viewing corporate responsibility from different standpoints.  

 

In modern CSR’s early days in the 1950s, CSR researchers like Bowen (Carroll, 1999) ar-

gued that corporations should make decisions, which were desirable to society. This meant 

that the responsibility of companies was slightly wider than simply profits and losses. In the 

1970s, CSR had developed even further, and the responsibility of corporations expanded 

more. In the publication Social Responsibilities for Business Corporations the Committee 

for Economic Development defined three circles of responsibility; the inner circle consisting 

of the clear responsibilities of the firm (jobs and growth), the intermediate circle highlighting 

the respect for social values and priorities, and the outer circle describing the importance of 

firms being involved in improving society. With this perception of CSR in mind, corporate 

social performance was deemed something measurable and reportable (Carroll, 1999). In 

1979, Carroll (1999) proposed that CSR consists of four domains: economic, legal, ethical 
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and discretionary. These four domains soon became key to CSR research in describing and 

analyzing the responsibilities of the firm (Carroll, 1999). 

 

Today, CSR is most noticeable in the everyday practices of the firm through CSR reporting 

and Triple Bottom Line (3BL) accounting, which in many ways has become a synonym of 

CSR. Through 3BL, the theories developed from the 1950s and forward are acknowledged, 

as the concept is based on the argument that corporate success is more than financial results 

- corporate success should encompass social, ethical and environmental performance as well. 

CSR has become a valuable tool for management of organizations, as it quantifies social and 

environmental results and increases transparency.  

 

3BL is, however, also criticized by researchers such as Norman and MacDonald (2004), who 

argue that corporations using the 3BL principles can, to a great, extent decide what they want 

to disclose and what they want to hide. Furthermore, it is argued that the 3BL’s way of 

quantifying for instance social issues can be misleading and inadequate in analyzing the 

sustainability and responsibility of a firm, as it is difficult to compare 3BL results across 

organizations. The authors argue that even though 3BL is acknowledged and used widely, it 

poses an extreme risk of simply “displaying the clean laundry of the firm to the public” 

(Norman and MacDonald, 2004, pp. 255). 

 

2.1.1 The justification of CSR as concept 

 

Even though the concept of CSR is accepted today, and most corporations have CSR policies 

and strategies in place, this has not always been the case. Milton Friedman (1970) was among 

the most prominent opponents of corporate responsibility, as he argued that the only social 

responsibility of business is to increase profits. Friedman was, in many ways, representative 

of his time, where business was meant to do business - anything else would be philanthropy. 

He argued that only individuals can have responsibilities meaning that corporations as arti-

ficial entities are only capable of having artificial responsibilities. This means that individual 

managers might be said to have a social responsibility in her role as a businesswoman, but 

here Friedman was also sceptic. His reasoning behind this skepticism was that if a corporate 

manager uses product pricing for instance to contribute to a social cause, she is generally 
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using other people’s money - the shareholders’ money or even the customers’ money (Fried-

man, 1970).  

 

In this line of argument, Friedman covers CSR as philanthropy in a broad sense. He then 

argued that corporations (or employees and managers of corporations) cannot do evil things, 

since, in the free market, what one person considers good is another’s evil. Ultimately, Fried-

man argued that CSR is utterly harmful to the free society and only by focusing on increasing 

profits can the free market be saved (Friedman, 1970).  

 

Despite Friedman’s arguments against corporate responsibility, corporations started to en-

gage in working with CSR. This development was driven by the development of communi-

cation technologies, the industrial revolution as well as corporations growing larger and 

larger. The increasing size of corporations meant that attention was drawn to these large 

corporations increasing the risk of reputational crisis. Such crises started occurring as a result 

of targeted initiatives performed by individuals, NGOs or other corporations. These attacks 

were considered extremely harmful to corporations, as they made it difficult to maintain 

business activities and increase profits. Therefore, corporations started engaging in working 

with CSR as a means to prevent and mitigate the risk of such harmful attacks. Following 

this, many countries started developing legislation forcing corporations to for instance report 

on sustainability and preventive measures (Porter and Kramer, 2009). 

 

Porter and Kramer (2009) use this historical foundation to argue for four justifications for 

the traditional approach to CSR. First of all, they argue that corporations are driven by a 

moral imperative making them obligated to not do harm. Second, the prevailing approach to 

CSR acknowledges sustainability as an overarching theme, as corporations are encouraged 

to consider how their actions influence not only sustainability in an environmental sense but 

also a wider, social sense. Third, CSR is to a great extent driven by corporations seeking to 

achieve a license to operate. And finally, CSR is considered a means to achieve a greater 

reputation. Ultimately, these justifications result in CSR being a mix of public relations ac-

tivities as well as social and business initiatives (Porter and Kramer, 2009).  
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2.1.2 CSR in a globalized society 

 

Since their contribution to CSR research in 2009, Porter and Kramer (2011) have further 

developed their view on CSR by developing the concept of Creating Shared Value (CSV). 

They argue that previous CSR theories have been too short-term oriented and that today 

corporations must act with long term sustainability in mind. Therefore, the purpose of busi-

ness today should not be to create profits as argued by Friedman but to create shared value. 

This shared value is both economic and social and is of benefit to the entire society. With 

this theory, Porter and Kramer (2011) give capitalism a social purpose and make CSR more 

management friendly, as focus is on making the right kind of profits. 

 

Other theorists move even further away from the arguments of Milton Friedman. An exam-

ple of this is Matten and Crane (2005) and their concept of Corporate Citizenship (CC). 

Matten and Crane argue that there is a need for a new definition of the role of corporations, 

as corporations must be considered citizens. This is due to the fact that corporations have 

legal, social, civil and political rights - just like citizens. Therefore, corporations have a re-

sponsibility to fill the gap, where governments cannot protect citizenship rights. According 

to Matten and Crane, this change is brought forward by a change in governmental and cor-

porate roles. There are several instances, where governments cease to administer citizenship 

rights or are not able to do so due to the limited power of the nation state government. Cor-

porations must then contribute to filling this regulatory void by providing, enabling and 

channeling citizenship rights (Matten and Crane, 2005). 

 

Following both Porter and Kramer’s as well as Matten and Crane’s perception of corporate 

responsibility, Scherer and Palazzo (2011) developed the concept political CSR. They argue 

that corporations are important political actors and therefore they must operate with an un-

derstanding of their own responsibilities and help solving political problems. Conclusively, 

Scherer and Palazzo (2011) argue that a deliberative model of democracy is better equipped 

in framing CSR, as it acknowledges that corporations are citizens as well.  

 

These three newer approaches to CSR provide examples of how the view on CSR has 

changed over the last years. CSR is no longer just a strategic tool that can be used to increase 
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reputation: CSR is corporate responsibility reaching into the political sphere. Globalization 

has led to a limitation of the reach of nation state governments making corporations respon-

sible for solving some of the gravest challenges of our modern society. But doing so is by 

no means easy.  

 

2.1.3 The complexities of working with CSR 

 

As seen in the theoretical development from compliance to political engagement there is an 

increasing pressure on corporations taking more and more responsibility for their own ac-

tions as well as actions of others. This increases the complexity of the area creating pitfalls 

and challenges for companies. One of the most prominent of these is the risk of greenwash-

ing. Originally, greenwashing was described as the result of a collision between two common 

types of corporate behaviors: exhibiting poor environmental responsibility and positive com-

munication about corporate environmental performance (Delmas and Burbano, 2011). To-

day, researchers do, however, argue that greenwashing is also related to other issues such as 

human rights violations (Seele and Gatti, 2017). The result of greenwashing is not only 

harmful to society due to the irresponsible actions but also to other corporations, since trust 

in truly responsible corporations will decrease (Delmas and Burbano, 2011). 

 

Where greenwashing poses a risk primarily to society, corporations are faced with challenges 

in terms of managing CSR too. First, Paine (1994) argues that managers must implement 

strategies focusing on increasing integrity instead of merely compliance. He bases his argu-

ment on the importance of organizational ethics, which can secure responsible practice. This 

is due to the corporation’s great influence on employees, who act according to policies and 

management philosophies. Integrity strategies are much deeper and more demanding than 

legal compliance, but by working with integrity, the corporation will be able to define its 

responsibilities more clearly and work towards fulfilling them (Paine, 1994).  

 

Second, globalization has led to corporations expanding their operations across the globe. 

This means that their number of key stakeholders have increased drastically. The stakehold-

ers of a global corporation are no longer limited to the national government, employees, 
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shareholders and consumers, but include local producers, NGOs and several local govern-

ments. This increases the complexity of corporate communication and increases the risk of 

human rights violations especially since global supply chains can be extremely profitable as 

for instance sources of low-cost labor. With an increased focus on responsibility, it is, how-

ever, necessary for corporations to be able to control their global supply chains and make 

sure that human rights or labor rights are not violated on sites in developing countries. This 

can be difficult due to both cultural and geographical distances, but the global corporation is 

still held responsible - morally and legally - for the entire supply chain (Locke and Romis, 

2007). 

 

2.2 Wicked problems: constructing responsibility frames 
 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) examine how corporations can be held responsible for solving 

wicked problems. In this thesis, Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political respon-

sibilization will be used to examine the case of ethical tea. The model can be seen in appendix 

1. It will do so in order to determine if the model is applicable to the case of ethical tea, and 

if not, what alterations are necessary for the model to provide value to the case.  

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) define wicked problems as problems where the question of who 

holds responsibility is a complex one to answer, such as social issues like pandemics, pov-

erty, and climate change. 

  

Over time, the interpretations of where to place responsibility, whether it is public or private, 

have shifted. As earlier described, CSR approaches have attempted to place more responsi-

bility on companies, thus seeking to change the traditional role of business from being profit-

oriented to focusing on the creation of shared value. Political CSR literature calls for busi-

ness to take on government duties in order to solve the societal issues caused by the regula-

tory voids left by the failing nation state. In reality, however, corporations are also exploiting 

these regulatory voids (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).  
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Having established that political CSR highlights regulatory voids resulting in a political role 

for business, less is known about the process through which corporations are made respon-

sible for societal problems. Reinecke and Ansari argue that responsibility is socially con-

structed by way of collective negotiation. Most commonly, corporations engage in compli-

ance or sometimes manipulation in order to appear legitimate and avoid sanctions - for in-

stance through greenwashing as previously described. However, little attention is paid to the 

social process of constructing moral engagement and responsibility, which may lead com-

panies to accept responsibility instead of focusing on compliance and manipulation 

(Reinecke and Ansari, 2016). The following section looks into this process of constructing 

moral engagement and responsibility following the model of corporate political responsibil-

ization.  

  

2.2.1 How to generate collective action 

 

In order to develop their model of corporate political responsibilization, Reinecke and Ansari 

draw upon Snow and Benford’s research. Snow and Benford (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016) 

theorized on how to generate collective action identifying three core framing tasks: diagno-

sis, prognosis, and motivation. Diagnosis answers two questions: “What is the problem?” 

and “Who is to blame?”. Prognostic framing specifies possible solutions or goals, as well as 

the strategies to reach the goals. That is, prognostic framing answers the question “What 

should be done?”. Motivational framing mobilizes potential supporters. Through these 

framing tasks, an actor can be made responsible for solving a problem (Reinecke and Ansari, 

2016). 

 

However, wicked problems complicate the responsibility framing process. When dealing 

with wicked problems, it may first of all be unclear what the main cause of the issue is, as 

well as who the main villain is, due to the fact that wicked problems are caught in complex 

causal webs. Second, due to the ambiguity of the problem, the solution may not be obvious. 

Third, since the link between the problem and the target may be unclear, mobilizing wider 

support for implicating a new target may prove to be challenging. Due to these challenges, 

it is relevant to examine how business is made responsible for a wicked problem (Reinecke 

and Ansari, 2016).  
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Through a qualitative study, Reinecke and Ansari researched the case of conflict minerals in 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) where corporations from different industries 

became implicated in addressing the human rights abuses in the DRC. Reinecke and Ansari 

have identified three frameshifts, which have led companies that initially denied responsi-

bility to accept responsibility and finally assume a political role in the conflict resolution.  

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) used this case to create a model of frameshifts, which can place 

responsibility, thus constructing a responsibility frame. To frame is to “select some aspects 

of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way 

as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, 

and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (Entman in Reinecke and Ansari, 

2016, pp. 302). Based on this, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) define frameshifts as shifts in 

collective understandings. In their model of corporate political responsibilization as seen 

illustrated in appendix 2, Reinecke and Ansari build upon the model of Snow and Benford. 

 

Frameshift 1a, 1b and 1c focus on the responsibility frame itself. Frameshift 2 focuses on 

frame solidification, while the third and final frameshift takes the final step towards placing 

and encouraging corporate political responsibility. In the following sections, the key takea-

ways from the frameshifts will be described. 

  

2.2.2 Frameshift 1: Constructing the responsibility frame 

 

Frameshift 1a: Diagnosis 

First, Reinecke and Ansari break down the diagnosis in frameshift 1a. In the previous frame, 

conflict was seen as intractable and a lost cause. According to their study, a convincing nar-

rative was lacking, making it difficult to inspire action and make people feel like they can 

have an impact. The frame then shifted to a call for action that focused its attention on one 

strategic issue, which is to prevent trade in conflict minerals. This new frame was perceived 

to be simpler and more manageable than the previous frame, where the main problem was 

considered to be corruption among others. Thus, by pointing out conflict minerals as a root 

cause, the frameshift reduced the complexity of the issue. The narrower scope of the conflict 
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allowed the actors involved to reduce the complexity and to portray the crisis in DRC as 

being potentially solvable rather than being intractable and a lost cause (Reinecke and An-

sari, 2016).  

  

Frameshift 1b: Prognosis 

Following frameshift 1a, frameshift 1b takes the wicked problem from being a public re-

sponsibility to being a private responsibility, thus providing a prognosis by showing causal 

linkage. That is, it makes corporations complicit in wicked problems, rather than the gov-

ernment having the sole responsibility of solving the problems. Reinecke and Ansari (2016) 

argue that the corporations purchasing raw material and products from firms in the DRC are 

among the actors, who have the highest potential for influence. This means that the buying 

corporation can stop purchasing from suppliers harming human rights and prioritize sustain-

able partnerships. Additionally, this power of the buying corporation links the conflict to the 

end-user, who too has power in terms of purchasing products produced in an orderly manner 

(Reinecke and Ansari, 2016). 

 

In frameshift 1b, Reinecke and Ansari argue that in some cases, it is possible to assign re-

sponsibility to one or more corporations obviously responsible for solving the issues. In do-

ing so, one would follow a traditional liability CSR model. In the case of wicked problems, 

this is, however, rarely possible. Instead it might be helpful applying a social connection 

model, where corporations are connected to the issue, since “remedying global injustices is 

potentially everyone’s responsibility” (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016, pp. 317). Finally, 

Reinecke and Ansari argue that it may be even more useful to apply a commons logic, where 

private actors are complicit in the wicked problem due to them being linked to the problem 

even though they are not obvious villains in the case (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).  

 

Frameshift 1c: Motivation 

After having made it clear that solving the wicked problem is also a private responsibility, 

frameshift 1c is focused on shifting the crisis from being a ‘back-of-the-mind’ issue to being 

a ‘front-of-the-mind’ issue. This frameshift is necessary in order to enable mobilization and 

motivation of wider support. In the case of conflict minerals, human rights groups con-

structed emotional connections between the crisis and the target audience, in order to enlist 
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broader support and thus moving the crisis from a back-of-the-mind issue to a front-of-the-

mind issue. The largest challenge in this case was to engage the Western audiences in the 

conflict (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016). 

 

Not surprisingly, corporations initially opposed the idea that this specific conflict was an 

issue for the private sector. They claimed that it was a political conflict and felt unduly held 

responsible for it. They further claimed that governments start conflicts, not corporations. 

Therefore, it would also have to be the responsibility of governments to stop conflicts and 

deal with their aftermath (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).  

 

According to Reinecke and Ansari, the companies in the case of conflict minerals used three 

strategies to resist responsibility. First, they claimed that since global supply chains are com-

plex, it is impossible to trace their mineral sources. Second, companies claimed that trade in 

conflict minerals was not the root cause of the problem. Third, companies saw themselves 

as far away from the source of conflict minerals, and thus considered it too costly and im-

practical to track down the minerals. All in all, they denied that corporations could - or should 

- solve a problem, which the government had failed to solve (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).   

  

2.2.3 Frameshift 2: Solidifying the responsibility frame 

 

Frameshift 2 focuses on the shift from corporations denying responsibility to accepting re-

sponsibility. In the case of the Congolese crisis, there were several developments which led 

companies to shift from denial to acceptance. First, collaboration between the government 

and NGOs increased the pressure on business to take on responsibility. Second, new legis-

lation was successful in making companies that previously refused responsibility engage in 

the conflict. Third, naming and shaming companies was a tool to get more firms to accept 

responsibility. NGOs linked individual companies to conflict minerals, thus potentially 

staining their reputation. Due to the new legislation, companies were required to “know and 

show” the use of conflict minerals, empowering the NGOs and private investors, enabling 

them to monitor the behavior of the firms. Fourth and finally, conflict mineral disclosures 

had to be taken seriously in order to facilitate sanctioning of business, when giving false or 

misleading information (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).  
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Therefore, the disclosure of conflict minerals was given the status of “material” information, 

as firms were required to file information on the use of conflict minerals. This additionally 

shifted the burden of proof onto the companies, making the companies themselves respon-

sible for “knowing and showing” their social performance (Reinecke and Ansari, 2016).   

  

2.2.4 Frameshift 3: Adoption of the responsibility frame by corporations 

 

In frameshift 3, companies shift from reactive to active engagement. While some companies 

pulled out of the DRC to avoid the administrative cost and burden related to the new stand-

ards described in frameshift 2, an increasing number of companies came to be active partic-

ipants in reforming the trade of minerals. The companies still did not consider themselves to 

be the cause of the crisis, but they did accept that they were able to play a role in preventing 

the crisis.  

 

This shift was able to emerge due to the stimulation of multi-stakeholder dialogue. As part 

of the public dialogue, firms could no longer deny the moral imperative of protecting human 

rights. Networks consisting of companies, NGOs, and socially responsible investors 

emerged, one of their goals being to guide the development of the regulation. Thus, partici-

pation in multi-stakeholder public dialogue made industry leaders accept business responsi-

bility for a wicked problem and progress towards accepting their political nature (Reinecke 

and Ansari, 2016).  

 

2.3 Habermas: discourse ethics 
 

Among the most prominent theorists within ethics, Habermas seeks to uncover the way in 

which moral agents can find their own answers to the question: “What ought I do in this 

situation?”. Habermas does not argue that here is one single answer to that question, but 

instead turn towards two basic principles underlying a moral standpoint: the discourse prin-

ciple and the moral principle. The discourse principle states that norms are only valid, if all 

individuals possibly affected by a certain action have constructed the norm through rational 

discourse. The moral principle states that a norm is only valid, if the consequences and side 

effects of the act can be freely and jointly accepted by all affected - it must be universalizable 
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(Finlayson, 2005). Therefore, Habermas can contribute to discussing the social structures 

underlying corporate political responsibilization. 

 

Based on the two fundamental principles, Habermas makes a distinction between morality 

and ethics, and argues that there is a difference between moral and ethical discourse. Ac-

cording to Habermas, ethical discourse evaluates what is good for an individual or a group - 

it is hence not universal like morality, but particular. Ethical discourse is mostly conditional, 

as it depends on values, needs and desires of the affected individuals or groups. Therefore, 

ethical discourse can only be conducted by the affected people - it is not ethical discourse, if 

someone else reflects upon the actions of others. Ethical discourse does, in many ways, form 

the basis for the modern society according to Habermas, as discourse is an ever-changing 

process. According to Habermas, values are in constant flux and therefore ethical discourse 

is as well (Finlayson, 2005).  

 

Habermas argues that discourse ethics have to make room for both moral and ethical dis-

course as they complement each other. Without the framework of morality, ethical discourse 

cannot exist. At the same time, moral norms will at all times trump ethical values in conflict 

with them. Therefore, Habermas insists on the priority of moral discourse due to the fact that 

moral discourse delivers universalizable ideals and is anchored in the basis communicative 

structures of the lifeworld (Finlayson, 2005).  

 

2.3.1 A dynamic view on politics and law 

 

Habermas’ distinction between ethical and moral discourse can be applied to several differ-

ent settings, but most noticeable is Habermas’ view on politics and law. Even though Haber-

mas originally argued that moral discourse alone can regulate social order, he has, in his later 

work, adjusted this concept a bit. Because modern societies are becoming increasingly com-

plex, differentiated and heterogeneous, there is no controlling center or set of rules deter-

mining the overarching norms of the entire society. Instead, different groups will have dif-

ferent morals due to their different cultures. This new situation highlights both the strengths 

and weaknesses of discourse ethics. On the one hand, discourse ethics allows subjects to 

collectively determine their own rules of coexistence meaning that the society of today does 
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not have to obey the morality of the society in the 1800s. On the other hand, it shows how 

Habermas’ idea of social order relying on moral does not hold water. Habermas therefore 

decided to recognize that political institutions and laws are also needed to maintain social 

stability (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

According to Habermas, politics must be considered as being divided into two strands: in-

formal and formal spheres of politics. The informal sphere is the civil society. Within this 

sphere are chaotic and spontaneous sources of communication. The formal sphere consists 

of the many institutional arenas designed to make decisions. This is the key difference be-

tween the informal and the formal sphere; where formal political institutions are meant to 

solve problems and create legislation, the informal sphere is a place of discourse leading to 

will- and opinion-formation (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

It is hence important for democratic states to seek a balance between input from civil society 

and output from formal bodies. Discourse should be able to be translated into administrative 

power. If groups are not invited to participate in shaping the formal bodies of politics, the 

resulting laws will most likely seem hostile and indifferent to them (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

Habermas elaborates upon this distinction of informal and formal spheres of politics by ar-

guing that both human rights and civic sovereignty are key to reaching a perfect political 

order. By doing this, Habermas shows the importance of having a society where both self-

determination of the individual and self-realization of the community are possible. Accord-

ing to Habermas, human rights and civic sovereignty are equally important and mutually 

depend on each other. Human rights are important as they protect the civic sovereignty - but 

human rights can only be acquired through socialization (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

As a part of his perfect political order and the importance of socialization, Habermas argues 

that legal norms and moral norms must always work side by side. This means that a valid 

legal norm - or law - must be both legitimate and positive. Legitimate in the sense that the 

community must accept that the norm has a point and therefore that they must obey it, and 

positive in the sense that it is imposed by an authority. According to Habermas, lawful be-

havior must always arise freely due to the legitimacy of the law. In order to achieve this, 
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legitimate laws will have an in-built orientation to the common good - it will be a result of 

moral discourse. Here, Habermas does run into issues regarding the applicability of dis-

course ethics to modern society. Due to the complexity of society today, there is rarely a 

nexus of shared ethos present within the global society. Therefore, morality is fragile and 

not necessarily the same for all members of society (Finlayson, 2005).  

 

2.3.2 Scherer and Palazzo: political CSR from a Habermasian perspective 

 

Based on Habermas’ work, Scherer and Palazzo (2007) develop a political conception of 

corporate responsibility. They argue that Habermas’ approach is particularly relevant in do-

ing so, as it allows ethics and moral to be found through joint communicative processes 

making it more dynamic than for instance monological approaches to CSR. Scherer and 

Palazzo distinguish between positivist and post-positivist CSR. Within the positivist frame-

work, the goal is to provide a view of a corporation’s effort towards satisfying its obligation 

to society. Corporations are not guided by moral but by a responsibility to respond to de-

mands from stakeholders. Following Scherer and Palazzo, positivist CSR is not able to pre-

sent an ambitious and morally correct view on corporate behavior, as it only investigates the 

current state of affairs instead of how it ought to be. This is a great issue for society, as it 

allows corporations to select their own criteria for actions and decisions - as long as wealth 

creation is maximized, positivist CSR will be considered successful (Scherer and Palazzo, 

2007). 

 

On the other side is post-positivist CSR research, which has previously been dominated by 

monological conceptions, where the goal has been to provide ethical guidelines that are uni-

versal, dispassionate and impartial. The issue of this approach is that all universal views on 

ethics are ultimately shaped by norms and values of the CSR researcher. It is not possible to 

present a universally valid ethical standpoint for CSR without being biased (Scherer and 

Palazzo, 2007). 

 

Based on this, Scherer and Palazzo (2007) develop two different approaches to post-positiv-

ist CSR: Habermas1 and Habermas2. In Habermas1, reaching consensus among individual 

actors is the primary goal. Based on Habermas’ theoretical point of view, this will allow the 
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conception of CSR to be based on reflexivity and awareness of culture, values and history 

of individuals. But this is not as easy as it sounds in the postmodern society, as the complex-

ity of society means that corporations would have to adapt to different norms and customs 

based on their host environments. There would be no universal guidelines for corporations 

(Scherer and Palazzo, 2007).  

 

Therefore, Scherer and Palazzo (2007) move on to developing Habermas2 taking a point of 

departure in civil society actors. With Habermas2, Scherer and Palazzo acknowledge that 

Habermas1 is somewhat utopian as it requires a full implementation of Habermas’ discourse 

theory. In Habermas2, they instead argue that small steps of improvement of institutions and 

processes must be taken through discourse. This allows for disagreement, as it focuses on 

legitimacy-building as described by Habermas himself previously (Scherer and Palazzo, 

2007). 

 

Scherer and Palazzo argue that corporations must be considered political actors. Therefore, 

they must also play by the political rules outlined by Habermas. This means that corporations 

also must find the right balance between formal and informal spheres allowing the public to 

shape administrative processes. Furthermore, civil society must consider corporations as le-

gitimate - just like they have to consider legal norms legitimate. In order to do so, corpora-

tions must engage with civil society in building corporate responsibility and contribute to 

solving global challenges (Scherer and Palazzo, 2007).  

 

According to Scherer and Palazzo, Habermas2 can already be detected in the postmodern 

society as more and more corporations are assuming political responsibility. Stakeholder 

management is increasingly enhanced not only in science but also in the daily operations of 

corporations. Stakeholder management is no longer considered something static and man-

ageable but instead focus is on observing and participating in public discourse as a means to 

achieve a greater understanding of corporate responsibility (Scherer and Palazzo, 2007). 
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2.3.3 Objections to Habermas’ ethics 

 

Habermasian ethics have been subject to heavy criticism over time. First of all, it has been 

questioned whether or not Habermas’ idea of ethical consensus is even possible. Habermas 

argues that social order and what is ethical is determined through shared understandings 

reached through discourse and deliberation. But many theorists argue that Habermas’ does 

not give people any incentives, when it comes to living up to this ethical consensus. Instead, 

they argue that agreements concerning ethics and moral must be made, and that there must 

be reasons for people to live up to these agreements. According to his critics, Habermasian 

ethics rely on people following the same moral guidelines just because they agree on them. 

Additionally, Habermas does not lay out how many people are necessary to engage in ethical 

discourse and thereby define valid norms. This means that in theory a single individual 

would be able to lay out her own norms as being valid (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

Furthermore, Habermas’ conception of universalization of norms has been challenged. Since 

Habermas argues that moral norms are only universal, if they satisfy all concerned parties 

and are adopted by all, critiques point out that there will only be few valid moral norms. To 

this criticism, Habermas argues that this proves to show that the valid norms are in fact valid 

- they are core norms of society (Finlayson, 2005).   

 

Thomas McCarthy too challenges Habermas’ universalized norms. He points out that on the 

one hand, Habermas argues that interests are always viewed in the light of historical, social 

and cultural values, and on the other hand, Habermas argues that people need to be guided 

by moral norms that encompass universalizable interests. Therefore, McCarthy argues that 

even when norms are universalizable, they will still be value-laden. This argument is sup-

ported by Hillary Putnam, who also objects to valid norms being clearly separated from 

values (Finlayson, 2005). 
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2.4 Ethics and fair pricing 
 

Using a Habermasian point of departure, Reinecke and Ansari (2015) look into how alterna-

tive trade organizations have attempted to use fair pricing as a way to help smallholder farm-

ers, who struggle under colonial legacies in post-apartheid South Africa. However, these 

attempts to set a fair price have often led to the opposite: the “fair” prices disadvantage the 

smallholder farmers, who have higher costs of production compared to high-scale planta-

tions. This “fair” price, which is below the cost of production for smallholder farmers, led 

Reinecke and Ansari to question the effects of participatory multi-stakeholder deliberation. 

The authors examine how the goal to seek social justice is made difficult due to ethical com-

plexity, as with the case of rooibos tea (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  

 

Reinecke and Ansari found that ethical processes may involve sensemaking to achieve plau-

sible truces rather than consensual outcomes. Through their analysis they found that actors 

in stakeholder negotiations cope with ethical complexity through sensemaking mechanisms. 

These mechanisms enable the actors to tame ethical heterogeneity and to construct an ac-

ceptable norm (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  

  

2.4.1 Ethical complexity and ideal speech situations 

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015) describe ethical complexity as being situations where disagree-

ments occur over norms, values and their complexities. They further differentiate between 

principle-based approaches and practice-based approaches. Principle-based approaches em-

phasize the use of rational, universal, objective, and impartial principles in ethical analysis. 

Practice-based approaches, on the other hand, are historical virtues or a set of ideas, to which 

actors aspire and develop through learning as well as practice. Thus, universal principles 

seem difficult to use, making it difficult for moral judgements to find a reference point. 

Therefore, since it seems that ethics cannot be defined by universal principles, a third ap-

proach, based on discourse ethics and deliberative approaches may be the solution (Reinecke 

and Ansari, 2015). 
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Reinecke and Ansari (2015) argue that a way to bridge universalistic and particularistic per-

spectives is through discourse ethics. This approach has been used to theorize the role of 

business in processes of public will formation along with multi-stakeholder dialogue aiming 

to produce moral norms of governance. According to Habermas, people must assume an 

“ideal speech situation”, where there is freedom of access, where people can participate with 

equal rights, where there is truthfulness, and where there is an absence of coercion (Reinecke 

and Ansari, 2015).  

  

2.4.2 Fairtrade and rooibos in South Africa 

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015) conducted a study of coffee, cotton and rooibos tea in relation 

to setting a fair price. In the case of their study, fair meant following certain principles of 

argumentation rather than subjective judgements. This allowed the authors to observe sense-

making processes where, under overwhelming complexity, deliberants worked towards es-

tablishing the meaning of fairness and how to convert it into a concrete number. The number 

they tried to reach was the price which covers the average costs of sustainable production. 

The following section explains the case of rooibos in South Africa. 

 

What Reinecke and Ansari found was that there is a clear tension between individual per-

ceptions of fairness and the principles of Fairtrade. Due to the ethical complexity, determin-

ing what “fair” meant was problematic. Stakeholder deliberation was meant to resolve the 

ethical complexity, however, it did not. This was especially problematic, since the legitimacy 

of Fairtrade depended on consensus in order to reach a fair pricing decision (Reinecke and 

Ansari, 2015).  

  

The rooibos case is considered to be the most relevant for this project, as this thesis deals 

with tea as well and the case was the most prominent in Reinecke and Ansari’s research. In 

the case of rooibos, the historical injustices in post-apartheid South Africa complicated the 

problem even further. Along with conflicting values and interests, this led to differences in 

producer groups. In the end, the Fairtrade prices failed to cover the expenses of the smallest 

farmers. This may be due to the ethical and moral complexity, or the wickedness, of the 

whole problem (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  
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Adding to the complexity, it is questioned whether or not the inefficiency of small farmers 

is caused by the historical injustices. Reinecke and Ansari observe that on one side is rich 

white farmers, who have more fertile land and are thus able to produce efficiently. On the 

other side are poor black farmers who have infertile land, making them unable to produce as 

efficiently as the rich farmers. It is questioned whether or not this is caused by the legacy of 

apartheid in South Africa. Even though the process was lengthy and deliberate, no unani-

mous agreement was made (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  

  

2.4.3 Reaching ethical truces 

 

In their research, Reinecke and Ansari (2015) develop a model of ethics as sensemaking 

consisting of two different parts driven forward by various mechanisms. The model will not 

be described in details, as it is the general conclusions and ideas presented by Reinecke and 

Ansari, which are applied to the case of ethical tea - not the specific model.  

 

Through their analysis, Reinecke and Ansari (2015) found that there is a twofold challenge 

when trying to reach consensus on ethical issues. On the one hand, it was necessary for the 

decision-making process to be seen as objective, impartial and replicable in order for 

Fairtrade to be able to claim to be fair across various price-setting projects. On the other 

hand, it can be argued that the concept of fairness itself cannot always be objective, impartial 

and replicable. Eventually however, ethical truce had to be reached. In order to do so, 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015) argue that temporary resting points must be used to close down 

debates and park irresolvable issues.  

  

According to this analysis by Reinecke and Ansari, in order for an ethical issue to be con-

sidered fair, it is necessary that it is treated as a concrete manifestation of a more generaliza-

ble pattern. The particular can never be completely subsumed under the general, and fairness 

requires engaging with the particular as well. Therefore, actors or parties involved have to 

navigate between a universalistic mode of moral reasoning as well as a particularistic mode 

of contextual judgement (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  
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Deliberative theory does not require that consensus is the inevitable outcome of deliberation. 

It is, however, less clear how parties reach a negotiated compromise while facing persistent 

disagreements. Reinecke and Ansari explain how parties may not necessarily achieve a sub-

stantive consensus, but may still learn from one another to reach provisional ethical truces, 

which are based on varying degrees of shared meaning. Even so, one must remember that 

all individuals carry moral predispositions, and that when a discussion of moral ends up 

being bound up on hard facts and impartial reasoning, discourse becomes limited, as not all 

arguments qualifies as being legitimate contributions to the dialogue. Thus, this may result 

in an unequal discourse due to power differences (Reinecke and Ansari, 2015).  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Purpose and nature of the project 
 

3.1.1 Purpose 

 

Based on the theoretical framework, the purpose of this study is twofold: a) to provide a 

contribution to the theoretical development concerning wicked problems and b) to analyze 

and discuss the human rights violations in the Kenyan tea industry. 

 

As described in the previous chapter, the theoretical development within corporate respon-

sibility has been rapid with several researchers proposing new theoretical approaches. By 

taking our point of departure in Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of corporate political 

responsibilization, we seek to further develop their model by adding ethical theory.  

 

Secondly, the purpose of the study is to bring attention to the case of human rights violations 

in the Kenyan tea industry. Through our research, we will provide possible explanations as 

to why there are still human rights violations in the industry and discuss what changes must 

be made in order for corporations to take responsibility for solving the wicked problem.  

  

3.1.2 Nature of the project 

 

In order to fulfil the purpose of our study, we will use a combination of explanatory and 

exploratory approaches to research. Additionally, this study contains some descriptive re-

search, since it answers the questions “who are the relevant actors in the Kenyan tea indus-

try?” and “what are the issues in the Kenyan tea industry?” This descriptive element has 

proved necessary in order to create the foundation for the exploratory and explanatory as-

pects of the research (Saunders et al., 2016).   

 

The thesis is explanatory as it shows causal links between the human rights violations in 

the tea industry and the actions of the actors in industry. The study discusses the question 

“who is responsible and why?” as well as “how do we get the responsible parties to 

acknowledge their responsibilities?” Thus, as is typical for explanatory studies, this thesis 
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aims at explaining the relationship between variables, i.e. the relationship between the hu-

man rights violations and the actors involved (Saunders et al., 2016).  

  

This explanatory approach is accompanied by an exploratory angle, since we explore how 

corporations can be held responsible for wicked problems, and if and how Reinecke and 

Ansari’s model can be improved. Typical methods used in exploratory research are search 

of literature as well as conducting expert interviews, focus group interviews or in-depth in-

dividual interviews (Saunders et al., 2016). We have chosen to collect document secondary 

data, and we have conducted interviews with relevant actors and experts. Later, our choice 

of data collection methods will be elaborated upon, and we will discuss the possibilities and 

limitations of using these two methods.  

 

3.1.3 Method of reasoning  

 

The method of reasoning of this project can be divided into two phases: the first phase, where 

the overall theme, structure and design of the project has been determined, and the second 

phase, where data and theory has been applied in a structured manner to answer the research 

questions defined in phase 1.  

 

Phase 1 

Beginning our research, a problem area was developed. This problem area was defined on 

basis of the theoretical knowledge obtained studying International Business and Politics. On 

the basis of the problem area, ethical tea, we looked into theories, which we were introduced 

to during our courses at CBS - including Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political 

responsibilization. We looked into further theories and on that foundation, collected data on 

which we could write the thesis. During this process, a somewhat unstructured approach has 

been necessary in order to thoroughly research a wide variety of theories and data before 

settling on a final theme, structure and design. 

 

Phase 2 

After this initial process of going back and forth between theory and data, a more structured 

approach has been applied. This structured approach implies taking both an inductive and a 
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deductive approach and can therefore be considered to be abductive. This thesis uses de-

duction, as it tests theory on data. We test Reinecke and Ansari’s model of responsibility and 

wicked problems on data related to the case of ethical tea. Had we chosen to use a strictly 

deductive approach, the project would solely test the model and conclude whether or not the 

model can be applied to the case. As we choose to use induction as well, we are able to use 

other theories combined with our own data collection to develop Reinecke and Ansari’s 

model, thus generating new theory while adding value to the existing literature on responsi-

bility. Therefore, we use abduction to generate a new and improved version of Reinecke and 

Ansari’s model (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). 

  

3.2 Philosophy of Science 
 

Our abductive approach to research is driven forward by our philosophy of science. As re-

searchers, we can be considered to be critical realists. The aim of our research is to investi-

gate powers, structures and mechanisms underlying the observed tea industry (Potter and 

Lopez, 2005). Critical realists often take the position of radical structuralists, which is also 

the case for our study, as we develop from being radical humanists at the beginning of the 

research towards being radical structuralists at the end (Saunders et al., 2016). The following 

section will provide insight into why that is the case and what implications our approach to 

philosophy of science have on the thesis. 

 

3.2.1 A critical realist approach 

 

In the following section, the critical realist approach of this research will be outlined and 

defined. There is no single explanation as to what critical realism consists of. This means 

that it is up to the individual researcher to choose between different explanations of reality. 

Following Potter and Lopez (2005), it is the goal of the critical realist researcher to find 

errors within these explanations of reality and discuss how the errors can be eliminated. This 

does not mean that what the researcher argue is guaranteed to be truth; she will always have 

to be considered as being fallible.  
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In this thesis, the capitalist society is subject to great criticism, as it is argued that corpora-

tions must accept political responsibility. Through the research, it is investigated, how the 

social capitalist reality may be transformed thus following Bhaskar’s perception of social 

structure. Bhaskar argues that we do not create social structures - in this case, capitalism. 

Instead we are limited by these structures, but it is possible to further develop and challenge 

them (Bhaskar in Potter and Lopez, 2005). We seek to challenge the capitalist structures of 

society by diagnosing the errors within these structures.  

  

By acknowledging this criticism of capitalism, which in a sense implies that our research is 

distorted by our own ideology, we built upon a critical realist ontology. Throughout the 

research, we refrain from using actualism, but instead acknowledges that the world is far 

more complicated than that (Potter and Lopez, 2005). We consider reality to be external and 

independent, but not directly accessible through our knowledge or observation of it. We be-

lieve that we experience manifestations of things in the real world, but not the actual things 

and not the actual underlying structures (Saunders et al., 2016).  

 

The critical realist notion of things must be understood as powers, forces, mechanisms and 

the like - not tea, certifications or similar tangible concepts. The ontological focus on things 

implies that occurring events are not the primary interest of the research (Potter and Lopez, 

2005).  In the case of this thesis, this critical realist approach is clear, as it is not the tea 

industry, which is interesting per se; it is the structures underlying corporate responsibility 

that are central. This means that the research could have focused on other industries as well. 

What is researched is namely not human rights violations in the tea industry as an event, but 

the underlying social structures enabling this sort of events.  

 

Additionally, it is acknowledged that despite researching things, it is not the goal to provide 

concrete and true explanations of these things. Instead, the purpose of the research is to pro-

vide an increasingly truer account of reality. By improving Reinecke and Ansari’s model of 

corporate political responsibilization, it is not believed that the model will be an exact replica 

of reality. Instead, the aim is that the new model will provide a more appropriate account of 

reality (Potter and Lopez, 2005).  
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On the basis of ontology, the epistemological standpoint of our research is founded in the 

notion that there is no single scientific method required to produce scientific explanations. 

The critical realist epistemology thus acknowledges several data sources and methods as 

acceptable, legitimate and valid knowledge. Knowledge is considered to be culturally and 

historically situated ultimately making knowledge a social process. Therefore, the scientific 

method lying behind social science must simply be appropriate to researching that specific 

thing, which means that what is appropriate for one study is not necessarily appropriate for 

another (Potter and Lopez, 2005).  

 

For this study, the personal values of individual actors are considered appropriate for inves-

tigating the social structures, as ethics are key to these investigations. Additionally, it is nec-

essary to understand the historical developments of the case in order to understand the struc-

tures even further. Therefore, a research design consisting of the collection of secondary data 

as well as conducting semi-structured interviews are considered to be the most appropriate 

scientific methods for this thesis. The scientific methods used will be described further later 

in the methodology section. 

 

Based on the notion of knowledge being a result of social processes, we acknowledge that 

social science will never be completely pure. As previously touched upon, ideologies often 

distort the methods and conclusions of the research. This means that it is axiologically as-

sumed that our ideology may have been reflected in the role of ethics and values in the thesis. 

Our criticism of capitalism and our view on ethics do, however, not mean that it is impossible 

to research in an objective way. In order to do so, social reality must be researched in an 

ordered and structured way. This implies that the various actors of the tea industry are con-

sidered to have different roles and responsibilities within the social structure and therefore, 

they are clearly separated from each other when researched (Potter and Lopez, 2005).  

 

When we as critical realists accept the fallibility of humans and influence of ideologically 

distorted elements, we engage in processes of retroduction - that is reasoning backwards - in 

order to be able to explain the social reality without values and culture being barriers to 

research. When we view the tea industry we observe certifications, which are meant to guar-

antee firms like Perch’s that there are no human rights violations on the farms from which 
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they buy their tea. Looking closer however, this may not be the case, and the observed (that 

certifications guarantee that no human rights are violated) may only be the empirical, and 

the actual conditions are hidden to the observer (Potter and Lopez, 2005). In order to truly 

understand the world, we, as critical realists, must take two steps: 

 

1)   Observe the empirical 

2)  Go through a mental process of “reasoning backwards” trying to understand the 

underlying reality, which may have caused the observed events.  

 

An example of how this paper takes these two steps is in how it approaches the case of 

Unilever and human rights violations in Kenya. The empirical observed is for instance that 

people attacked the plantations and the attackers are to blame for this. Second, we seek to 

uncover the underlying reality through retroduction – that maybe more actors are to blame 

for this tragedy, such as the managers of the farm, Unilever, the NGOs providing certifica-

tions, the Kenyan state, or someone else. Had this paper followed the philosophy of direct 

realism or positivism, the first step had been enough (Saunders et al., 2016).  

  

3.2.2 A changing research paradigm: from radical humanists to radical structuralists 

 

On the basis of our critical realist philosophy, we try to understand the social structures and 

to look at the big picture through our research. When doing so, we as researchers go from 

being radical humanists to being radical structuralists. In order to better discuss our changing 

approach to research, we use Burrell and Morgan’s (1982) four paradigms for the analysis 

of social theory to map our ontological, epistemological and axiological assumptions. Burell 

and Morgan create a matrix based on two dimensions: subjective vs. objective and regulation 

vs. radical change: 
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Table 3: Burrell and Morgan’s (1982) four paradigms for the analysis of social theory (pp. 

22) 

 

 
 

Objectivists argue that the social reality we observe is external to us and others. Ontologi-

cally this means that objectivism embraces realism thus acknowledging that there is “one 

true social reality”. From an epistemological point of view, objectivism seeks to uncover the 

truth about the social world. It does so through observable and measurable facts, and from 

these it draws generalizations about the universal social reality. Axiologically, objectivism 

seeks to keep its research free of values (Saunders et al., 2016).  

 

Subjectivism asserts that social reality is constructed from the perceptions and actions of 

social actors. Ontologically, subjectivism considers that the order and structures of the stud-

ied social phenomena as well as the phenomena itself are created by the researchers and 

other social actors through the use of conceptual categories, language, perceptions and con-

sequent actors. Epistemologically, a subjectivist approach would allow for multiple percep-

tions of realities rather than one single reality. Axiologically, subjective research accepts that 

researchers cannot detach themselves from their personal values. Rather they accept and 

incorporate personal values within their research, while reflecting upon these values (Burell 

and Morgan, 1982). 
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Within the regulation-radical change dimension, researchers using a pure regulation per-

spective are concerned with the need for regulation of societies and human behavior. Re-

searchers following this perspective assume that there is an underlying unity and cohesive-

ness of societal structures and systems.  

 

On the other side of the dimension is the radical change perspective, which seeks to ques-

tion and challenge the fundamental structures. Research approaches within the radical 

change perspective are often thought of as visionary and utopian, as it is concerned with 

what is actually possible as well as alternatives to the current accepted position (Burell and 

Morgan, 1982).  

  

Our research in Burell and Morgan’s matrix 

We have experienced that the nature of our research has changed from the beginning of 

research to reaching the final conclusions. Therefore, we argue that we have gone through a 

development starting out as radical humanists moving towards being radical structuralists. 

Throughout the research, we have at all times stayed closer to the sociology of radical change 

than to that of regulation. This is due to the fact that we seek to find explanations to change, 

conflicts and complex contradictions - not to regulate human affairs.  

 

Our research begins at a stage with a high level of subjectivism based on the radical change 

perspective. Thus, our starting point is as radical humanists, where we epistemologically 

believe that knowledge is historically situated. Thus, causality cannot be reduced to statisti-

cal correlations or quantitative methods making the research subjective. The subjective na-

ture is to a great extent visible in the multidisciplinary nature of our research, where data has 

been collected through interviews and secondary data. Using such data too reflects the onto-

logical assumptions of the research, since it is assumed that the thoughts of the individuals 

are contributing to constructing our perception of the case. Axiologically, the initially sub-

jective nature of the research is visible too, as ethics and values play a great role in this thesis 

(Burell and Morgan, 1982). As critical realists, we choose to embrace that analyses of ethical 

issues will never be completely measurable and replicable (Potter and Lopez, 2005). 
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Throughout the project, as we collect primary and secondary data, we do, however, move 

towards being radical structuralists. In the beginning of this thesis, it was necessary to view 

things through a wider scope, accepting that different actors in the tea industry may not view 

ethics and responsibility in the same way. As one of our objectives of the paper is to replicate 

the research of Reinecke and Ansari, we noticed a need to structure the subjective knowledge 

in order to create a more objective, general model of corporate political responsibilization. 

The research does not move to a completely objective state, but we create generalized mean-

ing from our subjective data (Burell and Morgan, 1982). This too follows the critical realist 

approach described above, where it is argued that it is possible to research the social and 

subjective reality in an objective way, but that this does not necessarily mean that the reached 

conclusions are the truth (Potter and Lopez, 2005). 

 

Our changing position within Burell and Morgan’s matrix too confirms that we research as 

critical realists. We recognize the complexity of the world and try to create structures while 

remaining critical and curious. 

 

3.3 Using a case study approach 
 

As critical realists, we decided to use a case study approach when researching wicked prob-

lems in the tea industry in Kenya. We found the case study approach to go well in line with 

our philosophical foundation, as it allows us to include multiple perspectives and to investi-

gate the bigger picture. Yin (2014) defines a case study as:  

  

“an empirical inquiry that: 

- Investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its real-

world context, especially when 

- The boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident.” (pp. 

16) 

 

The case of the tea industry in Kenya fulfills these conditions. The case is a contemporary 

phenomenon, as the tea industry in Kenya has, through several years, gained attention for 

the poor working conditions and the human rights violations (“a Comparative Study of the 
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Tea Sector…”, 2008). Furthermore, the general debate of corporate responsibility and 

wicked problems is a debate, which sparks up every time violations are disclosed.  

 

The boundaries between the phenomenon, i.e. the wicked problem, and the context, i.e. the 

Kenyan tea industry and its actors are unclear. It is unclear in the sense that it is difficult to 

pinpoint who caused what, who holds responsibility, and who should act to improve the 

situation.  

  

Yin (2014) holds that case studies are a valid option especially when trying to understand 

how or why something is happening, rather than trying to understand what happens and how 

often. Thus, as this thesis seeks to understand why human rights violations in the Kenyan 

tea industry occur, and how they can be solved through responsibility framing, a case study 

is a suitable approach.  

 

Case studies further work with replication logic. Under replication logic  

  

“each case must be carefully selected so that it either  

a) predicts similar results or  

b) produces contrasting results but for predictable reasons (a theoretical replica-

tion)” (Yin, 1994, pp. 46) 

  

In this case, we replicate the research behind Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate 

political responsibilization, but apply the model to a different case than that of the original 

research, thus seeking to explore possible replication.  

  

The four principles of case studies 

Yin (1994) lists four principles of case study research. These principles are: 

  

1. Use multiple sources of evidence 

2. Create a case study database 

3. Maintain a chain of evidence 

4. Exercise care when using data from electronic sources 
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While this project follows all these four principles, especially the first and third principles 

are of great importance to this study. Yin (1994) compares the use of multiple sources to the 

principle of triangulation. This study follows this principle, as it uses a wide variety of sec-

ondary sources as well as interviews with several actors in the tea industry, all with different 

positions. This allows us to increase reliability of our arguments. 

 

Yin’s principle of the chain of evidence is meant as a rule, which enforces the validity of the 

study. As we study different actors relevant to the tea industry, both using primary and sec-

ondary data, we establish a connection between the analysis to the final conclusion, thus 

following Yin’s principle of maintaining a chain of evidence.  

  

3.4 Methods for data collection 
 

The data for the thesis is collected through secondary data as well as semi-structured inter-

views allowing us to include not only multiple perspectives on the case but also various types 

of knowledge. This combination of qualitative data collection methods has been selected to 

match the data collection conducted by Reinecke and Ansari in their wicked problems re-

search. In their research, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) collected publicly available documents 

such as reports, articles and press releases from various actors related to their case. Addi-

tionally, they conducted 29 semi-structured interviews with representatives from NGOs, 

state representatives and corporations.  

 

We were able to conduct 6 interviews: two with NGOs, one with a corporation, one with a 

multi-stakeholder initiative, one with a journalist and one with an academic expert. We have 

collected documents from a variety of relevant actors like Reinecke and Ansari, only a 

smaller number and via online sources. Thus, this project can be seen as a way to replicate 

Reinecke and Ansari’s research in a smaller scale making it possible to discuss the applica-

bility of the model.  
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3.4.1 Semi-structured interviewing 

 

For the thesis, semi-structured interviewing has been selected, as it allows us to cover se-

lected themes within the interview while still allowing for differences in focus among the 

interviews. Later in this section, the selection of interviewees will be explained elaborating 

upon how they contribute to the research. The method of semi-structured interviewing is 

particularly useful when conducting exploratory research, as it becomes possible to collect 

data on subjective opinions as well as contextual material for the thesis. It also enables us to 

highlight differences of opinion between the different actors in the sector (Saunders et al., 

2016). 

 

This means that the interview guides for the interviews vary a bit from interviewee to inter-

viewee as seen in appendix 3. The interview guides follow the same basic structure, but the 

specific questions asked as well as the perspectives on the case vary depending on the inter-

viewee. This is one of the strengths of semi-structured interviewing, as it becomes possible 

to let the interviews reflect the nature of the interviewee (Saunders et al., 2016). This was 

highly useful for the interviews for this thesis, as the interviewees were representatives of 

different types of actors meaning that it would not be meaningful to use the same questions 

for each interviewee. Therefore, the questions in the interview guides were created based on 

knowledge about the interviewee’s position in the sector as well as their interests.  

 

In order to assess the complexity of the case, case examples were used to further and prompt 

discussion with the interviewees. The first case was a fictional case, where human rights 

violations were reported on a tea plantation in Kenya, which primarily supplies smaller cor-

porations with tea. This case was used to discuss the responsibility of small firms as well as 

on certification agencies and states. The second case was a brief explanation of the Unilever 

case related to both the attacks on the Kericho plantation and on the general issues reported 

by Unilever employees. This case was included to investigate whether or not responsibility 

is viewed differently, when the corporation in question is an MNE. In addition to opening 

questions as well as case questions, the interview guides too contain comments and questions 

in order to further discussion with the interviewee (Saunders et al., 2016). 
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The interviews were conducted either at a location selected by the interviewee or via Skype 

or telephone. Conducting an interview via Skype/telephone made it clear that building trust 

between the interviewer and the interviewee is crucial when conducting interviews - and 

highly dependent on physical presence. Our experience with the Skype/telephone interviews 

was that we came to appear as being somewhat distanced from the interviewees, resulting in 

less trust compared to the other interviews. This issue was in particular present, when we 

interviewed representatives from NEPCon in Kenya. The interviews done in person were 

conducted at a location of the interviewees choosing (coffee shop, CBS and an office). Pref-

erably all interviews would have been done in person, however, as will be elaborated upon 

this was not possible due to limitations of time and resources. Despite the challenges related 

to conducting telephone and Skype interviews, these interviews did, however, bring about 

interesting points of view to include in the analysis and discussion and thus added value to 

the project.  

 

All interviews were audio-recorded after having received permission from the interviewee. 

One author conducted the interview to ensure trust and coherence of the interview, and one 

author wrote notes during or after the interviews on the points made by the interviewee. 

 

Potential issues related to semi-structured interviews 

When conducting semi-structured interviews, it is important to address potential data quality 

issues. Due to the semi-structured nature of the interviews, it will be difficult for other re-

searchers to reach the same conclusions as us, since the interviews will depend on the nature 

of us as interviewers and of the interviewee (Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, we have been 

particularly aware of limiting interviewer bias by not probing for specific answers and not 

trying to influence the interviewee in specific ways, which will benefit our arguments.  

 

There is also a risk of interviewee bias, as the interviewees respond based on their own per-

ceptions and in a way, which might protect their own interests that allows them to place 

themselves in a socially desirable position (Saunders et al., 2016). We have sought to mini-

mize interviewee bias by asking follow-up questions to statements made by the interviewee 

and have been critical in terms of interpreting and using their arguments in the thesis. Addi-
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tionally, the interviewees were included in the research precisely due to their personal expe-

rience and expert opinions on the case. Therefore, their personal bias is to some extent con-

sidered to be well-founded in their knowledge of the field. 

 

Despite the risks related to conducting semi-structured interviews, validity is sought ensured 

through careful descriptions of the selection of methods as well as through the use of clari-

fying questions and multiple sources of data. The use of secondary data is highly comple-

mentary to the primary data collected through interviews, which will be elaborated upon 

later.  

 

Alternatives to conducting semi-structured interviews 

Instead of using semi-structured interviews, we could have decided to conduct structured 

interviews, where the interviewees would provide answers to the same standardized ques-

tions. In this way, data would be quantifiable and it would be easier to compare data across 

interviews (Saunders et al., 2016). This would, however, not be appropriate considering the 

exploratory nature of the research and would counteract the purpose of the interviews. On 

the other hand, we could have decided to conduct unstructured interviews, where the inter-

viewee is allowed to talk freely on the matter. This would have been difficult to conduct in 

a reasonable way, since many of the interviewees did not have concrete insight into our 

specific case, but were only able to reflect on the industry and overall issues related to cor-

porate responsibility. To assume that all interviewees were able to reflect on the matter with-

out guidance would be naïve. 

 

Had this project followed a strictly exploratory approach, it could be argued that focus group 

interviews would have benefitted this research, as it would have allowed us to investigate 

multiple individuals’ perceptions of the case at once. Due to the scope and nature of the 

thesis, it would, however, only have been possible for us to include Danish consumers as 

participants of the focus group. If we had decided to focus the research on a Danish consumer 

perspective, this would of course have been useful, but since the focus of the thesis is on 

solving the issues on an industry level, the data would not be meaningful to include. The 
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same argument goes to as to why surveys have not been used for data collection; the re-

spondents would be limited to Danish individuals and the point of departure would again be 

a consumer’s point of view. 

 

Use of the interviews 

 

Table 4: Overview of interviews 

 

Organization Name Title Actor 

A. C. Perch’s Thehan-
del 

Christian Hinchel-
dey 

CEO Business 

Danish Ethical Trading 
Initiative (DIEH) 

Sarah Dieckmann Project Manager MSI 

NEPCon Carol Mutuku/Leah 
Karimi 

Certification Service 
Associate 

Certification 
body 

Fairtrade Andreas Hansen/So-
phie Marker 

Deputy Director & 
Head of Prod-
ucts/Community 
Manager 

NGO 

SUSTEIN Matthew Archer Assistant Professor Academia 

BBC Jane Deith Journalist Media 

 

The full interviews are accessible on the enclosed USB drive.  

 

Based on the discussion of semi-structured interviewing as a main method, it is argued that 

the interviews will benefit the research by providing us with expert opinions on the selected 

case. Therefore, interviewees were selected to represent the three different groups most rel-

evant to the research: corporations, NGOs and governmental agencies. By seeking inter-

viewees from each group, it becomes possible to use these data to analyze and discuss the 

different perspectives on the case, thus using triangulation to strengthen our research. As a 

representative of corporate actors, we interviewed CEO of A. C. Perch’s Thehandel Chris-

tian Hincheldey. Even though Perch’s is not a primary actor in our case, we included them 

to provide us with insight into the corporate perspective on our specific case and on the tea 
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industry in general. Unilever Denmark was not interested in participating, and Unilever 

Kenya did not respond.  

 

We were able to interview NEPCon and Fairtrade as representatives of NGOs engaged in 

certifying and approving tea estates. In the tea industry, ETP, RA, UTZ and Fairtrade are the 

actors primarily responsible for supplying firms with certifications and labelling standards. 

While all of these organizations operate in somewhat different ways, they were gathered in 

one category labelled NGOs. We do this, as the claimed purposes of these organizations are 

largely the same: to ensure proper working conditions and living standards for all people 

working in the tea industry. More specifically, NEPCon is responsible for conducting RA 

certifications in Kenya and is therefore to be considered a key actor in the case. Fairtrade is 

as well highly active in achieving better working conditions in several industries and helped 

us gain insight into the operations of the organization.  

 

The ETP was contacted on numerous occasions since October 2018, but an interview was 

never conducted due to scheduling conflicts from ETP’s side. Through our data collection it 

has been made clear that the most relevant actors have been RA, ETP and Fairtrade; UTZ 

has been mentioned sparsely and not in connection to the major focus points of this study. 

Therefore, UTZ has not been included in the research. 

 

DIEH and Matthew Archer from the SUSTEIN research group at CBS was included to pro-

vide expert reflections on the responsibilities of the various actors, including the responsi-

bilities of governmental agencies. The Danish Institute for Human Rights, the Tea Board 

of Kenya and the Central Organization of Trade Unions Kenya were contacted, but did not 

reply. 

 

After having collected secondary data, we realized that it was not straightforward applying 

the model of corporate political responsibilization to our case. There seemed to be a gap 

related to media coverage and bringing the issues to the front of the mind of the public. 

Therefore, we contacted journalist Jane Deith, who was a part of the BBC investigation of 

tea plantations. The purpose of this interview was to research the attention that the documen-

taries got and why BBC initially wanted to investigate the conditions in the tea industry.  
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3.4.2 Using secondary data to define the responsibility frame 

 

In order to build a more comprehensive study of the case of ethical tea, secondary data is 

collected to create a better understanding of the case. The data is primarily collected in the 

shape of document secondary data, as it consists of press releases, news articles, reports and 

the like. The data is published, web-based data made available on various platforms. The 

greatest advantage of using document secondary data is that it becomes possible to include 

information otherwise difficult to obtain due to the limitations of the thesis. Through texts it 

becomes possible to explore the perceptions and perspectives of various groups in Kenya 

and not just those from a Danish context. Additionally, the document secondary data can 

highlight information about context and be used to investigate the developments of the Ken-

yan case (Saunders et al., 2016). An overview of the secondary data collected can be found 

in appendix 4. 

 

The secondary data used for the thesis was evaluated using Saunders et al.’s (2016) three 

step model for evaluating secondary data sources. 

 

Table 5: Saunders et al.’s (2016) three step model for evaluating secondary data (pp. 336) 
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In step 1, it is assessed on a general basis whether or not the data is useful to reach an answer 

to the research question and makes it possible to only include relevant data. Following step 

2, the source of the data is evaluated in order to ensure reliability and credibility with a 

specific focus on who has written the text and what role this actor has in the industry. Finally 

following step 3, the benefits and costs of using the data will be discussed especially in cases, 

where document secondary data either are expensive to access or time-consuming to read 

and comprehend (Saunders et al., 2016). 

 

Potential issues related to document secondary data 

In relation to going through the three-step model, some cultural differences have become 

evident when attempting to access credible Kenyan data. Many websites from legitimate 

sources appeared unprofessional and unreliable compared to Western websites. The conse-

quence of this has been that assessing, which data is reliable, has required us to triangulate 

the data by confirming facts through multiple sources. An example of such a website is 

https://kituochasheria.wordpress.com, which is hosted by one of the four human rights or-

ganizations urging Unilever to take responsibility of the 2007 attack in Kericho. Despite 

Kituo Cha Sheria being a credible source, the website - following Danish standards - looks 

like an unreliable source.   

 

Several different data sources from corporations, NGOs and state agencies are used to ensure 

a complete analysis of the situation within the sector. If only corporate sources for instance 

were used, the data would not have provided a comprehensive and valid examination of the 

case. 

 

When using document secondary data, it is important to be aware of the fact that the docu-

ment data might be collected with other intentions than what lies behind this thesis. This 

means that there is a risk misinterpreting document data or misusing it. Additionally, sec-

ondary data might not include all aspects of the issue in case these are not meaningful to the 

purpose of the specific data source. These aspects might, however, have been relevant and 

useful to include in our study. Of course, this risk could be removed by relying solely on 

primary data, but due to the large benefits of using secondary data in this case, it is argued 

that the risk is mitigated, as data is used to show developments in the case. Furthermore, 
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there is a risk that data quality is not adequate, but this is sought reduced by evaluating the 

sources of data as described above (Saunders et al., 2016). 

 

Finally, we experienced issues with the accessibility of online data. First, we experienced 

dead links for instance from the Business and Human Rights Resource Centre 

(https://www.business-humanrights.org) to local pages. Second, we experienced that for in-

stance the Tea Board of Kenya’s homepage has been hacked. And third, the Daily Nation 

Kenya (https://www.nation.co.ke) has regularly blocked us from their homepage, since they 

suspected that we were trying to hack their homepages due to our many searches and clicks 

on articles. This has, of course, limited the accessibility of data requiring us to search for 

alternative sources. Therefore, there is a risk that we have been unable to acquire certain 

documents due to these obstacles and might have missed certain points and perspectives on 

the development of the tea industry in Kenya. In many cases, we were, however, able to find 

the documents or similar materials through other sources and were therefore able to include 

the data despite these limitations.  

 

Alternatives to using document secondary data 

Instead of using document secondary data, we could have traveled to Kenya in order to con-

duct interviews, focus groups or surveys. This would have meant that the data would be 

fitted specifically to the purpose and scope of our study and it would be possible to be in 

control of mitigating risks of bias and the like. Due to the fact that this research is not funded 

and time constraints are present, travelling to Kenya would be too large a cost compared to 

the benefits from only collecting primary data. Where primary data would indeed make it 

possible to explore even more angles and corners of the case, it would still be difficult to 

collect primary data to examine historical developments. 

 

Use of document secondary data 

The main purpose behind collecting document secondary data is that it becomes possible to 

construct a timeline as done by Reinecke and Ansari in order to analyze frameshifts and core 

mechanisms in the case. We collected a total of approximately 70 different online documents 

from various sources, as seen in appendix 4. The documents are a combination of news arti-
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cles from local and international media outlets, documentaries, reports and official state-

ments. The data has been sorted by year and the main points of the document are defined to 

create an overview of the data. The data is too marked by sender - that is NGO, corporation, 

state agency or media - in order to address the various perceptions of the case. 

 

3.4.3 Further methodological limitations 

 

In addition to the limitations described in the sections above, the thesis is further limited on 

an overall level by resources, access to data and choice of methods and theories.  

 

As discussed previously, we were unable to travel to Kenya to interview relevant actors on-

site due to time and funding limitations. Due to these limitations, we constructed a research 

design appropriate to us being located in Denmark as described above. The research is addi-

tionally limited by the fact that some actors did not want to or were not able to participate in 

an interview. Had Unilever or ETP for instance agreed to do interviews, we might have 

reached different conclusions. 

 

Our thesis is additionally limited by our methodology. If we had decided to use another type 

of methodology, as discussed previously, our results would most likely have been different 

from what they are now. The same is the case had we followed a different philosophy of 

science. Had the project for example gone in a more pragmatist direction (Saunders et al., 

2016), the focus could have been on providing the NGOs and corporations in the case of 

ethical tea in Kenya with concrete suggestions for future actions. As a consequence of this, 

the project would be applicable in a much narrower scope, compared to its current form 

where it seeks to provide suggestions applicable in a wider scope.  

 

Furthermore, since the thesis is to a great extent driven by theory, the selection of Reinecke 

and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization as well as ethical theory is in-

fluential on the outcome of the research. Since Reinecke and Ansari’s model is used as a 

primary theory, we are limited by the scope of Reinecke and Ansari’s research. This means 

that consumers do not play a large role in our research, as we seek to reflect on the existing 

model and its premise. If we had decided to use other theories, our study would most likely 
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have led to completely different conclusions. Had the project not included the model of cor-

porate political responsibilization, the entire research design would have been different, as 

the structure of it seeks to replicate that of the original research. Therefore, by using 

Reinecke and Ansari’s model it becomes possible to widen the scope of corporate political 

responsibilization despite the methodological limitations discussed above. 
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Chapter 4: Data presentation and analysis 
 

In the following section, the collected data will be presented and analyzed. First, the docu-

ment secondary data will be presented and analyzed using Reinecke and Ansari’s model of 

corporate political responsibilization. We will identify frameshifts within the developments 

of our case in order to highlight where the model does and does not fit the case of ethical 

tea. By analyzing the frameshifts, we will be able to look at the bigger picture instead of 

simply looking into single events.  

 

Following the analysis of secondary data, we will move on to analyzing the data collected 

through interviews. The interview data will be used to provide perspectives on the complex-

ity of the case and why the model of corporate political responsibilization may or may not 

be applicable. 

 

4.1 Analyzing and identifying frameshifts 
 

In the process of collecting document secondary data, we collected approximately 70 docu-

ments covering the time period 2006-2019. An overview of the documents can be found in 

appendix 4. Using Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization, the 

data is analyzed. This analysis provides insight into the applicability of the model to the case 

of the Kenyan tea industry. The table below is constructed using the secondary data collected 

and follows the framework presented by Reinecke and Ansari. Reinecke and Ansari structure 

their data in a similar way identifying frameshifts as seen in appendix 1. 
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Table 6: Analyzing document secondary data using Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corpo-

rate political responsibilization 

 

Frameshift Previous frame New frame Mechanisms  

1a: 2006-2008 Lack of focus - spo-
radic reports 

Concrete issues de-
mand action 

Cognitive shortcuts re-
duce complexity 

No convincing and 
manageable examples 
of the issues in the tea 
industry 

“If by about March 
when the rains come, 
the political situation is 
not stable, then work-
ers won’t come back 
and we’ll lose a lot of 
crop.” (Hull, 2008) 

“Tea pickers said that 
the corpses of many 
others still lay un-
counted deep inside the 
tea fields.” (Blomfield, 
2008) 

1b: 2008-2011 Wicked problem as re-
sponsibility of the state 

Wicked problem as a 
private responsibility - 
to some extent 

Causal linkages 
through social connec-
tivity 

“In Kenya, we have 
many underemployed 
and unemployed 
youths of 16 to 25 
years. Jobs and land are 
very sensitive issues 
and the election has 
brought these to the 
fore” (Fairburn as cited 
in Attwood, 2008) 

“Sexual harassment, 
ethnic and gender dis-
crimination, bad hous-
ing conditions for casu-
als and the policy of in-
voluntary overtime all 
constitute violations of 
RA standards. Moreo-
ver, (...) all constitute 
violations to Unile-
ver‟s code of business 
principles” (van der 
Wal, 2011) 

 Reports highlighting 
issues on specific plan-
tations owned by Uni-
lever among others 

1c: 2012-2015 Back-of-the-mind issue Front-of-the-mind is-
sue 

Emotional connectivity 

Research articles and 
reports are published, 
but there is a lack of 
media coverage 

BBC investigates the 
Assam tea plantations 
and airs documentaries 
on TV and radio. 

“The bitter story behind 
the UK's national 
drink” (Rowlatt and 
Deith, 2015) 
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2: 2015-now Company denies re-
sponsibility1 

Company denies re-
sponsibility, but en-
gages in new initiatives 

(Partial) solidification 
of frame through self-
reporting 

“Unilever, which owns 
PG Tips and Lipton, 
says it takes the issues 
the BBC has raised se-
riously, but that pro-
gress has been made.” 
(Rowlatt and Deith, 
2015) 

“Unilever stands by the 
commitments made in 
our Human Rights Pol-
icy Statement here, in-
cluding to the UN 
Guiding Principles, and 
we strongly reject any 
allegation that we did 
not respect these in the 
case of the tea workers 
affected by the nation-
wide breakdown of law 
and order that occurred 
in Kenya in 2007.” 
(“Unilever Group Re-
ply...”, 2018) 

“Unilever’s expertise 
in tea and strong com-
mitment to sustainabil-
ity through their Sus-
tainable Living Plan 
will play a key role in 
enhancing our existing 
membership and in-
creasing our positive 
impact in the tea sec-
tor.” (“Unilever Joins 
the Ethical…”, 2017) 

32 Company acquiesce to 
responsibility 

Corporations assume 
political role 

Deliberative integra-
tion of companies 

  

4.1.1 Frameshift 1: construction of a responsibility frame 

 

In constructing the responsibility frame, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) identifies three differ-

ent frameshifts (1a, 1b and 1c) each holding three different mechanisms driving the shifts 

forward. Using these mechanisms, the secondary data is analyzed.  

  

Frameshift 1a: narrowing the scope of the wicked problem 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015) argue that through cognitive shortcuts, the wicked problem is 

made less wicked and thus more manageable. Based on their model, we expect attention to 

turn towards specific plantations and human rights violations. By doing so, it will become 

                                                
1 Unilever neither accepts nor rejects political responsibilities for the issues raised in the BBC documentary, 

but acknowledges them. This does, however, not lead to immediate action from Unilever. This will be elabo-

rated upon later in the analysis. 
2 Based on the analysis below, frameshift 3 has yet to happen. Therefore, no quotes are written in the table. 
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more manageable to address the issues, than if the actors approached the instability of the 

Kenyan society and economy on an overall level.  

  

From unspecified issues to labor issues 

Initiating the narrowing of the scope, attention from Kenyan and international media turned 

towards the tea industry around 2006, as Unilever announced that machines will be replacing 

tea-pickers in Kenya. The Telegraph (Pflanz, 2006) reported that the machines would be able 

to collect 20 times more tea per day than when employees hand-pick the tea. One of the 

arguments behind introducing mechanical tea-picking is that wages in Kenya had increased 

and seemed to be continuing to do so. The Telegraph wrote that a tea worker usually earns 

around 2.6 USD a day, which is almost twice the Kenyan average minimum wage (Pflanz, 

2006). 

 

Around the same time as Unilever announced that workers were to be replaced by machines, 

Unilever was supposed to implement a wage increase. According to the tea pickers, this 

wage increase was, however, never implemented. This led to 10,000 tea pickers in Kenya 

going on strike in 2007. Following two weeks of strike, Unilever agreed to an 8% wage 

increase (Olende, 2007). Thus, the wicked problem has so far been narrowed from being 

unspecified to being related to labor issues on tea plantations. 

 

Focus on specific instance: violent attack in Kericho 

Where the events described above present a manageable problem for Unilever to solve, 

wicked problems were present. Around 2007, the Kenyan economy was suffering primarily 

due to political unrest. The East African nation’s elections sparked tribal violence leading to 

unrest all over the country. Another reason for the violence was the poverty of the majority 

of the Kenyan population. This threat of violence along with difficulties transporting tea and 

climate change, led to a suffering tea industry. This in return led to lower export revenue and 

additional pressure on producing tea at a very low cost (Attwood, 2008). Therefore, despite 

the focus on the strikes in 2007, the wicked problem still seemed difficult to manage, as 

wage issues were just a small part of a larger problem. 
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During the post-election unrest, media attention stayed on Unilever’s plantations in Kenya 

as Kericho - the city in which Unilever owns plantations - was attacked by up to 600 people 

armed with machetes, bows and arrows. The Telegraph (Blomfield, 2008) reported how the 

attackers targeted minority tribe members living in Kericho and working at the Unilever 

plantation. The attacks came as a reaction to Mwai Kibaki being declared victor in the Ken-

yan election. Kibaki was member of the targeted tribe, and the attackers, who were allegedly 

supporters of his opponent, saw the attacks as revenge over Kibaki (Blomfield, 2008).  

 

The Unilever plantations were not the primary target of the attack, but according to The 

Telegraph, Unilever executives reported that at least 14 people had been killed on the com-

pany’s property. Tea pickers did, however, report “that the corpses of many others still lay 

uncounted deep inside the tea field” (Blomfield, 2008). It is argued by the workers on the 

plantation that Unilever failed to protect their workers from the risk of ethnic violence. Spe-

cifically, they argued that Unilever placed the workers as well as their families in a position 

of risk, as the company brought the minority group to live and work on the plantation sur-

rounded by a tribe, which was hostile towards minority groups (“Unilever Lawsuit…”, 

2019). This event clearly showed that the issues of the tea industry are in fact part of a 

greater, more wicked problem. Therefore, reacting and finding solutions to the Kericho at-

tack are directly related to finding a solution to the wicked problem - i.e. the scope of the 

wicked problem is narrowed, as focus is now on a specific instance instead of broad, intan-

gible issues. 

  

NGOs focus on human rights violations and labor issues 

Alongside these events, two reports on sustainability in the Kenyan tea industry was pub-

lished making the issues in the industry even clearer. One created by the Kenya Human 

Rights Commission (KHRC) and one by Sanne van der Wal from the Centre for Research 

on Multinational Corporations (SOMO). The former provides in-depth analyses of the Ken-

yan tea industry. The KHRC identifies various human rights issues present on Unilever plan-

tations. Among these issues are that employees live in indignity and that small and old houses 

are sometimes allocated based on sexual favors. In the report, several workers from Unilever 

are interviewed, one of them saying that “sexual harassment is a serious problem because 

all the supervisors are men, some of them want you to go beyond your work obligations and 
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satisfy their sexual needs and if you don’t do that they fake other charges on you or give you 

too much work or allocate you to lonely or dangerous plucking zones” (“a Comparative 

Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008, pp. 12). In Unilever’s code of conduct, child labor is noted 

as unacceptable. Even so, child labor is reported, meaning that Unilever violate both their 

own code of conduct as well as human rights. Finally, low wages are reported widely, and 

most employees are not permanently employed making them casual laborers and restricting 

them from various benefits (“a Comparative Study of the Tea Sector…”, 2008). 

 

van der Wal (2008) identifies many of the same issues as the KHRC such as low wages, 

discrimination, low job and income security as well as poor housing, highlighting the im-

portance of raising awareness of these. He underlines the importance of the Kenyan state 

enforcing labor legislation to avoid widespread casualization of labor and that corporations 

should take the issues more seriously and implement more effective CSR initiatives. These 

reports contribute to making the wicked problem more manageable, as they present clear, 

concrete examples of what the wicked problem consists of. 

 

Narrowing the scope of the wicked problem 

In conclusion, the NGO reports and the media coverage during this first frameshift contrib-

uted to narrowing the scope of the wicked problem as defined by Reinecke and Ansari 

(2016). The SOMO and KHRC reports both focused on specific plantations and plantation 

owners instead of analyzing all actors of the tea industry. This has made it easier to compre-

hend the critical situations on the plantations, as the reports became more concrete and less 

abstract. The same goes for the media coverage of the strikes and attacks in Kericho. The 

media coverage did to a great extent contribute to reframing the issues and making them 

more hands on, than if the media were writing articles on the Kenyan state being unable to 

protect human rights. Therefore, the scope of the wicked problem has been narrowed, as 

both the strikes and the attacks seemed less complicated to resolve than to strengthen the 

judicial system and reduce corruption in Kenya.  
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Frameshift 1b: implicating corporations in solving the issues 

While the wicked problem has been narrowed through frameshift 1a, Reinecke and Ansari 

(2016) argue that this is not enough to make it solvable. Therefore, frameshift 1b will con-

tribute to showing causal linkages between the wicked problem and the actors who might be 

able to come up with solutions. As explained in the theoretical framework, Reinecke and 

Ansari lists three different ways through which such linkages can be created: liability CSR 

model, social connection model or the commons logic. Analyzing the secondary data using 

these three mechanisms will provide insight into if and how corporations are implicated in 

solving the issues in the Kenyan tea industry. 

  

If a traditional liability CSR model were to be applied to the case of ethical tea in Kenya, 

we assume that Unilever would be pointed out as an obvious wrongdoer. This is supported 

by the reports of human rights violations on Unilever’s plantations and the attack on the 

Kericho plantation owned by Unilever. It would have been quite tempting to name Unilever 

the villain and push the corporation to act, but looking at the document secondary data this 

does not seem to be the case.  

  

Instead it could be expected that a commons logic could be applied linking Unilever to the 

case, even though they were not directly related to the issues. This type of linkage would, 

however, be wrong to conclude, since Unilever is indubitably connected to the issues, as 

they own plantations – they are not just purchasers of tea. This makes the corporation com-

plicit in a greater way than creating a causal linkage using commons logic.  

  

Looking at the collected secondary data, it would seem as though the social connection 

model is the most appropriate to use in analyzing frameshift 1b. Unilever is, as argued pre-

viously, in a sense pointed out as responsible, because many of the issues identified in 

frameshift 1a occur on Unilever property. During frameshift 1b, additional reports of human 

rights violations on Unilever property are made including another report by Sanne van der 

Wal from the NGO SOMO. In this report, van der Wal (2011) directly targets the investiga-

tion on Unilever and argues that Unilever does not live up to its responsibilities as a corpo-

ration. Unilever reacted to these claims by arguing that the issues are endemic and related to 
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greater societal challenges in Kenya - challenges for which Unilever cannot be held respon-

sible (van der Wal, 2011).  

 

Despite the many reports of human rights violations on Unilever plantations and in the tea 

industry in general, a lack of media coverage is observed. Some news articles were written 

about the issues, but neither Unilever nor other corporations were singled out as holding the 

majority of the responsibility of the human rights violations. Instead, it seems as though the 

Kenyan state is, to a greater extent, being blamed for not having solved the issues leading to 

the ethnic violence, as it is their responsibility to protect the Kenyan people. The KTDA 

initiated a collaboration with Unilever and RA called SustainabiliTEA and a new Tea 

Amendment Bill was agreed upon in 2010. The goal of the Tea Amendment Bill 2010 was 

to “enhance marketing of tea, regulate tea processing and remove unnecessary restrictions 

in tea production” (Wanzala, 2010, pp. 1). 

 

Even though Unilever is not singled out as being among the primary actors responsible for 

finding solutions to the wicked problem, change is seen from frameshift 1a to 1b. In 

frameshift 1a, issues related to Unilever and other corporations are used as examples of sus-

tainability issues in the Kenyan tea industry - but key to the discussion are the overall issues 

in the industry as seen in Attwood (2008) on Kenya’s economic crisis. In frameshift 1b, 

focus is to a greater extent on Unilever and corporate responsibility as seen in for instance 

The Irish Times (Clarke, 2011), but the focus lacks power, especially in the media. Thus 

following Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of corporate political responsibilization, cor-

porations are to some extent implicated in solving the issues.  

 

Frameshift 1c: from back-of-the-mind to front-of-the-mind issue  

Through frameshift 1c, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) argue that it becomes possible to mobi-

lize wider support as regular people start paying attention to the issues. In order to make the 

public aware of the issue, the wicked problem must be turned into a front-of-the-mind issue 

through the use of emotional arguments arousing guilt or anger. According to Reinecke and 

Ansari (2016), going through this frameshift, the link between corporations and the wicked 

problem will seem more immediate and potent leading to frameshift 2.  
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After frameshift 1b, the complex issues of the tea industry in Kenya were more academic 

issues than everyday issues to consumers and politicians. From around 2013, this does, how-

ever, begin to change. In 2013, Unilever made a completely different statement by creating 

a promotional video showing the, presumably, nice working conditions on the Kericho plan-

tation under the title “Kericho My Home: Life on Lipton’s Kenyan tea estate” (“Kericho My 

Home…”, 2013). Unilever’s video can be seen as a response to frameshift 1b, trying to 

change the narrative of Unilever’s tea production in Kenya to a positive one.  

 

Two years after Unilever’s YouTube video aired, BBC investigated living conditions, work-

ing conditions and child labor on tea estates in Assam, India. The investigation resulted in 

shorter videos on BBC’s homepage, news stories, a full-length documentary, a radio pro-

gram and a podcast. The BBC documentary was titled “The True Cost of a Cuppa” and an 

in-depth article called “The bitter story behind UK’s national drink” highlighted the main 

findings. These two titles are prime examples of how the issues of the tea industry became 

more relevant to regular consumers linking them to everyday scenarios such as drinking a 

cup of tea in the morning. According to Reinecke and Ansari (2016) creating such connec-

tions to the daily lives of consumers is key to making corporate responsibility clear through 

frameshift 2. 

 

The BBC investigations showed horrible conditions on tea estates in Assam and various 

MNEs sourcing tea was named - including Unilever. The ETP was also blamed for not doing 

enough to secure adequate living and working conditions, especially since many of the tar-

geted corporations used their ETP membership as a proof of their involvement in sourcing 

tea sustainably. Again, reactions from corporations to the issues were that the issues are 

systemic and endemic making them difficult for the MNEs to solve (Rowlatt and Deith, 

2015). Despite the documentaries revolving primarily around tea estates in Assam and not 

in Kenya, it is assumed that the attention on human rights in the tea industry will have had 

an impact on the public opinion regarding tea estates in other countries as well. This assump-

tion is additionally strengthened, since the same actors are involved with tea production in 

Assam as in Kenya. This focus on tea estates in the media can be considered a way to create 

emotional connectivity to the issues and therefore bring them to the front of the mind of the 

consumers.  
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4.1.2 Frameshift 2: solidification of the responsibility frame 

 

While companies like Unilever still resist being complicit in the wicked problem, the BBC 

investigations did contribute to what seems to be a shift toward solidifying the responsibility 

frame. This shift is important, since it obliges companies to accept the responsibility frame. 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) identifies two different mechanisms to achieve this frameshift: 

 

- inducing social judgment through third-party exposure and  

- inducing social judgment through self-disclosure.  

 

Via the first mechanism, inducing social judgment through third-party exposure, we expect 

Unilever to be named and shamed when it comes to addressing human rights issues in the 

tea industry. This happens to some extent. In 2016, employees and residents of the Kericho 

plantation owned by Unilever filed a lawsuit against Unilever PLC - the parent company of 

Unilever Tea Kenya Limited. The employees and residents allege that Unilever failed to 

protect their workers and residents even though the risk of ethnic violence was large. A law-

suit would be expected to cause attention to the corporate responsibility within the tea in-

dustry, but again there seems to be a lack of attention in the media. It is possible to find 

updates on the lawsuit, but regular updates have only been found through the Business and 

Human Rights Resource Centre linking to independent NGO websites providing updates. 

Thomson Reuters (Fick, 2018) did write a news update on the lawsuit in September 2018, 

which circulated in a few newspapers, but the lawsuit has not created massive media atten-

tion. This makes it questionable whether or not the lawsuit can actually be considered nam-

ing and shaming of Unilever, since it seems that Unilever has not suffered from public shame 

following the lawsuit. 

 

Using the second mechanism, inducing social judgment through self-disclosure, it could be 

the case that Unilever would start self-reporting on their performance. According to 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016), this sort of voluntary action would be a means to include cor-

porations in finding solutions to the wicked problem solidifying the responsibility frame. 

Looking at the document secondary data, this type of mechanism can, to some extent, be 
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identified. In 2017, Unilever announced that they joined the ETP. In relation to the an-

nouncement, executive vice president of beverages at Unilever Mick Van Ettiger said: “As 

the world’s biggest tea company, we have an important role to play in addressing the en-

demic issues facing the tea industry. Working with ETP enables us to share our experience 

and work with others to tackle both the environmental and social issues, such as working 

conditions and human rights, to deliver change at scale. I am very excited about the oppor-

tunities ahead and look forward to working with our partners to enrich more lives in tea.” 

(“Unilever Joins the Ethical…” pp. 1, 2017).  

 

Additionally, Unilever joins the Tea 2030 project, where a variety of organizations within 

the tea sector have been brought together to discuss how to address the challenges of the tea 

industry. The purpose of Tea 2030 is to bring awareness to the challenges and to stimulate 

action by the organizations involved (Brouder et al., 2017). On paper, the actions of Unilever 

do to some extent follow Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) definition of the self-disclosure 

mechanisms, but since these actions are all reported by Unilever themselves, one must be 

aware of the risk of greenwashing. By concluding that Unilever is disclosing more about 

their practices one would have to believe that a membership of ETP, certifications and mem-

bership of the Tea 2030 project are in fact legitimate and that these actions create a differ-

ence.  

 

The legitimacy of Unilever’s actions has too been questioned publicly. Following years of 

court proceedings, four NGOs addressed Unilever through an open letter. These NGOs crit-

icized Unilever for not having disclosed all relevant documents to the court and argued that 

Unilever’s commitment to the UNGPs could be considered “at best partial, and at worst 

illusory” (Croser, 2018). In their letter, the NGOs state that “Unilever’s enthusiasm for hu-

man rights standards does not sit easily with an apparent attempt in this case to hide behind 

its corporate structure in order to avoid legal responsibility to these victims of serious hu-

man rights abuses” and “Such a position would appear to be at odds with its due diligence 

obligations under the UNGPs.” (Esdaile, C., Croser M., et al., 2018, pp. 1). The NGOs con-

clude their letter with the statement: “Indeed, in today’s world of multi-national companies 

with a global reach, Unilever’s approach in this regard calls into question whether the 

UNGPs have any real utility when it comes to victims’ access to remedy, and to victims’ 
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ability to hold such multi-national corporations to account when things go wrong.” (Esdaile, 

C., Croser M., et al., 2018, pp. 2) 

 

While Unilever seems to have accepted responsibility through the membership of ETP and 

involvement in Tea 2030, the firm continues to refuse the claim that they failed to fulfill 

their responsibility related to the 2007 attack. In 2018, Unilever posted a reply to the on-

going case against the corporation related to Kenyan tea workers. Here Unilever states: 

“(...)we strongly reject any allegation that we did not respect these (the UNGPs) in the case 

of the tea workers affected by the nationwide breakdown of law and order that occurred in 

Kenya in 2007” (“Unilever Group Reply…”, 2018, pp. 1). Additionally, Unilever states that 

“In view of the Claimants’ concerns about publicity related to this case, we continue to be-

lieve that drawing attention to the case via public letters, articles or social media and any 

ensuing press coverage is regrettable” (“Unilever Group Reply…”, 2018, pp. 1). 

 

The lawsuit could have been an obvious way for Unilever to be forced to accept some degree 

of responsibility making it possible to move on to frameshift 3, but Unilever does not seem 

to do so. Instead the responsibility frame remains fragile. 

 

4.1.3 Frameshift 3: corporate adoption of the responsibility frame 

 

Based on the analysis of frameshift 2, there are still issues related to making Unilever accept 

that they have a political role in society. Reinecke and Ansari (2016) argue that making 

corporations adopt the responsibility frame may be achieved through deliberative integra-

tion. This implies that Unilever must engage in a process of moral reasoning, where political 

and societal responsibility will become an integrated part of doing business. This does, how-

ever, not seem to happen in the case of ethical tea. As seen in frameshift 2, there is a lack of 

acceptance of responsibility among corporate actors, who expect the government to find so-

lutions. Since this is the case, frameshift 3 cannot be concluded and the process of corporate 

political responsibilization is deemed unsuccessful following Reinecke and Ansari’s model. 
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4.1.4 Recent developments 

 

At the time of writing, the lawsuit against Unilever is still ongoing. After having filed the 

lawsuit against Unilever at the High Court in England, Unilever has argued that the lawsuit 

should not be made in England but in Kenya. This was refused by the claimants i.e. the 

victims, who argued that justice is not achievable in the Kenyan legal system due to its fra-

gility. In February 2017, the High Court ruled that it was unable to make a decision on the 

case, as it did not have jurisdiction to hear it. It was argued that the risk of violence was 

foreseeable in Kenya, but not on the Kericho plantation. Most of the arguments made by 

Unilever were also rejected. The claimants went on to the Court of Appeal, which ruled that 

there was insufficient evidence against Unilever to rule in favor of the claimants (“Unilever 

Lawsuit…”, 2019).  

 

In 2019, an application for permission to appeal the case to the UK Supreme Court was made 

(“Unilever Lawsuit…”, 2019). The claimants argue that “We submit that the question of 

whether or not there is corporate responsibility for the human rights violations suffered by 

the tea workers is a question of general importance.” and that “This case offers an important 

opportunity for UK courts to engage on the issue of parent company liability for acts and 

omissions of their foreign subsidiaries, and the ability of victims to obtain redress for human 

rights violations suffered as a result” (Esdaile, C., Morara, G., et al., 2018, pp. 5). 

 

While the lawsuit against Unilever is still going on, political discussions concerning the 

Kenya Tea Development Authority Bill 2018 or simply Tea Bill 2018 are at their highest. 

Key to the Tea Bill 2018 is that the tea industry should be regulated more strictly than it is 

today. Among the proposed changes is that the KTDA should become an independent tea 

regulator (Kamau, 2018). In addition to making it mandatory to keep records of tea produc-

tion, it is too proposed that licensing of tea farms should be made mandatory (Bolton, 2018).  

 

4.1.5 Sub-conclusion 

 

Through the analysis of the secondary data, it was seen how the developments of the tea 

industry follow frameshift 1a-1c. Attention in the media, the attack in Kericho as well as the 
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NGO reports all contributed to narrowing the scope of the wicked problem in frameshift 1a. 

In frameshift 1b, it was seen, how Unilever was linked to the wicked problem using the 

social connectivity model. The wicked problem did, however, not manage to be brought to 

the front of the mind of the public. Ultimately frameshift 1c ended up being weak as a result 

of lacking emotional connectivity, despite BBC documentaries highlighting the challenges 

in the tea industry. In frameshift 2, it was analyzed how Unilever still denied responsibility, 

but started engaging in new projects disclosing that they strive to act more responsibly. Since 

the responsibility frame could not be solidified through frameshift 2, it was not possible to 

conclude frameshift 3, where corporations would adopt the responsibility frame. Instead, 

recent developments show that 1) there still seems to be a lack of acceptance of responsibility 

from the side of corporations and 2) the Kenyan state is trying to strengthen the tea industry 

through regulation. 

 

4.2 Primary data from interviews 
 

The following section presents the primary data collected. In total, six interviews have been 

conducted. The interview guides can be found in appendix 3, and the audio files from the 

interviews are available on the enclosed USB drive. The interviews focused on general 

knowledge of the interviewees and the firm or organization they represented, as well as their 

views on two different cases. The purpose of conducting the interviews is to provide a sup-

plement to the secondary data presented above. Where the secondary data provides us with 

the possibility of identifying frameshifts, the interviews will focus less on frameshifts and 

more on investigating various points of views on the case, which will be used in the discus-

sion of how Reinecke and Ansari’s model can be applied to the case of tea production in 

Kenya. 

 

First, an overview of the general perspectives of the interviewees will be provided, followed 

by an explanation of two different cases and an analysis of the interviewees’ views on these. 

Finally, a short summary of the interview with journalist Jane Deith will be included.  
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4.2.1 General perspectives from the interviewees 

 

A.C. Perch’s Thehandel 

A.C. Perch’s Thehandel (Perch’s) is a Danish firm selling tea. We visited the CEO, Christian 

Hincheldey in his office.  

 

Pricewise Perch’s can be placed among the more expensive brands. Christian Hincheldey 

explains that “within the tea industry, we are in the top-segment. That is we do not buy the 

cheap tea. People know that we are happy to pay extra for proper conditions.” Perch’s values 

maintaining good and long relationships with its suppliers. Over the recent 15 years, global-

ization has brought new opportunities for buying tea, making it possible for Perch’s to be in 

direct contact with most of their suppliers and importing the tea themselves without going 

through an agency.  

 

Perch’s has for many years experienced continuous growth, and therefore they have now 

increased their focus on CSR. When asked how Perch’s ensures proper working conditions 

on the tea plantations from which they purchase tea, the CEO responded that “it is difficult. 

We realize that we in no way are capable of doing it alone due to our size. That is why we 

some years ago decided to join ETP.” Perch’s relies heavily on ETP and trusts them to audit 

and monitor all plantations, ensuring proper working conditions.  

 

Besides being a member of ETP, Perch’s run their own CSR projects. Rather than donating 

money, Perch’s believes in being actively involved: “From our standpoint, there is no doubt 

that this is the way forward. If we want to help develop challenged areas, we need the cor-

porations to become actively involved.”  

 

Perch’s believes that in order to foster change in countries such as Kenya, it is necessary that 

there is an interplay between many different actors, such as firms, NGOs, local governments 

and states: “It takes a lot for people to believe in change (…) I believe that an interplay 

between a lot of organizations is important. Naturally the firms and the areas you wish to 

help, but of course also to a large extent NGOs, governments and local governments.”  
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Dansk Initiativ for Etisk Handel (Danish Ethical Trading Initiative) 

Dansk Initiativ for Etisk Handel (DIEH) is a Danish multi-stakeholder initiative working to 

increase and improve ethical trade. We met with Sarah Dieckmann, project manager at DIEH 

for an interview at a café near her office.  

 

DIEH is a membership-based organization, where members are firms, industry organiza-

tions, NGOs, and the authorities. The goal of DIEH is to gather different actors in dialogue 

and through this find solutions to ethical trade issues. One of their focus areas is human 

rights violations, and despite being a Danish initiative, they primarily have a global focus.  

 

The question of how to handle ethical issues is always up for discussion. DIEH deals with 

concrete solutions rather than looking at the wider discussion of which actors are responsible 

for wicked problems.  

  

NEPCon 

NEPCon is an international organization, which provides certifications in the tea industry. 

NEPCon is a non-profit organization with approximately 220 people employed, located in 

around 100 different countries. NEPCon promotes and delivers sustainability services, en-

gages in non-profit activities and does certification services. The division in Kenya is cur-

rently only offering certifications including RA. We conducted an interview via Skype with 

Carol Mutuku and Leah Karimi, who work as certification service associates. Both primarily 

coordinate audits with external consultants, but they also conduct audits on their own.   

  

When asked about the challenges of auditing, Carol and Leah explained that for most audits, 

the plantation manager knows that the auditors are coming in advance, giving them time to 

make sure everything at the plantation is in order. In some cases, the auditors can visit plan-

tations and the managers only get five days’ notice, making it more difficult for them to 

change the conditions before the audit. When asked about the challenges they are faced with 

when auditing, Carol replied: “(...)it is never quite straightforward. Because most of the time, 

they know you are coming and that week everything will be in order.” As a follow-up ques-

tion, Carol was asked, if she sometimes experiences that “they make everything look nice 

and pretty” before the audit. She replies that sometimes plantations managers attempt to 
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provide an untrue image of the conditions at the plantations: “Yes, but we still get them. As 

auditors we are trained to investigate, so you find the issues at the end of the day. And they 

know that the approach to auditing is not just documentation. Because they could actually 

put the documents in order and tell that they have policies and procedures in place, but we 

actually have three approaches. We do documentation, we will also have time for interviews, 

and then we have time for observations like field visits. So we triangulate their results based 

on that.” 

  

Matthew Archer from the SUSTEIN research project 

SUSTEIN is a research project at CBS focused on the tea industry in Kenya. Among others, 

it looks into sustainability, standards, certifications, government mechanisms and global 

value chains with a more anthropological approach than previous global value chain litera-

ture has done. Matthew Archer is a researcher on the project and focuses on certifications. 

We met him for an interview at CBS.  

 

According to Matthew Archer, tea is considered to be much more homogenous than for ex-

ample coffee: “Coffee is kind of a different commodity as well. Tea is much more homoge-

neous, when it comes to the certified tea. (...) When you drink black tea, you don’t really 

know, if it comes from Assam, if it comes from Vietnam or if it comes from Kenya. And a lot 

of times when we introduce people to our research project, and we say that Kenya is the 

world’s largest exporter of tea, they are shocked, because they had no idea that Kenya even 

produces tea. But everyone knows where their coffee is from.”   

 

In general, Matthew Archer can be considered to be quite critical of certifications, and espe-

cially the organizations providing them, such as ETP, RA and Fairtrade: “What you start to 

see is that even the standards are often discussed in terms of the impact they’re having. The 

only people who really matter in the development of the standards are the companies. Obvi-

ously, there’s a lot of lip service paid to farmers, factory workers or these kinds of people, 

but their voices and their concerns are all filtered through one or two country level organi-

zations’ spokespeople. That’s a very diverse set of concerns, whereas each big corporation 

has a direct line to the people working in the standard development organization and also 

their concerns are all quite similar. All these big players in the tea industry (i.e. Unilever, 
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Finlays etc.) they all have quite similar concerns when it comes to what kind of standards 

they prefer and what they would like to get out of it.”. Thus, seen from Archer’s viewpoint, 

one flaw in the current certification system is that they reflect the buyer’s concerns rather 

than the producer’s: “It is a big issue. I think the standard organizations shouldn’t exist to 

legitimize companies’ minimum efforts, which is what I think a lot of them are doing now. If 

that’s their purpose, they should just be migrated into companies”. 

 

According to Matthew Archer, another issue is the way these certification and standard set-

ting organizations work, and their membership-based structure. Since they rely on firms to 

buy the standards or certifications, “it completely undermines their (the certification agen-

cies) independence.” Matthew Archer does, however, see differences in the various organi-

zations. He considers ETP to be “quite a sham”, which does not require much from the 

members. He further questions the credibility and effectiveness of the ETP: “A ton of these 

awful farms in India are owned by companies that are members of the ETP.” Fairtrade on 

the other hand, has in the past been inclined to pay relatively more attention to the producers, 

such as on the topic of premium prices. According to Matthew Archer, this has led compa-

nies like Unilever to make the switch to using RA for tea certifications rather than Fairtrade, 

as it is cheaper for the firm. 

 

Fairtrade 

Fairtrade is an NGO that works towards improving the living and working conditions for 

farmers and workers through the use of standards. They primarily focus on achieving better 

prices and thereby a fair salary for the workers. The extra money that Fairtrade secures for 

the workers are usually used to invest in community projects related to for instance health, 

education and sustainability. We interviewed Andreas Hansen, deputy director and head of 

products, and Sophie Gerlach Marker, community and project manager, via telephone. 

 

In their standards, Fairtrade defines what they believe to be fair. These standards are being 

developed and carried out in a way, where they ensure safety and possibility of development 

for the farmers, but the interests of the larger corporations must be considered as well. 

Fairtrade believes that: “(...) It does not make sense to increase the prices so much that they 

(the corporations) cannot sell their products. It has to be balanced in a way, where it is still 
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market friendly and is interesting for traders and those producing the finished products 

based on certified goods.” When it comes to defining fair working conditions, Fairtrade be-

lieves in taking the conditions of the specific industry and country into account, as such 

conditions will, to a great extent, define how much change is possible. They do believe that 

it is possible to foster development: “It takes several years, and we have to go in and work 

with local governments. We start out by saying: “Who is responsible for moving this in the 

right direction?”. All parties are responsible.” It can, however, be difficult for all actors to 

contribute to solving the issues, if the actors are lacking resources. In relation to this, 

Fairtrade supports less resourceful governments, when it comes to solving complex issues. 

 

Finally, Fairtrade explained that the tea market is dominated by few players - like Unilever 

- who have very large market shares. This makes it difficult for Fairtrade to bring about 

change in the tea industry, since there are few players to influence. 

 

4.2.2 Case 1 

 

The interviewees were presented with the following fictional case:  

Reports are being made that human rights are being violated on a tea plantation. These hu-

man rights violations include sexual harassment, casual employment, inadequate housing 

and general issues with working conditions. The plantation has been approved and certified 

by ETP and RA. The plantation primarily sells tea to smaller Danish firms.  

  

In response to the case described above, Christian Hincheldey from Perch’s firmly held that 

in such a case, they would immediately cut all connections to not only the plantation, but 

also the owners, as they often run several plantations. Perch’s relies on the approvals from 

ETP. They do, however, acknowledge that they cannot be 100% sure that all conditions are 

up to international standards. The reason for this is, according to Perch’s, that “humans de-

ceive humans.” Additionally, Perch’s argues that “the only thing we can do is to take contact 

to the large players such as ETP and RA and get in under their umbrella”, that is they rely 

on the larger actors in the industry. Perch’s believes that human rights, international conven-

tions and local law must be respected. They do visit their plantations and meet their suppliers, 

but they are not always present, “which is why we need the assistance from NGOs and other 
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organizations, who are in on ensuring that things are running properly.” Thus, from Perch’s 

point of view, it is necessary for smaller firms to be able to rely on other industry actors in 

order to ensure that no human rights are violated.  

  

When asked about the first case, DIEH held that naturally the firms buying tea from the 

plantation must take action. The responsibility of the firm is, however, dependent on some 

factors, such as what kind of human rights violations are occurring and how much an influ-

ence the firm has on the plantation. Sarah Dieckmann says that “there is also a risk for the 

firms. If they ignore it (the human rights violations), it may be blown up to a bigger case.” 

According to Sarah Dieckmann from DIEH, when the firm takes action, it should be based 

on the UNGPs and due diligence processes. “According to the framework (the UNGPs) they 

(the firm) must use their influence on it (the violations). If they are a large actor, they have 

a lot of influence.” Where Perch’s solution was to end the relationship with the plantation, 

DIEH says that this is not an optimal solution. Rather, the corporation should try to improve 

the relationship with the supplier through a code of conduct, and thus try to cooperate more 

with the suppliers. Sarah Dieckmann holds that ending the relationship may be necessary, 

but only if the firm is unsuccessful in improving the conditions. 

  

When asked about what the options for NEPCon are, when human rights are violated on a 

certified plantation, Carol explains that: “As a certification body, we are a bit limited. What 

we do fast is to do a research audit. If we get such complaints in the media for instance or 

someone calls us and say “we think these people are doing wrong things”, we organize a 

research audit. The research audits are unannounced. They can maybe get a one-day notice 

or five-day notice, so they can be there. (...) You cannot base your argument or report on 

what you hear from people, but it is based on what you find on that audit. (i.e. you cannot 

include findings from previous audits or rumors) So if it (the report) is negative, and you find 

these issues on sexual harassment and all those things, we withdraw the certification, and 

that is as far as we can go.” NEPCon explains that the audit will be conducted by a different 

person than the one who provided the first audit, and based on the audit, a new certification 

will be made. After a certification has been withdrawn, the plantation will not be revisited, 

unless the plantation wishes to get its certification back: “Unless they are interested in get-

ting back their certification, we don’t come back. Game over.”  
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NEPCon explains that most plantations get the certification in order to please buyers. When 

for example a Danish firm stops buying tea from a plantation, it affects the business of the 

plantation. Some buyers use certifications as a requirement when selecting its suppliers of 

tea, and therefore, should a plantation lose its certification, “they would do anything to get it 

back.” When asked about who is responsible for improving the conditions described in case 

1, NEPCon replied the Kenyan unions and the Tea Board. They do not see the Danish firm 

as being responsible for improving the conditions after a certification has been withdrawn, 

as “they probably just would not buy the tea anymore.”  

 

From Matthew Archer’s point of view, this issue would require someone to take responsi-

bility for it - however, it is unlikely that this would be the tea buyers. Rather, the blame 

would be put on the plantation managers and the locals: “It is a systemic issue, but I don’t 

think it would be perceived that way. I don’t think it would lead to any systemic change.” 

The reason for this is related to the supply and demand in the Kenyan tea industry. Archer 

explains that if a plantation loses its certification, there is no consequence for the tea brand, 

as they would easily find a new supplier, since there is an abundance of tea. For the plantation 

managers and factory managers, however, losing a certification means that they would no 

longer be able to sell their tea. Furthermore, the plantation carries the costs of having to be 

recertified, that is, all the costs fall on the producer rather than the buyer. Archer holds that 

“it is quite skewed in terms of responsibility.”  

 

Arguing against Perch’s solution of ending the relationship, Archer agrees with DIEH: “In 

an ideal world, businesses would stay around and improve the situation.” However, “that 

rarely happens. Businesses argue that they have gone above and beyond is what they would 

say, by only buying certified tea to begin with. So they would say that this is a consequence 

of this, and if you want us to be sustainable, there has to be consequences for unsustainabil-

ity. The problem is those consequences never affect unsustainable big business, only unsus-

tainable little businesses. Who is defining what sustainability is? It is RA in collaboration 

with Unilever that is developing these standards. Not with the people who are being punished 

for being unsustainable.” 
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Fairtrade’s reaction to the case was that they rarely experience instances like the one in the 

case, since they rely on third-party certifications. But if it happens, an unannounced audit 

will be conducted immediately: “(...)worst case we will decertify them immediately or they 

will be suspended with an agreement on when the issues have to be fixed. The worse the 

violations, the shorter the time period before the auditors return to check that everything is 

okay. If not, they will be decertified. And we don’t want that.” Fairtrade plays an important 

role in supporting the plantations when it comes to being recertified: “We guide them (the 

plantations) in what they need to do. That is also the role of the auditor; to collaborate with 

the plantations. Since they develop a development plan or a correction plan, some sort of 

help will be included regarding how to fix these issues.” In relation to the buying corpora-

tions, Fairtrade believe that if they are certified, they will immediately - or within an agreed 

time period - stop purchasing from the plantation, because otherwise they will lose their own 

certification.  

 

4.2.3 Case 2 

 

Following case 1, the interviewees were presented with case 2: 

Case 2 took a point of departure in the violations reported on Unilever’s plantation in Keri-

cho as well as the attacks in 2007, as described in the secondary data analysis above. 

  

While expressing that the violations that have happened on Unilever plantations are terrible, 

Christian Hincheldey acknowledges that mistakes do happen: “ETP makes mistakes too, and 

they get deceived too.” In general, he believes that ensuring proper conditions starts with 

paying a decent price for the good in question. Perch’s believes that everyone holds respon-

sibility, and a dialogue between the various actors is necessary. Perch’s sees a tendency 

among plantations, where more get certified in order to keep up with the competition. We 

asked Perch’s, how one ensures that action is taken, if everyone holds the responsibility. To 

this, the CEO replied that this is done by ending relationships in the areas, where conditions 

are not proper: “I will not be associated with conditions of production that are not ok… If 

there is the smallest sign of human rights violations, we are out.” Perch’s believes that this 

is what many SMEs do. The CEO calls this a “no bull-shit policy.” Thus, what NEPCon is 

experiencing in Kenya, is what Perch’s says is their own solution, and what they would 
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expect to see in the industry – that firms withdraw from plantations rather than work towards 

improving conditions, as DIEH recommended. 

  

When asked about the attacks at the Unilever plantation, DIEH holds that according to the 

UNGPs, firms are required to do no harm, and following this principle, it is difficult to put 

blame on Unilever. Rather, it is the responsibility of the Kenyan plantation managers, and a 

sign that the Kenyan legal system needs improvement. However, when working with a weak 

state there is a larger risk, and according to DIEH, having a code of conduct and outsourcing 

the responsibility to ETP are not enough: “A code of conduct is never enough, and you cannot 

just write some principles on your website or hire an organization or firm. That is a way of 

outsourcing one’s responsibility (…) This is not something that clears them of their respon-

sibility at all.” Firms need to have a procedure of what to do, when things do not go as 

planned.  

 

DIEH acknowledges that certification agencies do have a responsibility, but she also holds 

that this is one of many ways to work, and that getting certified is not the solution to every-

thing. As Perch’s, DIEH acknowledges that certifications are not flawless, and therefore all 

of the responsibility cannot be placed on the certification agencies. DIEH further agrees with 

Perch’s that if an SME considers themselves too small to have an impact, they should find 

allies – as Perch’s has done for example by cooperating with ETP and other NGOs. Accord-

ing to DIEH, “you must never accept the status quo. Small firms could join forces and focus 

as well as increase their impact.”  

 

While Perch’s sees terminating relationships as the right response to human rights violations, 

DIEH firmly believes that rather than ending relationships, firms have a responsibility to 

help improve conditions by establishing a code of conduct and actively work with the sup-

pliers: “They need to work with their suppliers. It is a process, where you must wait for some 

planned improvements. If nothing happens in the long run, they may consider ending the 

relationship with the plantation.” Furthermore, according to DIEH one must never accept a 

breach of responsibility. If an actor fails to live up to its responsibility, the responsibility 

falls on to the next actor in line. According to DIEH, the state is first of all responsible, but 

should they fail, the responsibility lands on the firm.  
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NEPCon did not want to comment on the Unilever case: “I am not really comfortable to 

comment on that one. Unilever is not our client currently. They are being audited by our 

competitors.” Instead NEPCon was asked general questions regarding the responsibilities of 

MNEs. Here, NEPCon confirmed the statements of DIEH by saying that the furthest they 

can go is to take away the certification and to ban them from certification for a year, but the 

rest is up to the firm, the unions and the Tea Board. NEPCon further believes that the overall 

responsibility of ensuring proper conditions is on the state, but they also point out, that the 

buyer has power, and that firms should use certifications as a requirement for collaboration, 

as this would force producers to comply.  

 

Matthew Archer believes that a possible solution to an issue like this is first for Unilever to 

try to better the conditions, and if they fail, the government must take over the plantation in 

question. He generally considers states to be powerful. However, “I do not think they can do 

it (take over the plantation) because of the way the capitalist democracy is structured. Cor-

porations are very powerful actors even within states”, once again indicating that there is a 

power imbalance. Archer holds that it must be the role of the government, not the business, 

because “it is not corporate logic to do that. It does not do anybody any favors to pretend 

that corporations are not profit driven organizations.” The responsibility should, however, 

not only fall on the Kenyan state: “It would be ridiculous to say that it is only the Kenyan 

state’s responsibility, it’s also the Dutch state’s responsibility and the British state’s respon-

sibility to regulate what Unilever is doing.” These two specific states are mentioned due to 

the fact that Unilever PLC is listed in both the Netherlands and the UK.   

 

Fairtrade argues that it is always risky for corporations to set their own standards like Uni-

lever does. If Unilever had been a Fairtrade member, they could have relied on Fairtrade, 

when it comes to solving the issues. Fairtrade would then have helped the plantations meet 

the requirements unlike NEPCon, who does not help plantations improve their standards in 

order to get recertified. 
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4.2.4 Jane Deith from BBC 

 

Jane Deith was responsible for the radio investigations of the tea industry in Assam in 2015. 

With her producer, Deith went to Assam to report on the alleged human rights violations in 

the industry. Deith explained that they became interested in the tea industry for two different 

reasons. First, human rights violations in supply chains were at the center of attention due to 

great attention to the fashion industry and the collapse of Rana Plaza. Deith explains that: 

“A lot of people were buying ethical tea. It was a quite fashionable thing to do (...) It was 

seen as a growing area.” Second, Deith’s producer was recommended to look into the tea 

industry by unspecified organizations. Deith recalls that other media outlets did not focus on 

tea and that “there was not a lot of mainstream coverage.”  

 

Conducting the investigations was difficult. Plantation managers informed their workers that 

media people would make them lose their jobs. This made many workers reluctant to talk to 

the BBC about their working conditions. 

 

After airing the documentaries, Deith explains that they got quite a lot of responses, and the 

stories were shared widely. On the response, Deith says: “Did it change a nation’s buying 

habit? I don’t know. I suppose it made people more cynical about the value of a logo (ETP, 

RA etc.).” Today, almost four years after the documentaries, Deith does not believe that the 

issues are at the front of the mind of the British people. The challenges related to labelling 

and certifications are more prominent in for instance the fashion industry - something that 

Deith is observing in the media coverage. She does, however, argue that: “There is definitely 

a growing movement within ethical shopping.”  

 

4.3 Sub-conclusion 
 

When analyzing the secondary data, we saw how the model of corporate political responsi-

bilization can be applied to the case of ethical tea to some extent. We did, however, find gaps 

in applying the model. The data showed that despite media coverage and several reports on 

the human rights violations in the tea industry, corporate actors like Unilever do not move 

closer to accepting political responsibility. The interview with Jane Deith did bring some 
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clarity as to why the issue has never become a front-of-the-mind issue: that other issues 

gained more attention. 

 

Through the interviews, it has become clear that all actors agree that the state has the overall 

responsibility, when it comes to solving human rights issues in the tea industry. Matthew 

Archer even argues that the Kenyan state is the primary actor to bring about change. The 

interviewees do, however, disagree on what action the firm should take when rights are vio-

lated – if they should terminate the relationship, as Perch’s believes, or follow DIEH and 

work to improve the conditions. Supported by the NEPCon interview, it seems as though 

Perch’s point of view is the one, which is most prominent among businesses. This too is 

supported by Matthew Archer arguing that it is not corporate logic to improve working con-

ditions. Fairtrade too highlighted the state as being among the actors responsible for solving 

the issues, but did also stress the fact that all actors must contribute even though it might be 

difficult for some.  

 

This leaves a gap, where it remains uncertain who will then ensure proper working condi-

tions. The state is considered an important actor, and the collection of secondary data showed 

that the Kenyan state in reality is trying to regulate the area more heavily. But still, a solution 

to the issues of the tea industry seems far away. Especially when considering the nature of 

certification agencies, ETP and other NGOs. Many of the interviewees agree that certifica-

tions and the ETP are not flawless.  

 

Based on the interviews, it does also seem as though there are differences depending on what 

certifications you are referring to. An example of such differences could be that where NEP-

Con decertifies plantations in case of violations, Fairtrade stays and supports them in solving 

the issues. There is, however, a lack of Fairtrade certifications in the tea industry. Instead 

many of the large tea corporations rely on certifications like RA and the ETP label. However, 

if small firms such as Perch’s mainly rely on certifications and the ETP, this leaves an obvi-

ous gap in the cases where certifications or the ETP are not sufficient. According to both 

Matthew Archer and Sarah Dieckmann from DIEH, relying entirely on certifications will 

indubitably imply not taking enough responsibility and choosing the easy way out.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
 

Through the analysis, we uncovered several different issues related to media attention, cor-

porate behavior and certifications. 

  

First, while thorough reports on the topic of human rights violations in the tea industry have 

been made, there seems to have been a lack of attention on the issue in the public debate. 

Based on our data collection, it did not seem as though the BBC documentaries brought 

about massive coverage in the media. BBC themselves highlighted their investigations on 

many platforms, but as explained by Jane Deith the documentaries did not manage to make 

tea and human rights violations a front-of-the-mind issue. Jane Deith did explain that she 

was contacted by listeners of her radio program saying that they had been surprised by the 

findings. Therefore, it would be wrong to conclude that the documentaries did not receive 

any attention. But we did observe that despite the documentaries frameshift 1c was weak-

ened, as the issues in the tea industry never truly became a front-of-the-mind issue. The 

documentaries did not lead to a complete turnaround of Unilever’s operations in the tea in-

dustry, as one could have expected following Reinecke and Ansari’s model. However, Uni-

lever did eventually take some steps in order to accept greater responsibility for human rights 

violations including becoming a member of the ETP.  Unilever’s lack of action might have 

been caused by the weakened frameshift ultimately affecting entire responsibility framing 

process. 

  

Second, based on the conducted interviews, it has become clear that firms rely heavily on 

certifications when it comes to proving that they are socially responsible. Based on the find-

ings of both the primary and the secondary data collection, this paper considers certification 

bodies such as the ETP, RA and, to some extent, Fairtrade to be inadequate in regard to 

ensuring ethical conduct in the tea industry. First of all, this is based on Matthew Archer’s 

statement that in general these certification bodies, except for Fairtrade, are more concerned 

about the interests of the corporations than the interests of the plantation workers, and that 

ETP is a sham. Second, based on Reinecke and Ansari’s research of ethics as sensemaking 

(2015) it seems that even though Fairtrade had the intention to ensure fair prices in the tea 

industry, this was not the result. This makes us question the effect of Fairtrade, and their 
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abilities to actually bring about sustainable change. Where Fairtrade argued for the strength 

of their system, Matthew Archer argued that even though Fairtrade is better than for instance 

ETP, there are still issues related to corporations using labels as a means to show corporate 

responsibility. This was supported by DIEH as well, who argued that certifications and labels 

are never enough to ensure ethical conduct. Third, van der Wal (2008) in his study of sus-

tainability in the tea industry is critical of certification schemes such as the ETP, questioning 

their efficiency - just like Matthew Archer and DIEH did. Fourth, being a member of the 

ETP, Perch’s would not be surprised, if mistakes are made in ETP’s certification system. 

Fifth, combined with the fact that human rights violations in the tea industry also occur on 

certified plantations this leads us to question the real effect of certification schemes.  

 

If the case is that corporations rely on certifications to ensure socially responsible behavior, 

and these organizations providing the certifications then in reality have no real effect, this 

leaves an obvious gap of responsibility, where the casualties may well be tea workers in 

Kenya.  

  

Third, the question of who actually holds the responsibility for human rights violations in 

the tea industry seems to have many different answers. In the secondary data collected, fin-

gers were pointed at both corporations, states, NGOs and local farm managers. It was for 

instance seen how various NGOs highlighted the importance of corporate responsibility and 

action from corporations like Unilever. The interviews likewise gave a variety of answers. 

Perch’s counts on local farm managers tackling the issues. If they do not live up to Perch’s 

standards, Perch’s terminates the relationship with the supplier. NEPCon argued that the 

Kenyan state is the primary actor responsible for solving the issues and that they do not find 

it realistic that tea purchasing corporations would contribute. DIEH believes that the respon-

sibility is shared among all industry players, and that the solution to human rights violations 

should be found through dialogue. Agreeing with DIEH, Fairtrade argued that all actors are 

responsible for solving the issues. Emphasizing the shared responsibility, Fairtrade ex-

plained how they in some cases support less resourceful governments in matters of human 

rights violations. Matthew Archer argued that all states are responsible for solving human 

rights issues - regardless of the issues being connected to corporate activities or not. If all 
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actors have different opinions of who holds the responsibility of human rights violations, it 

seems difficult to find solutions. 

  

These findings made us wonder about various issues with applying the model of corporate 

political responsibilization to the tea industry. Reports about human rights violations in the 

Kenyan tea industry keep on being published. However, the pressure on corporations does 

not seem to be increasing at the same rate. Is it fair to expect corporations to take on more 

responsibility? If so, how can corporations turn from denying responsibility to accepting it? 

Is the current way the industry actors interact and function flawed? Or may it be because the 

issue of the violations has yet to become part of the public debate?  

 

Following a critical realist approach, we wondered: Does the model of corporate political 

responsibilization actually fail to address the complexity of wicked problems? If so, how can 

the model be improved in order to account for the complexity? And if the model must be 

made more complex, will it still be applicable to real life situations? 

 

The following discussion will take up these considerations and discuss the data collected and 

analyzed using the theoretical framework. First, we will discuss the public perception of the 

issues in the tea industry addressing the lacking media coverage on the area. Second, the role 

of states and regulation of corporations will be discussed. Third, we will discuss why corpo-

rations like Unilever refrain from accepting responsibility for social and political challenges. 

Finally, we will use our findings and the discussions to present suggestions for improving 

the model of corporate political responsibilization.  

  

5.1 Public perception: what is ethical and what is not 
 

One of the things that surprised us the most was that despite extensive reporting on the hu-

man rights violations in the tea industry, the case has never really gained much attention in 

the public debate. This made us wonder: why do some wicked problems get more attention 

than others? In Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) case on conflict minerals in the Congo, several 

NGOs engaged in bringing about change through campaigns that ultimately led to media 

attention and getting people interested in the crisis. This case is not a unique example of a 
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wicked problem gaining media attention. The same was (and is) the case related to human 

rights violations in the garment industry and in the coffee industry.  

 

In the garment industry, the Rana Plaza disaster led to intense media coverage. The collapse 

of the Rana Plaza gained massive attention - both related to that specific disaster and to 

responsibility and human rights in clothing supply chains (Hoskins, 2015). Following the 

disaster, corporations accepted a greater sense of responsibility by co-establishing the Ac-

cord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh. The Accord works as a binding instrument 

requiring signatories to disclose various information on their supplier factories (“The Accord 

on Fire and Building Safety…”, 2019). 

 

Moving closer to the case of ethical tea industry-wise, working conditions in the coffee in-

dustry have gained wide attention in the media. Following an investigation by the Danish 

organization Danwatch, various coffee companies around the world - including Nestlé and 

Starbucks - were confronted with allegations of slavery in their supply chains. This reporting 

led to various campaigns and several documentaries ultimately forcing coffee companies to 

admit to using slave labor and accepting being responsible for bringing about change (Han-

sen, 2016) (Hodal, 2016).  

 

Despite the fact that the situation in the tea industry is quite similar to the issues in the three 

examples above, there still seems to be a lack of public awareness. This too was confirmed 

in the analysis of the secondary data as well as in the interview with Jane Deith, where it 

became clear that the issue never truly turns into a front-of-the-mind issue. In all three 

wicked problems described above, the issues managed to become front-of-the-mind issues 

ultimately leading to corporate action. Based on the interview with Jane Deith, it is argued 

that the tea industry did gain some attention following the BBC investigations, but there was 

a lack of mainstream coverage. One could of course argue that the lack of attention on the 

issues of the tea industry is based on coincidence. That it simply has not yet been the tea 

industry’s “turn” to gain media attention. Instead other industries such as the fashion and 

coffee industry are gaining much more attention today. This might imply that media attention 

does to some extent depend on timing as well as coincidence. 
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5.1.1 Tea as a homogeneous commodity 

 

An explanation to why coffee has gained more attention than tea could also be the one pro-

vided by Matthew Archer. He argued that tea is not as location specific as coffee; tea tastes 

quite the same regardless of it coming from Kenya or India. This means that most people, 

according to Archer, do not know where their tea comes from. This makes the issues of the 

tea industry more abstract than in for instance the coffee industry, where coffee is usually 

marketed on the basis of its origin. 

  

5.1.2 The legacy of colonialism 

 

The lack of media attention on the tea industry could also be affected by the role of coloni-

alism in Kenya. When British colonists came to Kenya, land was taken from the natives and 

used for tea estates. The people who lived on that land were moved to concentration camps 

and were later offered jobs on the estates. The working conditions under the colonists would 

by no means be acceptable today; many workers died while working and being late was 

punished with violence. In society, the native Kenyans were considered as being of a lesser 

kind than the British colonists (Matoke, 2017).  

 

Even though Kenya has been independent for several years, colonialism seems to have had 

an impact on the Kenyan society today. The land taken by the British was never returned to 

its native owners and ethnic violence keeps on appearing among others due to the fact that 

some tribes were favored by the colonists (Spencer, 2017). The traces of the unequal treat-

ment of the Kenyan tribes are still visible through rivalry between the tribes today. This 

rivalry was among the causes for the post-election attacks in Kericho (Blomfield, 2008).  

 

Additionally, the tea industry and Kenyan agriculture in general were developed by colonists 

as a way for the British to earn more money on Kenyan crops and supplying the British 

people with goods. Kenya is still financially dependent on Britain as well as other European 

countries - and the British are “dependent” on Kenya as tea suppliers (Nedge, 2009). Since 

we as critical realists investigate structures and mechanisms, these historical developments 
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are argued to be an explanatory factor as to why the British public overlook the ethical mis-

conduct in the tea industry. 

 

Based on the developments described above, one could argue that one of the reasons why 

media attention is lacking is that there is an innate power difference between corporations 

and plantations. Not only did the British build most plantations, they are still controlling 

them. Specifically, in relation to Unilever, Unilever started producing tea in Kenya in 1924 

(“Kericho Tea Estates”, 2015) - four years after Kenya was colonized by the British empire 

(“Kenya Profile - Timeline”, 2018). Based on this, one could speculate that the relationship 

between the Kenyan tea workers and Unilever is influenced by the legacy of colonialism, as 

the Kenyan workers still have to comply with the requirements of Unilever. The argument 

that traces of historical injustices still influence business relationships is also supported by 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015), who discussed the impact that apartheid have had on ethical 

discourse and the relationship between the various actors in the South African rooibos in-

dustry.  

 

Additionally, Matthew Archer expressed how the tea buying companies are able to control 

the certification bodies and NGOs like the ETP. When doing so, they underline their im-

portance and their power, making their words more powerful than those of the Kenyan tea 

workers. Combining their power of today and their historic power, MNEs like Unilever will 

therefore be able to stay in control over the tea industry and to define what is right and what 

is wrong.  

 

5.1.3 The role of ethics in separating right from wrong 

 

A different response might be found within the area of ethics. Even though the human rights 

violations in the coffee industry are similar to those in the tea industry, the human rights 

violations in the tea industry seem to be accepted to a greater extent - not only by the tea 

buying firms, but also by consumers and the general public. As critical realists, this made us 

wonder what mechanisms lie behind separating right from wrong.  
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Looking at the examples of wicked problems, one could argue that the cases are different 

due to their sense of urgency. The Rana Plaza disaster was by all means urgent, and the case 

of conflict minerals and cell phones was urgent in the sense that the issues were far graver 

than those in the tea industry. Therefore, it might be the case that the Rana Plaza case and 

conflict mineral case were taken more seriously by consumers, media and corporations due 

to their urgent nature. When a wicked problem becomes as urgent as in the case of Rana 

Plaza and conflict minerals, it would seem odd, if corporations completely denied responsi-

bility. This argument is supported by Altman (2007). According to him, business people 

have a responsibility to maximize profits, unless they are faced with urgent moral duties. 

Using this lens to look at the media coverage of the tea industry, one could argue that urgent 

moral duties have been sparse in the tea industry. 

 

But this argument cannot be used to explain the difference in the coverage and reactions to 

the tea and coffee industry respectively. Neither the human rights violations in the tea indus-

try nor in the coffee industry can be considered as urgent as those in the Rana Plaza and 

conflict mineral case. Using urgency as a determinant for corporate responsibility in wicked 

problems, the individuals of the corporations would simply have to focus on increasing prof-

its. They would not have a moral duty to help in the tea or coffee industry.  

 

In order to explain why there is a difference between the attention on the coffee and the tea 

industry, a Habermasian approach might be able to provide explanations. Key to Haber-

masian ethics is the free ethical discourse, where actors on an on-going basis will agree on 

what is ethical and what is unethical (Finlayson, 2005). This means that what is unethical 

will change constantly through discourse and therefore, the issues of the tea industry might 

be perceived differently than those in the coffee industry. Hence, it can be argued that 

through ethical discourse the outcome will not necessarily be the same, when the circum-

stances and the actors change. Since it has not been within the scope and purpose of this 

thesis to research the ethical discourse within the coffee industry, it is difficult to make valid 

arguments as to whether or not ethical discourse has been carried out. In the tea industry, 

one could argue that the ethical discourse is limited, among others, due to the power distance 

between the actors. This might make it difficult to reach ethical truces within the industry.  
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On top of that, it can be argued that since many consumers rely on certifications when se-

lecting what tea to buy, they trust the labels and believe that if RA, Fairtrade or the Ethical 

Tea Partnership has approved the tea, then it must be produced under ethical circumstances. 

The reality might, however, be different due to the power relationship between the MNEs 

and certification agencies. Therefore, the consumers might end up believing that a consensus 

has been reached between all actors when defining the labels, when it is in fact the corpora-

tions, who have defined them. According to Habermas, having one actor defining what is 

ethical is by no means considered ethical. While discourse in itself demands more than one 

actor, one of the points of criticism related to Habermas was that Habermas does not present 

a specific number of actors required to engage in ethical discourse (Finlayson, 2005). The 

role of certifications will be discussed more thoroughly later in the discussion.  

 

Putting the power differences and the role of certifications aside, we might assume that it 

would be possible to engage in ethical discourse in both the tea industry and in the coffee 

industry. Since ethical discourse relies on the actors involved, there is a possibility that the 

ethical truces reached in the coffee industry and tea industry would differ, as different actors 

are involved. According to Habermas, this would mean that what is considered unethical in 

the coffee industry might be considered ethical in the tea industry (Finlayson, 2005). Ulti-

mately, this might lead to the issues of the coffee industry gaining more attention than those 

in the tea industry. Applying a Habermasian approach would additionally take history and 

values into account allowing for different perceptions of ethics in the coffee and the tea 

industry respectively (Finlayson, 2005).  

 

Considering the influence of difference in values, history and actors on ethical discourse, 

one of the issues with Habermasian ethics is as pointed out previously that norms will never 

be completely value-free and objective. This makes it more difficult to navigate in Haber-

masian norms, but it also allows for the differences described above making ethics more 

dynamic (Finlayson, 2005).   
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5.1.4 Sub-conclusion 

 

The analysis showed that the issues of the tea industry have failed to become a front-of-the-

mind issue as is required in the model of corporate political responsibilization. Jane Deith 

provided some explanations as to why this was the case and argued that other issues gained 

more attention than the tea industry. Additionally, as discussed, it could be the homogeneous 

nature of tea playing a role in make tea less interesting to report on. The colonial history of 

Kenya is argued to be so deeply rooted in the British-Kenyan relationship that the power 

relationships might mean that the issues in the Kenyan tea industry are considered less seri-

ous than in other industries and countries. Finally, it was discussed how ethics might play a 

role in separating right from wrong, and how a Habermasian approach is able to explain the 

different perceptions from industry to industry.   

 

5.2 When the state fails 
 

Where Habermas might be able to explain why there seems to be a difference in what is 

morally and ethically correct depending on the specific case, he does recognize that we can-

not rely on moral alone to guide us. Instead Habermas argues that laws and state action are 

necessary to guide actors within society. This argument goes well in line with what both 

DIEH, NEPCon, Matthew Archer and Fairtrade said during their interviews: that states are 

key actors in solving the complex issues of the tea industry. We also saw that the Kenyan 

state is currently trying to implement new legislation in the shape of an updated tea bill to 

tackle some of the issues (Kamau, 2018).  

 

The Kenyan state does have other possibilities than corporations and NGOs. The Kenyan 

state is able to implement legislation and has a general regulative power. Additionally, the 

Kenyan state does not per se have profit considerations like corporations do - instead the 

state will most likely choose to focus on the stability of the country. This makes it possible 

for the state to address the issues in a completely different manner, since it becomes possible 

to criminalize certain acts. 
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5.2.1 The resourcefulness of the Kenyan state 

 

Based on the data collection, the resourcefulness of the Kenyan state is questioned. First, 

due to the violent attacks following the election in 2007, and second, due to the re-election 

and following unrest in 2017. In order to assess the resourcefulness of the Kenyan state, we 

turn towards the World Justice Project (WJP) and their Rule of Law Index. The WJP’s re-

search is based on household surveys and expert surveys, investigating how the rule of law 

is perceived by the general public (“Rule of Law Index”, 2019). The WJP defines rule of law 

using four different principles:  

 

- “The government and its officials and agents are accountable under the law;  

- the laws are clear, publicized, stable and fair, and protect fundamental rights, in-

cluding the security of persons and property;  

- the process by which laws are enacted, administered and enforced is accessible, ef-

ficient and fair;  

- justice is delivered by competent, ethical, and independent representatives and neu-

trals, who are of sufficient number, have adequate resources, and reflect the makeup 

of the communities they serve.” (“Rule of Law”, 2013, pp. 1) 

 

Rule of law can hence be considered a comprehensive approach in determining the quality 

of governance within a specific country. 

 

Looking at Kenya’s rule of law profile as seen in appendix 5, it is obvious that the Kenyan 

state is among the least resourceful states in the world. On a overall scale, Kenya is ranked 

as number 101 out of 126 analyzed countries. Looking further into the analyzed factors, 

Kenya receives extremely low scores when it comes to absence of corruption, fundamental 

rights and order and security. In relation to absence of corruption, Kenya is in particular 

challenged when it comes to fighting corruption in the legislature and in the police and mil-

itary. Here, Kenya is not only below average on a global level when it comes to lower mid-

dle-income countries, but also on a Sub-Saharan African level. Related to fundamental 

rights, the right to life and security is far below average, whereas labor rights are at the same 
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level as the other Sub-Saharan African countries. Finally, there are great issues related to 

crime, civil conflicts and violent redress (“Kenya Rule of Law Index”, 2019). 

 

It is, however, important to remember that the rule of law of a country is not constant but is 

changing over time. Therefore, it is possible that the resourcefulness of the Kenyan state will 

change within the next years, and that the instabilities of the past will not reoccur. A study 

in 2016 showed that despite political unrest, the Kenyan people are generally respecting the 

rule of law more today than ten years ago. Additionally, today the Kenyan people are more 

certain that the president does not ignore the courts and laws than previously (Oyuke and 

Mitullah, 2017). This opens for the possibility that the Kenyan state will develop into having 

a stronger rule of law, which will enable the state to tackle the wicked problems better than 

is the case today. 

 

Based on the Rule of Law Index and collected data, it is, however, obvious that at the time 

of writing, Kenya is lacking resources and adequate infrastructure. Thus, it is argued that the 

Kenyan state is not well-equipped when it comes to tackling wicked problems and human 

rights violations. Therefore, it can be questioned whether or not the Kenyan state will in fact 

be able to bring about change. Yet, the secondary data showed, how new legislation is being 

developed. This new legislation might be able to foster positive development, but due to the 

fragility of the Kenyan state, it seems risky to count on legislation solving all issues of the 

tea industry. 

 

5.2.2 The role of corporate citizenship 

 

Based on the analysis above, it seems reasonable to question the capability of the Kenyan 

state in terms of finding solutions for the wicked problems of the tea industry. In the model 

of corporate political responsibilization, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) assume that companies 

have a responsibility to help fill governance gaps. Among others, they draw on Matten and 

Crane’s (2005) theory on corporate citizenship (CC) as well as Porter and Kramer’s (2011) 

creating shared value (CSV) to strengthen their arguments for corporate responsibility. 
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Matten and Crane (2005) in particular highlight the importance of corporations, when it 

comes to filling the gap, when governance is fragile. They argue that CC is particularly im-

portant when it comes to developing countries, as they are not yet capable of administering 

citizenship rights. Therefore, corporations must take a position, where they provide, enable 

or channel certain rights. This means that when corporations like Unilever are operating in 

Kenya, they cannot simply accept the status quo and rely on the Kenyan state to solve the 

issues. This is, however, what seems to have happened in this case based on the secondary 

data. According to Matten and Crane (2005), Unilever would have a responsibility to fill the 

governance gaps. This would imply that Unilever should help develop the working condi-

tions on the tea plantations and provide all workers with for instance education and 

healthcare services. Here, it must be stated that Unilever does provide such services, but only 

to permanent employees - which is a great issue, since most employees are reportedly casu-

ally employed (KHRC, 2008). 

 

Matten and Crane (2005) would argue that DIEH, NEPCon, Matthew Archer and Fairtrade 

place too much importance on the state and fail to include the importance of corporate citi-

zenship. In this case, it would be recognized that the Kenyan state does hold the primary 

responsibility to solve the issues, but that the corporations must fill the governance gaps in 

case that the state lacks resources. In this case, it can be argued that the Kenyan state is 

lacking the resources necessary to tackle the wicked problem and that corporations like Uni-

lever are not accepting their responsibilities as a corporate citizen. 

 

Assuming that corporations will engage in CC simply by virtue of moral duty, may be con-

sidered unrealistic. This was also argued by Matthew Archer, who said that the profit-max-

imizing nature of corporations should not be forgotten. In CSV, Porter and Kramer (2011) 

sought to develop a framework encompassing both the moral duty of firms and the goal of 

profit maximization as described in the theoretical framework. When engaging in CSV, cor-

porations will contribute to solving social issues while seeking opportunities for additional 

profit. An example of this is Perch’s engaging in building tea plantations from scratch fo-

cusing on proper working conditions. Such a project does not necessarily fill any governance 

gaps, but it does contribute to creating shared value for the workers, the state and for Perch’s 
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themselves. This approach is, however, criticized by Crane et al. (2014) for not being ambi-

tious enough, as it still assumes that the primary role of corporations is to increase profits 

instead of the full focus being on creating social and political impact.   

 

5.2.3 The role of legislation 

 

Since both CC and CSV are concepts relying on voluntariness, assuming that corporations 

like Unilever would engage in filling governance gaps merely due to a sense of responsibility 

would be somewhat unrealistic. Instead we turn towards the role of legislation in making 

corporations assume a political role. Doing so is also supported by Reinecke and Ansari 

(2016), who argued that key to making corporations accept greater responsibility is govern-

ment regulation. From a critical realist standpoint, regulation of corporations are thus con-

sidered to be a key mechanism in the process of corporate political responsibilization. 

 

The UN Guiding Principles 

Currently, there are, however, issues in terms of regulating corporate responsibility on a 

global level and most laws on the matter only regulate internal affairs in for instance the UK 

and only apply to UK corporations. Instead corporations are globally guided by the UNGPs, 

which are not legally binding but set moral standards as to how corporations should act. 

Therefore, the UNGPs serve as a point of reference for corporations in deeming whether or 

not they are acting in a morally correct manner (Zamfir, 2018). Larger corporations - includ-

ing Unilever - often argue that following the UNGPs implies morally correct behavior (“Uni-

lever Reply to Core Post…”, 2018). DIEH too uses the UNGPs as guidelines for how cor-

porations must act, when it comes to human rights. This means that Unilever and other cor-

porations can use the UNGPs to convince the public that they are acting morally and ethically 

correct.  

 

A new legally binding UN treaty 

It is, however, an issue that the UNGPs are not a legally binding instrument and therefore, it 

is not possible to penalize corporations not respecting the guidelines. Furthermore, there is 

a risk of greenwashing, when firms claim to be using the UNGPs as a means to argue that 
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they are respecting human rights. Due to these issues, one could argue that a binding inter-

national instrument might be able to force corporations like Unilever to change their way of 

working. Doing so would go well in line with Habermasian ethics, where it is argued that 

regulation is sometimes needed to guide individuals and corporations respectively. Cur-

rently, such a legally binding treaty is being developed within the UN seeking to address the 

lack of regulation on business activities (Zamfir, 2018).  

 

The idea for the treaty was initially based on the observed asymmetry between corporations’ 

rights and obligations. On the one hand, corporations have citizen rights, but on the other 

hand, their obligations are defined within the UNGPs and are not legally binding (Zamfir, 

2018). But such a treaty might be a long time coming and would rely on successful imple-

mentation on a nation-state level. Therefore, a UN treaty would not be a guarantee for solv-

ing wicked problems like those in the tea industry. 

 

Additionally, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) do not argue that the sole solution to solving 

wicked problems is for governments to develop hard law. Instead they argue that corpora-

tions, NGOs and governments must collaborate on creating legally binding agreements as 

was the case with the Accord following the Rana Plaza disaster. Such a legally binding 

agreement made it possible to include corporations in the process of creating the regulation, 

hence making it more meaningful for corporations to live up to the new standards (Reinecke 

and Ansari, 2016). This too was supported by Habermas, who argued that non-governmental 

actors like corporations must be included in creating legislation. Habermas argued that this 

inclusion must take place in the informal sphere of politics, where the formal political bodies 

must invite for instance corporate actors to participate in shaping the law. When doing so, 

the laws will seem legitimate to the corporations, and the corporations will be more willing 

to obey the laws, than if they were forced upon them (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

The Sustainable Development Goals 

Since the development of the UNGPs and before the implementation of the new binding 

international instrument, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were endorsed in 2015 

as a set of global goals guiding not only states but also corporations and other actors in terms 

of reaching a more sustainable future. In the process of developing the SDGs, business actors 
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were included (Scheyvens et al., 2016). As both Reinecke and Ansari (2016) and Habermas 

(Finlayson, 2005) argue including corporations may increase the legitimacy of the SDGs. 

The SDGs have quickly been adopted by most larger corporations, and it is more common 

than not for corporations to integrate the SDGs in their strategies and internal goals (Enright 

and Whelan, 2016).  

 

Unlike the UNGPs, the SDGs themselves do not per se present corporations with guidelines 

defining what they should do. Instead, tools like the SDG Compass propose how corpora-

tions can implement the SDGs in their work and create further awareness of human rights 

and sustainability when operating their business (SDG Compass, 2015). This goes well in 

line with the arguments made by Reinecke and Ansari (2016): that corporations should be 

able to contribute to developing the way in which they are expected to manage human rights 

issues. With the SDGs, there is, however, still an issue related to the fact that they are not 

legally binding either. One could hope that consumers will put pressure on corporations in 

order to make them take the SDGs into account. Following Reinecke and Ansari (2016), this 

outcome would be far greater than if governments tell corporations what to do, as it will 

enable the possibility of self-regulation in the tea industry.  

 

5.2.4 The role of other states 

 

Since neither the SDGs nor the UNGPs force corporations into taking greater political re-

sponsibility, states still play an important role in solving wicked problems. In the UNGPs, it 

is outlined how corporations have a responsibility to respect human rights but that states are 

ultimately responsible for protecting them. Therefore, the discussion of regulating corporate 

responsibility leads to a discussion of the responsibility of other states in solving the issues 

in the tea industry. Where most of the interviewees argued that it is the responsibility of the 

Kenyan state to solve the issues, Matthew Archer introduced that it is also the responsibility 

of for instance the British and Dutch state to regulate the actions of corporations with roots 

in the UK or the Netherlands but with business activities in for instance Kenya. Therefore, 

it would seem obvious that the British state should regulate Unilever’s activities, since Uni-

lever is a British-Dutch corporation.  
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However, in the lawsuit against Unilever regarding the Kericho attack, it was argued by the 

UK court system that the issue was a responsibility of the Kenyan state to solve - not the 

British state. This argument was supported by the fact that Unilever PLC does not own the 

Kericho plantation. The Kericho plantation is owned by Unilever’s Kenyan subsidiary 

(“Unilever lawsuit…”, 2018). This lawsuit is a clear example of the regulatory voids de-

scribed by Matten and Crane (2005), as it becomes uncertain where the legal responsibility 

lies.  

 

As discussed above, corporations are encouraged to help filling these voids through the 

UNGPs and the SDGs. Based on our discussions, corporations in the tea industry are, in 

reality, not filling these voids resulting in a lack of protection of human rights. When this is 

the case, it can be argued that it must be the responsibility of for instance the British state to 

look beyond its own national borders and further out into corporations’ global supply chains 

when it comes to regulating corporate affairs. If the British state imposed regulation forcing 

Unilever to take responsibility on their Kenyan plantations just like they must in their British 

headquarters, Unilever would be forced to change their way of working in developing coun-

tries.  

 

By arguing that the British state should regulate global supply chains of British companies 

more strictly, an entirely different discussion opens up: should the British state start regulat-

ing beyond state borders? On the one hand, the British state is more resourceful than the 

Kenyan state and it can therefore be argued that since the British state can help regulating 

global supply chains, it ought to. Additionally, as argued previously the development of the 

Kenyan tea industry was driven forward by the British empire. As the legacy of colonialism 

still has a great influence on the power dynamics of the Kenyan tea industry, it can be argued 

that the British state has a responsibility to help the Kenyan state. On the other hand, if the 

British state is responsible for developing the Kenyan tea industry, it becomes difficult to 

define, where the responsibilities of the British state end. 
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5.2.5 Sub-conclusion 

 

Where many of the interviewees agreed that the Kenyan state is primarily responsible for 

solving the issues of the tea industry, it was questioned, if the Kenyan state is in fact able to 

bring about actual change. Through the rule of law analysis, it was argued that the Kenyan 

state is to a great extent lacking the resources in terms of governing the state in an effective 

manner. Therefore, it was argued that corporations like Unilever have a far greater respon-

sibility following Matten and Crane’s (2005) CC and Porter and Kramer’s (2011) CSV. On 

the other hand, it was argued that several states share the responsibility to help implementing 

new regulation to address the challenges of Kenya. Such responsibility can be exercised on 

a national level, where the British state was said to have a responsibility to regulate global 

supply chains, and on an international level through for instance the SDGs and the new le-

gally binding treaty. 

 

5.3 Making corporations accept corporate responsibility 
 

Through the analysis, we experienced issues when applying the model of corporate political 

responsibilization to the case of ethical tea, as Unilever ultimately has not accepted a greater 

sense of responsibility. This made us wonder, whether the model of corporate political re-

sponsibilization is in fact looking at the right factors when assessing the responsibility of 

firms. Where the model of corporate political responsibilization takes its point of departure 

in public pressure on the corporation, our research suggests that ethics play an important role 

in making corporations accept corporate responsibility. This curiosity is strengthened by the 

attitude of firms like Perch’s and Unilever that as long as they are members of for example 

the ETP, they have done enough in regard to sustainability and social responsibility.  

 

Keeping the discussion of media attention as well as state responsibility in mind, we want to 

further consider why some companies - like Unilever - choose to not take responsibility and 

what structures lie behind this decision. This is driven forward by our critical realist ap-

proach. Based on the data collected and analyzed, two main reasons seem to be present: 
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1) It is easier to use certifications 

Especially for smaller firms such as Perch’s, this seems to be an important factor when con-

sidering how to act socially responsible. When there is a lack of funds, the firm turns towards 

certifications.  

  

2) There is a lack of agreement on what is ethically correct 

As firms are often not legally obliged to act in a responsible manner, the question of what 

corporations consider to be ethically correct seems to be difficult to answer, as it leaves room 

for interpretations.  

  

These two reasons will be discussed in the following section. 

  

5.3.1 It is easier to use certifications 

 

As our data shows, corporations rely heavily on certifications to ensure the ethical conduct 

of the firm. Based on the data collected, the advantages of using certifications can be 

summed up as: 

  

They can be used as a requirement for collaboration 

Having certifications as a form of measurement will help the firm, such as Perch’s, determine 

which plantations to purchase tea from ensuring high standards.  

  

Plantations not living up to the requirements will lose their certification 

According to NEPCon, any plantation not living up to the requirements of the certification 

will lose its certification, which will negatively affect the plantation. Therefore, farm man-

agers are eager to obtain and keep certifications. Discounting the risk of fraud, this will imply 

higher standards on the plantations making it safer for corporations to purchase tea from 

certified plantations than from uncertified plantation. 

  

Certifications create a framework of what is ethical and what is not 

Certifications can help create a framework of what is ethically correct, making it easier for 

both corporations and farm managers to do business in an ethical manner. This means that it 
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is not necessary for every single corporation to define what they believe to be ethically cor-

rect; they can simply lean against the definitions presented by the certification agencies.  

  

Certifications help the consumer navigate in which products are ethically produced 

It is not possible for consumers to check the ethical and sustainable nature of all products. 

Therefore, as Fairtrade points out, having standards gathered in groups such as ETP or 

Fairtrade enables the consumer to quickly assess, which products are ethically produced. 

Certifications provide a reduction of information, which is necessary for consumers, if they 

want to be able to distinguish between the products available while being under time pres-

sure. 

  

On the other hand, the disadvantages of using certifications can be summed up as: 

  

Certifications are rarely enough 

As argued by DIEH, certifications are never enough, and firms cannot join for example the 

ETP and then consider their job in regard to ethical conduct to be done. This too was sup-

ported by Matthew Archer. 

 

There is a large difference between certifications and standards 

In both the secondary data and the interview data, a large difference between the quality of 

various standards and certifications was observed. This makes it difficult for both firms and 

consumers to understand what standards lie behind a specific label and thus to understand 

which certifications and standards can actually ensure ethical conduct.  

 

Certifications and standards may not be as valid and reliable as they seem 

Matthew Archer uses the word “sham” about the ETP, clearly stating that a membership of 

the ETP is not valid in regard to ensuring ethical conduct. While he is less critical about RA 

and especially Fairtrade, it is clear that he does not consider certifications or memberships 

to be a sustainable solution to wicked problems. The inadequacy of certifications is also 

supported by DIEH. This is backed up by the findings in the secondary data showing human 

rights violations on certified plantations. Thus, using certifications can lead to a risk of green-

washing and can in some cases be misleading to the consumer. 
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5.3.2 There is a lack of agreement on what is ethically correct 

 

Both Unilever and Perch’s argue that by being a member of the ETP they are doing what 

they can to ensure ethical conduct on the plantations from which they purchase their tea. By 

doing so, they must consider that what is deemed as ethically correct by certification agen-

cies, goes in line with what is perceived as ethically correct. We question whether or not this 

is an acceptable way of determining what is ethical. Matthew Archer describes how the sys-

tem of certifications is deeply flawed, as they mainly take into consideration the wishes of 

the corporations rather than the plantation owners and workers. As for example the ETP is 

membership based, there is a risk of the ETP being biased when it comes to whose interests 

to account for – the firm’s, the plantation owner’s or the plantation worker’s.  

 

When Fairtrade decided to work for the plantation owners to be able to sell their goods for 

higher and more fair prices, the result was that firms such as Unilever ended their relation-

ship with Fairtrade and instead joined the ETP, as this was the cheaper and easier solution. 

Additionally, Perch’s claims that they are willing to pay high prices in order to achieve better 

working conditions. Despite these claims, Perch’s is a member of ETP - not Fairtrade. This 

made us wonder, if corporations in general tend to turn towards labels requiring less work 

and money. Due to this bias, we question whether or not the principles of what is ethical, set 

by for example the ETP, are fair to all and not just a reflection of the wishes of the corpora-

tions.  

 

Questioning the ethical nature of certifications and memberships is connected to the issue of 

the lacking agreement on what is actually ethical behavior in the tea industry. Reinecke and 

Ansari (2015) examined how ethical complexity occurs, when norms and values are not 

matching. In the case of the tea industry in Kenya, there seems to be a mismatch in the values 

and norms of the different actors, i.e. corporations, plantations owners and plantation work-

ers, as discussed in the case of media attention.  

 

During our data collection, these differences in values became very clear. Perch’s values 

good relationships between them and their suppliers. However, if they become aware of hu-

man rights violations on the plantations of their suppliers, they terminate the relationship 
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immediately. One can question whether or not this is the way to first of all ensure good 

relationships, and second of all to bring about positive change. DIEH on the other hand holds 

that the firm instead should work with the plantation to obtain proper working conditions. 

NEPCon confirms that in most cases when the plantation loses its certification, it loses busi-

ness. Thus, it seems that several actors value good relationships, however, the way these are 

seen to be obtained differs. DIEH argues that the norm of the firm should be to work with 

the plantations, where the norm of the firms in reality is that the firms choose to end the 

relationship, if human rights have been violated.  

  

5.3.3 Power relations and ethical discourse 

 

As discussed above, it seems that in the case of the Kenyan tea industry, the values as well 

as norms for corporations, plantation owners, plantation workers, NGOs, and others do not 

match. According to Reinecke and Ansari (2015), the consequence of this mismatch is inev-

itably that not all actors get their interests taken into account. In the case of the Kenyan tea 

production, it seems, based on our analysis, that the “loser” in this game are the plantation 

workers, who work under poor conditions. Furthermore, the plantation owners can be seen 

as losers in the game, as they are left in a system where they are required to meet demands, 

which may not seem possible for them to meet, while also running a business. As Reinecke 

and Ansari (2015) describe, an example of this is that when NGOs such as Fairtrade attempt 

to ensure fair prices for the farmers, the corporations like Unilever are driven away due the 

higher prices related to being a part of Fairtrade.  

 

This issue, and wicked problems in general, should be solvable through discourse and dia-

logue, as argued by DIEH. This leads to Habermas’ case for the ideal speech situation, where 

the aim is through multi-stakeholder dialogue to produce moral norms of governance. In 

order for an ideal speech situation to arise, there must be freedom of access, allowing people 

to participate with equal rights. According to Reinecke and Ansari’s (2015) research, how-

ever, ethical consensus is often impossible. Instead, the aim of ethical discourse should be 

ethical truce, which may require using temporary resting points as a means to close down 

irresolvable issues. The unequal discourse may very well be related to an unequal distribu-

tion of power. If the unequal discourse is related to the power relations in the industry, larger 
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corporations may be reluctant to participate in reaching ethical truce, as this would likely 

result in them having to give up some of their power. Therefore, as supported by critics of 

Habermas, Habermas may fail to give people incentives to reach and live up to an ethical 

truce (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

What we see in the Kenyan tea industry is far from a situation, where actors participate with 

equal rights. Rather, we see that the distribution of power is unequal, as seen in the discussion 

of the legacy of colonialism and in the discussion of the Kenyan state’s rule of law. This is 

seen on several levels of the industry: 

  

Plantation workers and plantation owners/managers 

Even though the Kenyan tea plantation workers work under poor conditions, the alternative 

may be worse. Taking the Kenyan rule of law into consideration, being unemployed in 

Kenya might not be a favorable position to be in. Due to this, the plantation owners have 

power over the plantation workers. 

  

Plantation owners and corporations as buyers 

Based on Matthew Archer’s argument that tea is a homogenous product, and Perch’s state-

ment that when standards are not met, they end the relationship and find another supplier, 

we assume that there is an abundance of tea supply. This leaves the power with the buyer, 

i.e. corporations like Unilever. The buyer is able to move around from plantation to planta-

tion as they please. Therefore, plantation managers are eager to please the buyers in order to 

ensure stable earnings. 

  

Plantation owners, corporations and NGOs 

In the dialogue between the actors of the industry, the plantation owners are left with the 

least power. As Matthew Archer describes, when an organization such as the ETP is mem-

bership based and thus dependent on the funds of for example Unilever, it is in the interest 

of the ETP to favor the paying corporations’ interests rather than the plantation owners’ 

interests. Another issue is that in the dialogue in for instance the ETP, some actors might not 

have the same say as the corporate members. Matthew Archer describes how corporations 
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by far have the largest say in the dialogue, leaving plantation owners and plantation manag-

ers behind.   

  

These uneven power relationships prevent ideal speech situations, as the participants of the 

dialogue do not have equal rights. Thus, the power relations in the Kenyan tea industry seem 

to stand in the way of Habermas’ ideal speech situation.  

  

5.3.4 Reaching consensus on what is ethically correct 

 

Reinecke and Ansari (2015) found that the legitimacy of Fairtrade depends on the consensus 

of “fairness”, i.e. for all actors involved to agree on what is fair. Based on both Reinecke and 

Ansari’s (2015) study as well as the findings of this thesis, it seems that fairness, or what is 

ethically correct, is not necessarily perceived in the same way by all actors, making the prin-

ciples of Fairtrade, the ETP and RA complex to work with. Once again, the norms and values 

of the actors involved complicates the process of creating an ideal speech situation.  

 

Reinecke and Ansari’s (2015) model of ethics as sensemaking is useful in showing the 

rounds of sensemaking necessary to reach an ethical truce. However, such a sensemaking 

process requires that the actors involved are willing to participate, or being forced to. As 

previously discussed, the abundance of tea makes corporations like Unilever powerful, giv-

ing them no or little incentive to participate in such a process. As seen in Fairtrade, when 

they tried introducing fair prices in the tea market, Unilever left Fairtrade. Thus, Unilever 

seemingly neither has incentive nor interest in participating in the dialogue. From a Haber-

masian perspective, this would imply that moral norms in the tea industry will not be valid, 

as they cannot be accepted by all actors (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

The difficulties of making Unilever and other corporations contribute to the ethical discourse 

hence troubles the entire process of creating norms as argued by critiques (Finlayson, 2005). 

Naturally by not participating in the dialogue towards an ethical truce, Unilever is at risk of 

receiving negative press coverage. However, as our analysis has shown, the press coverage 

has never become critical for any MNE in the tea industry, once again leaving Unilever with 

little incentive to join the dialogue.  
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Due to this, it may in reality be difficult to achieve an ideal speech situation as well as ethical 

discourse in the tea industry. In an ideal world, it would be possible for all actors - states, 

corporations, NGOs, consumers, workers and the like - to engage in ethical discourse, but as 

proved in the discussions, this is not realistic. This does not necessarily mean that the ideal 

posed by Habermas is wrong; it means that in practice, the level of ambition must be placed 

a bit lower in terms of achieving ethical truce. Based on the previous discussions, it is argued 

that states, corporations, NGOs and consumers all have different responsibilities and that - 

as Kant coined - ought implies can (Scruton, 2001). This means that Perch’s for example is 

capable of justifying their lack of action by claiming to be limited by their size. Unilever and 

the British state, however, would inarguably have a greater responsibility of engaging in 

ethical discourse than for instance the tea workers and Perch’s due to their size and relative 

power. This too is supported by both the primary and secondary data.  

 

This does, however, not mean that it would impossible to achieve ethical discourse and 

change through other channels. The workers on the tea plantations could rebel against Uni-

lever, and the consumers could start demanding ethical tea.  It does, however, not seem as 

though the consumers or the tea workers will rebel against corporations like Unilever. There-

fore, due to their strength, it must be the responsibility of the British state to foster ethical 

discourse by implementing legislation and regulation in collaboration with corporations as 

argued previously. This is, however, not enough, and in order for wicked problems to be 

solved, corporations still need to accept greater responsibility. 

  

5.3.5 How to make corporations accept responsibility 

 

However, if reality is so that the effects of certifications are lacking, and the large players in 

the industry such as Unilever have little or no incentive to work for better conditions, how 

do we make corporations accept responsibility? Even if the British state would foster ethical 

discourse, corporations may very well still be resisting their role as political actors. Post-

positivist CSR may provide an answer to this question. When developing a political concep-

tion of CSR, Scherer and Palazzo (2007) argue that Habermas can be used to allow ethical 

truce to be reached through a joint communicative process.  
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Applying Habermas1 to the case of ethical tea seems difficult. The implementation of Ha-

bermas1 requires that corporations are willing to adapt to norms and values based on their 

host environments (Scherer and Palazzo, 2007). As already established, there is incon-

sistency in the different actors’ norms and values, and firms as Unilever and Perch’s seem 

resistant to adapt to norms and values. Furthermore, as argued by critics of Habermas, if all 

parties must agree on what the moral norms are, there will only be few valid norms. Addi-

tionally, as Putnam argues, separating norms from values is in reality difficult if not impos-

sible, making Habermas1 seem even less realistic to apply (Finlayson, 2005). 

 

Instead, Habermas2 may be applicable, as discourse ethics could be a means to make corpo-

rations move closer towards being a political actor and thus accepting and taking on more 

responsibility. By using Habermas2, one could argue that corporations like Unilever would 

have to take responsibility of wicked problems, since this would help them build legitimacy. 

In order for this to happen, corporations must increasingly engage with civil society. If civil 

society does not trust and consider corporations legitimate, it will have a negative effect on 

the corporation (Scherer and Palazzo, 2007).  

 

Applying Habermas2 to the tea case would mean that corporations like Unilever would have 

to engage more with stakeholders, since they would need to be considered legitimate to 

thrive. By moving towards acceptance of responsibility and political influence, corporations 

will be able to strengthen their role in society and increase profits. It might also make it 

possible for corporations to engage in ethical sensemaking and thus move further towards 

fully accepting responsibility for solving wicked problems (Scherer and Palazzo, 2007). Uni-

lever would then be able to contribute to defining what is ethically correct, instead of having 

to “comply” with the ethics defined by others (civil society, NGOs, certification bodies, and 

others). However, one could argue that by being a member of the ETP, Unilever is already 

a part of defining what is ethically correct. Furthermore, for Unilever to follow Habermas2 

would require them to give away some of their power and control, as well as to accept that 

businesses have other responsibilities than to create profit. Historically, corporations seem 

reluctant to do so, and as Matthew Archer claims, “it doesn’t do anybody any favors to pre-

tend that corporations are not profit driven organizations.” 
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5.3.6 Sub-conclusion 

 

Our research has shown that corporate acceptance of the responsibility frame is to a great 

extent limited by the use of certifications and the lack of agreement on what is ethically 

correct. In discussing the role of certifications, we saw how corporations are drawn towards 

using such labels due to the many advantages of labels, but that the disadvantages can easily 

be neglected by corporations, as they may only negatively affect other actors. The powerful 

labels and memberships also proved to limit the possibility of achieving ethical truce. Fur-

thermore, it was argued that an ideal speech situation is not possible, but that it may be 

possible to engage in ethical discourse in a non-ideal situation. In such a situation, the aim 

would be to reach ethical truce among as many relevant actors as possible. Using Reinecke 

and Ansari’s (2015) research, we discussed how Habermas2 can be used to address the ethi-

cal complexity of the tea case, but that this will require corporations like Unilever to engage 

in ethical discourse with stakeholders.  

 

This criticism of power relations is influenced by our position as critical realists, where we 

seek to identify and discuss errors in the underlying structures of society. In this case, power 

relations are considered an error, as it limits the possibility of ethical discourse. 

 

5.4 Towards an improved model 
  

When applying the model of corporate political responsibilization to the case of ethical tea 

production, we noticed several issues as discussed above. These issues highlighted how the 

model of corporate political responsibilization to some extent failed in addressing the com-

plexity of the tea case. From a critical realist point of departure, it is argued that Reinecke 

and Ansari neglect to include some of the key mechanisms and structures underlying wicked 

problems. The main issues with applying the model to the case were: 

 

The model does not take into account why some issues get more media attention than others 

We saw how the case of human rights violations in the tea industry never became a front-of-

the-mind issue meaning that the responsibility framing process got stuck. 
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The model does not take culture and history into account 

The legacy of colonialism was discussed and seems to have had an impact on what is deemed 

ethically correct.  

 

The model does not take power relationships into account 

It was analyzed and discussed, how corporations like Unilever are in such a powerful posi-

tion that they are able to control both the tea plantations and the certification agencies.  

 

The model does not include, how corporations can “fake” taking responsibility through the 

use of certifications and memberships 

The legitimacy and reliability of RA and the ETP in particular were questioned, as corpora-

tions like Unilever seem to use these labels as a way of greenwashing. 

 

Based on these issues, four possible alterations to Reinecke and Ansari’s model are pre-

sented. It will be discussed, how they may contribute to improving the model, and if it is 

beneficial to alter the model as proposed.   

 

5.4.1 Alteration 1: including a sense of urgency related to the wicked problem 

 

We discussed how the wicked problem in the tea industry might be lacking attention due to 

its lack of urgency. Applying Altman’s notion that business people only have responsibility 

for urgent humanitarian issues would be able to explain, why the issues in the conflict min-

eral case and the Rana Plaza case gained more attention than those in the tea industry. On a 

theoretical level, it could be introduced that in order for a wicked problem to become a front-

of-the-mind issue, it must be considered urgent by the public. Therefore, the model of cor-

porate political responsibilization could be altered by introducing a new sub-frameshift to 

frameshift 1. This new frameshift would be placed between frameshift 1b and 1c.  
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Table 7: Alteration 1 - including a frameshift related to urgency 

 

Frameshift Previous frame New frame Mechanisms  

1a  Intractable and “lost 
cause” 

Amenable to interven-
tion 

Cognitive shortcuts  

1b Wicked problem as 
public responsibility 

Wicked problem as pri-
vate responsibility 

Causal linkages  

1x Wicked problem is 
dormant 

Wicked problem is ur-
gent 

Sense of urgency - dis-
asters or crises 

1c Remote back-of-the-
mind issue 

Connected front-of-the-
mind issue 

Emotional connectiv-
ity 

2 Company denies re-
sponsibility 

Company acquiesces to 
responsibility 

Solidification of frame 
through self-reporting 

3 Company acquiesce to 
responsibility 

Corporation assumes 
political role 

Deliberative integra-
tion of companies 

 

During this frameshift, the issue would go from being considered resting to being urgent. 

This would require that the wicked problem would either a) be of such a dangerous character 

that it becomes urgent or b) culminate in a crisis or a disaster. Introducing this new frameshift 

would still make the model applicable to the conflict minerals case from Reinecke and An-

sari’s research and it would explain why the model does not suit the case of ethical tea. By 

introducing this new frameshift, we must, however, either change the assumptions underly-

ing the concept of wicked problems or change the scope of the model. In changing the as-

sumptions, urgency would be a new determinant of the wickedness of a problem. In changing 

the scope, the model would then only be applicable to urgent wicked problems and a new 

model for responsibility framing related to non-urgent wicked problems would have to be 

developed. 

 

5.4.2 Alteration 2: introducing ethical truce 

 

Due to the lack of media attention, the issues in the Kenyan tea industry has never really 

become a front-of-the-mind issue. This lack of media attention is caused by several factors 
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including a lack of consensus around what is ethical and what is not, which is influenced by 

colonial legacy. We argue that in order for something to be considered a front-of-the-mind 

issue, there needs to be wide consensus that the issue is important to address. This does not 

seem to have happened in the case of ethical tea in Kenya. Therefore, we suggest an added 

frameshift between frameshift 1b and 1c focusing on values and ethical truce following 

Reinecke and Ansari’s (2015) definition. The previous frame would be a lack of ethical truce, 

while the new frame would include ethical truce and alignment of values. 

 

Table 8: Alteration 2 - introducing ethical truce as a new frameshift 

 

Frameshift Previous frame New frame Mechanisms  

1a  Intractable and “lost 
cause” 

Amenable to interven-
tion 

Cognitive shortcuts  

1b Wicked problem as 
public responsibility 

Wicked problem as pri-
vate responsibility 

Causal linkages  

1y Fragmented ethics Ethical truce Ethical discourse 

1c Remote back-of-the-
mind issue 

Connected front-of-the-
mind issue 

Emotional connectiv-
ity 

2 Company denies re-
sponsibility 

Company acquiesces to 
responsibility 

Solidification of frame 
through self-reporting 

3 Company acquiesce to 
responsibility 

Corporation assumes 
political role 

Deliberative integra-
tion of companies 

 

If people share the fundamental value that human rights violations are never acceptable, this 

will, according to Habermas, form a foundation for ethical discourse. Through such dis-

course greater consensus on what is ethically and morally acceptable can be reached. Once 

this foundation has been made, the wicked problem in question can become a front-of-the-

mind issue. It might, however, be an obstacle to address the cross-cultural differences pre-

sent, as the ideal speech situation might be impossible to reach due to the power relations 

between Unilever and Kenyan plantation workers. Critical towards Habermas, McCarthy 

argues that even when norms are universalizable, they are still value laden (Finlayson, 2005). 

Thus, if moral norms cannot be separated from values, whose values are to be considered?  
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Despite the criticism of Habermas that he fails to lay out how many actors are necessary to 

define valid norms (Finlayson, 2005), it is argued that if all actors in the tea industry were 

gathered in ethical discourse, it should be possible to construct valid and legitimate norms. 

Since the norms will be constructed by all actors present and relevant to the industry, it is 

assumed that all values will be taken into consideration, thus reaching ethical truce.  

 

However, gathering all actors in ethical discourse is not without difficulties, since corpora-

tions like Unilever seem reluctant to participate. On the basis of the discussions above, it is 

argued that the ethical discourse can be initiated by either the media or the state. Both actors 

would be able to force corporations into participating, as it would be necessary for corpora-

tions to participate in order to be perceived as legitimate. It seems risky to put this responsi-

bility on the media, as drawing attention to human rights issues in the tea industry may not 

provide the largest viewer base. This argument is supported by Jane Deith, who explained 

that other issues are currently getting more attention in the public debate.  

 

Instead it should be the responsibility of the state to ensure that the public is well-informed 

and that ethical discourse is fostered. But not all states are equally capable of initiating ethi-

cal discourse. As discussed, the Kenyan state is currently not resourceful enough to tackle 

the wicked problems in the tea industry on its own. Therefore, it is argued that states like the 

British should support the Kenyan state in bringing attention to the issues, since ought im-

plies can. Through state action, it may be possible to create ethical discourse in a non-ideal 

situation, thus reaching ethical truce. 

 

5.4.3 Alteration 3: introducing stakeholder dialogue 

 

In order to include the Habermas2 model by Scherer and Palazzo in the model of corporate 

political responsibilization, it can be argued that stakeholder dialogue should be included. 

Such stakeholder dialogue should require corporations to discuss what is right and what is 

wrong with relevant stakeholders. Following Habermas2, corporations would have an inter-

est in engaging in such dialogue, as it would increase their legitimacy in society and ulti-

mately lead to increased profits. The stakeholder dialogue could be placed as a new 

frameshift between frameshift 1 and 2.  
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Table 9: Alteration 3 - adding stakeholder dialogue as a new frameshift 

 

Frameshift Previous frame New frame Mechanisms  

1a  Intractable and “lost 
cause” 

Amenable to interven-
tion 

Cognitive shortcuts  

1b Wicked problem as pub-
lic responsibility 

Wicked problem as 
private responsibility 

Causal linkages  

1c Remote back-of-the-
mind issue 

Connected front-of-
the-mind issue 

Emotional connectiv-
ity 

1z Company reacts to in-
creased media attention 

Company engages in 
stakeholder dialogue 

Ethical discourse 

2 Company denies re-
sponsibility 

Company acquiesces 
to responsibility 

Solidification of frame 
through self-reporting 

3 Company acquiesce to 
responsibility 

Corporation assumes 
political role 

Deliberative integra-
tion of companies 

  

This new frameshift would imply corporations going from simply reacting to the public 

attention on the wicked problem to interacting with the public. Ultimately, such a frameshift 

would not only increase the possibility of greater ethical consensus, it would also decrease 

the risk of corporations greenwashing through the use of certifications. By engaging in eth-

ical discourse with the public, the corporation would have to take other ethical definitions 

into account and would not just be able to use their ETP membership, certifications or UNGP 

compliance to argue that they are accepting responsibility.  

 

This frameshift is limited by the role of certifications, as certifications and memberships in 

their current form can increase the legitimacy of corporations without them having to change 

their way of working. In order for corporations to be incentivized to engage in ethical dis-

course, the option of taking the easy way out through the use of labels should be removed. 

This argument finds support among critics of Habermas, who hold that Habermas gives peo-

ple, in this case corporations, no incentive to living up to an ethical truce. Therefore, even if 

an ethical truce is reached, according to critics of Habermas, this would not necessarily lead 

to any sustainable change, as corporations still lack incentive to live up to the truce (Finlay-

son, 2005). 
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Additionally, this new frameshift would come with a new risk that corporations instead fake 

engaging in ethical discourse by cherry picking stakeholders with the same perspectives as 

those of the corporation.  

 

5.4.4 Alteration 4: including states in the responsibility framing  

 

Throughout this paper it seems that states bear or at least should bear a large part of the 

responsibility of wicked problems. In their model of corporate citizenship, Matten and Crane 

(2005) argue that the state is first of all responsible for human rights violations within its 

borders. This argument is being backed up by several others, such as Matthew Archer, DIEH 

and Fairtrade. The role of the state is too - to some extent - included in the model of corporate 

political responsibilization, as there is a shift from wicked problems being seen as the re-

sponsibility of the state to being a private responsibility. 

 

Table 10: Alteration 4 - including state failure in frameshift 1b 

 

Frameshift Previous frame New frame Mechanisms  

1a  Intractable and “lost 
cause” 

Amenable to interven-
tion 

Cognitive shortcuts  

1b State fails in addressing 
the wicked problem 

Wicked problem as 
private responsibility 

Causal linkages  

1c Remote back-of-the-
mind issue 

Connected front-of-
the-mind issue 

Emotional connectiv-
ity 

2 Company denies re-
sponsibility 

Company acquiesces 
to responsibility 

Solidification of frame 
through self-reporting 

3 Company acquiesce to 
responsibility 

Corporation assumes 
political role 

Deliberative integra-
tion of companies 

 

We argue that in order for frameshift 1b to occur it is necessary that the state has failed at 

solving the wicked problem. We thus argue that a new frameshift is not necessary, however, 

the underlying assumptions under frameshift 1b must define when the state has failed to 

solve the issue. By restricting the model to only placing responsibility on corporations, if 
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states have failed in finding solutions, the powerful role of states would be taken into account 

making the model stronger.  

  

Furthermore, the model of corporate political responsibilization does not take the responsi-

bility of other states into account. Through the analysis of the case of ethical tea in Kenya, 

the British state is considered to carry some responsibility as well, both because of the his-

torical context and since Unilever is a British corporation. There is a quite clear historical 

link between the British state and the Kenyan tea industry, but including the responsibility 

of other states in the model would require assessing what other states might be held respon-

sible as well. Our suggestion is, that under frameshift 1b, where the wicked problem is seen 

as a private responsibility, it is furthermore seen as the responsibility of other states involved. 

In the case of ethical tea in Kenya, this would include the British state.  

  

The greatest issue of this alteration is the added complexity of the model. It will become 

extremely difficult to determine when a state has done enough to fix the issues related to the 

wicked problem. This evaluation will be necessary in order to determine, when the corpora-

tions have a responsibility to fill governance gaps. Additionally, holding states responsible 

for wicked problems in other countries would imply defining and expanding the scope of 

state responsibility. Drawing these lines may in reality be close to impossible. If possible, 

however, it would ensure that in cases of wicked problems, culture and history can be con-

sidered. Placing greater importance on state power would also mitigate the risk of corpora-

tions faking acceptance of responsibility, as it would foster more regulation - both from the 

Kenyan and the British state. 

 

5.4.5 Ethical consumerism and its influence on corporate political responsibilization 

 

Through the data collection and the discussion, it is seen, how it is difficult to exclude con-

sumers from the process of corporate political responsibilization. Consumers are closely 

connected to the role of certifications, and following Habermas, consumers should, in an 

ideal situation, also be included in ethical discourse (Finlayson, 2005). Therefore, it is sur-

prising how little power and responsibility Reinecke and Ansari place with consumers. 

Reinecke and Ansari (2016) do stress the importance of bringing issues to the front of the 
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mind of the public, but they do not argue that it is also the responsibility of the public to 

bring attention to wicked problems. Consumers would not only be capable of pressuring 

corporations to change their way of working, they would also be able to bring about change 

through the products they purchase. In the case of the Kenyan tea industry, the possibility of 

consumers influencing the process of corporate political responsibility has, however, been 

limited by information asymmetry related to certifications. Since this thesis follows 

Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization, where ethical con-

sumerism is not within the scope of research, concrete suggestions on how to include con-

sumers in the model will not be presented.  

 

5.4.6 Sub-conclusion 

 

As discussed above, all four alterations have advantages and disadvantages. Where alteration 

2 and 4 seem too difficult to include in the model, alteration 1 and 3 might prove as being 

useful adjustments. Alteration 1 would be manageable to include in the model, as it does not 

change the entire premise of Reinecke and Ansari’s model. This alteration would make it 

possible to distinguish between different wicked problems and explain why urgency is im-

portant when framing corporate responsibility. Alteration 1 would too acknowledge the im-

portance that Reinecke and Ansari places on the issue becoming a front-of-the-mind issue, 

which our case also emphasizes the importance of.  

 

Alteration 3 would be helpful in ensuring ethical discourse and hence truce, as it would re-

quire corporations to engage in dialogue with stakeholders. As discussed earlier, ethical dis-

course should be of the interest of corporations, as they would be able to increase legitimacy. 

Like alteration 2, implementing alteration 3 would in reality prove difficult due to the current 

power relationships between corporations, certification agencies and plantation owners, 

which enables corporations to gain legitimacy under false circumstances. It is, however, im-

portant to distinguish between alteration 2 and alteration 3, as alteration 3 is far less ambi-

tious. Using the Habermas2 model by Scherer and Palazzo (2007), it is argued that instead 

of striving towards ethical truce, small steps such as stakeholder dialogue should be 

acknowledged, as this increases the possibility of eventually reaching ethical truce with par-

ticipation of corporations.  
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As discussed previously, it is possible that the reason why Reinecke and Ansari’s model 

cannot be applied to the case of ethical tea is that we are simply researching the case too 

soon. It might be that in 5 years, attention is drawn towards the tea industry making corpo-

rations accept a greater sense of responsibility. If this is the case, Reinecke and Ansari’s 

model could prove to be applicable to the tea industry. We do, however, argue that since the 

challenges of the tea industry have been present for decades, it seems unrealistic to assume 

that time will be the answer to all questions posed in this thesis.  

 

Additionally, it was discussed, how it may be beneficial to place greater responsibility with 

consumers in Reinecke and Ansari’s model, like it was argued that states should accept 

greater responsibility. Including consumers would fit Habermasian ethics and widen the 

scope of who is responsible for solving wicked problems.  

 

There might be disadvantages related to adjusting the model. With the alterations, the model 

might still not be able to address all wicked problems, since they are in fact wicked. There 

is also a risk that the model will become too complex, which on the one hand would make 

the model easier to apply to several different cases, but on the other hand it would lose 

strength. 

 

By altering the model by Reinecke and Ansari, it would, however, become possible to nu-

ance it and provide explanations for why it does not fit our case. It would also become pos-

sible to look into what actions need to be taken in order to make corporations assume a 

political role in the tea industry. Additionally, the model would, based on our critical realist 

research, become more applicable to real-life situations and reflect the complexity of wicked 

problems. 
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Conclusion 
 

This thesis has analyzed and discussed corporate political responsibilization in the tea indus-

try using Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of corporate political responsibilization as 

well as Habermasian ethical theory (Finlayson, 2005). The following primary research ques-

tion was sought answered: 

 

How do ethics influence the process of corporate political responsibilization related to 

wicked problems?  

 

Based on Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model, we wondered if and how the model can be 

applied to the case of ethical tea production in Kenya, where the wicked problem is different 

from the one researched by Reinecke and Ansari. Following a critical realist approach, the 

mechanisms and structures underlying corporate political responsibilization were re-

searched. In order to do so, data was collected through secondary data sources and semi-

structured interviews. 

  

First, it was investigated how the case of ethical tea follows Reinecke and Ansari’s model of 

corporate political responsibilization. This was done by applying the model to the collected 

secondary data. Here, it was seen how the wicked problem never turned into a front-of-the-

mind issue. Therefore, corporations like Unilever refrained from accepting a greater sense 

of responsibility. Instead, it was observed how Unilever uses certifications and their ETP 

membership as a means of greenwashing. This lack of corporate responsibility in the indus-

try means that the responsibility currently lies with the Kenyan state, where new legislation 

is being developed to address some of the issues related to the tea industry.  

 

Second, the question “who is responsible for solving the issues in the Kenyan tea industry?” 

was answered through semi-structured interviews, where it was highlighted how much the 

opinions of the various actors differ. While the interviewees all argued that states must hold 

the primary responsibility, there seemed to be disagreement regarding the role of corpora-

tions when it comes to solving wicked problems. During the interviews, it was discussed, 

how corporations use certifications and memberships as a means to prove the ethical nature 
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of their business, and whether or not such certifications are adequate in ensuring ethical 

behavior. Key issues related to greenwashing were highlighted, as some of the interviewees 

were of the opinion that certifications rarely bring about change. 

 

Our findings were then used to discuss the way in which ethics influence corporate political 

responsibilization. Three key areas were identified:  

 

First, the lack of attention on the issues in the tea industry has been caused by a lack of 

ethical consensus on the gravity and urgency of the issues. The sparse media attention might, 

too, be caused by tea being a homogenous good. Additionally, the legacy of colonialism 

plays an important role in the lack of media attention, as it has contributed to unequal power 

relationships favoring corporations like Unilever. The power differences in the industry ul-

timately enable corporations to use certifications and ETP memberships as a way of green-

washing. Finally, based on a Habermasian approach, the difference between media attention 

on the coffee and the tea industry could be caused by a difference in what is perceived as 

ethically correct. 

 

Second, regulation may be a powerful tool to make corporations accept greater responsibil-

ity. Where the interviewees argued that the Kenyan state is responsible for developing such 

regulation, we argued that the Kenyan state lacks the resources necessary to solve the issues 

in the tea industry. Instead, focus should be on making corporations accept their role as cor-

porate citizens through soft and hard law. Due to the legacy of colonialism and corporations 

like Unilever being British, the UK has a responsibility of contributing to solving the wicked 

problem. 

 

Finally, tea buying corporations refrain from taking political responsibility, because it is 

easier to use certifications, and there is a lack of consensus on what is ethical. Based on the 

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of relying on certifications, we argue that 

certifications should not be seen as a proof of corporate responsibility. Additionally, the ideal 

speech situation may not be possible in the tea industry, but through state and corporate 

action ethical truce might be achievable in a non-ideal situation. Using Scherer and Palazzo’s 
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(2007) Habermas2 approach, it will be feasible to make corporations engage in ethical dis-

course. One should not assume that corporations will automatically participate in ethical 

discourse, but they might be interested in participating in stakeholder dialogue as a means to 

achieve greater legitimacy. 

 

On the basis of the discussion, we seek to improve Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of 

corporate political responsibilization through four alterations: 

 

Using alteration 1, urgency will be included in the model. Doing so will help filling the 

gaps identified in the analysis related to the lack of media attention on certain wicked prob-

lems. 

 

Similar to alteration 1, alteration 2 provides explanations as to why some wicked problems 

gain more attention than others. Alteration 2 does so by suggesting a frameshift moving from 

fragmented ethics to ethical truce, which can be reached through ethical discourse. 

 

Alteration 3 too suggests including ethical discourse in the model, but in a less ambitious 

way. Using Scherer and Palazzo’s (2007) Habermas2 model, companies should engage in 

stakeholder dialogue in order to move on to frameshift 2, where corporate responsibility is 

accepted. 

 

Finally, alteration 4 suggests that the role of states should be included in the model. Taking 

a point of departure in Matten and Crane’s (2005) corporate citizenship, corporations should 

be required to accept political responsibility, if states fail to solve the wicked problem. 

 

Conclusively, alteration 1 and 3 seem to be the alterations most realistic to include in the 

model, as they do not require a complete change of the premise laid out by Reinecke and 

Ansari. By altering the model, it will, to a greater extent, be possible to embrace the com-

plexity of wicked problems. 
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Thus, the answer to the research question can be summed up as:  

The influence of ethics on corporate political responsibilization became evident when ap-

plying Reinecke and Ansari’s model of corporate political responsibilization to the case of 

ethical tea, where gaps were identified following a critical realist approach. These gaps were 

influenced by a lack of consensus on who is responsible for solving the issues in the tea 

industry caused by unequal power relationships, the legacy of colonialism and a missing 

ethical truce. Adding ethical theory to the model of corporate political responsibilization 

would improve the model making it more applicable to the case of the Kenyan tea industry. 

Furthermore, the addition of ethics would provide a more comprehensive reflection of the 

reality of wicked problems. However, the addition also complicates the model further, pos-

sibly making it less generalizable. 

 

Despite ethics complicating the model further, ethics should be included, as it becomes pos-

sible to take into consideration the underlying mechanisms and structures related to ethics 

influencing corporate decision-making processes and industry dynamics. Ethics are what 

limits the possibility of bringing the issues to the front of the mind, and lack of ethical con-

sensus is among the reasons why corporations refrain from accepting political responsibility 

in the tea industry. Therefore, we argue that ethics are highly influential on the process of 

corporate political responsibilization related to wicked problems. 

 

Contribution to science and further research 
 

This thesis contributes to expanding the scope of both post-positivist CSR and ethical theory. 

The research contributes to post-positivist CSR research, as it acknowledges the importance 

of norms and values in combining ethical theory and CSR. As argued by Scherer and Palazzo 

(2007), moving away from using monological conceptions in CSR research is important, as 

universal ethical guidelines are shaped by the values of the researchers. Hence, our research 

poses an example of how ethical theory and CSR can be combined in a meaningful way 

using Habermasian ethics. In doing so, we bring out the complexity of the globalized society, 

which traditional liability CSR researchers fail to include. 
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It would be interesting to explore the role of states more thoroughly in a separate research 

project. Here, it could be investigated when states like Kenya have failed in solving wicked 

problems, and when resourceful states like the UK must engage in solving the issues.  

 

A study of ethical consumerism in the tea industry would also benefit the research on cor-

porate political responsibilization. By investigating the political responsibility of consumers, 

it would be possible to provide a more thorough analysis and discussion of who is responsi-

ble for solving wicked problems. Such a study would require researching the consumer per-

spective on ethical tea as well as how much power the consumer has in reality. 

 

Furthermore, it would be relevant to test the altered model of corporate political responsibil-

ization on a new case. Two different possibilities are seen. First, the altered model could be 

tested on another industry in Kenya - for instance coffee or cut-flowers. Using such a case 

would make it possible to test whether or not the altered model is applicable to other wicked 

problems in Kenya. Second, the tea industry in a different country could be selected as a 

case. If for instance the Indian tea industry was selected, it is assumed that the issues and 

dynamics would be somewhat similar to those in the Kenyan tea industry. If, on the other 

hand, the Chinese tea industry was selected the applicability of the model would most likely 

differ due to the differences between the resourcefulness of the Kenyan and Chinese state 

respectively.  

 

Finally, it can be argued that this research calls for the development of a completely new 

model combining corporate political responsibilization and ethical theory. Where this thesis 

provided insight into how Reinecke and Ansari’s model could be improved, developing a 

new model would take the underlying ethical structures and mechanisms into account thus 

providing a more suitable model for analyzing corporate political responsibilization.  
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Appendices	

Appendix 1 

Model of Corporate Political Responsibilization	
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Source: Reinecke, J. and Ansari, S. (2016). Taming Wicked Problems: The Role of Framing 
in the Construction of Corporate Social Responsibility. (pp. 306-307) Journal of Manage-
ment Studies.	
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Appendix 2 

Overview of Reinecke and Ansari’s (2016) model of corporate political responsibilization 

for wicked problems 	

	
Source: Reinecke, J. and Ansari, S. (2016). Taming Wicked Problems: The Role of Framing 

in the Construction of Corporate Social Responsibility. (pp. 316) Journal of Management 

Studies.	
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Appendix 3 

Interview guides 

	
3.1 A.C. Perch’s Thehandel	
Interview conducted on the 20th of February 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legislation, 

or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to get your thoughts on responsibility and 

ethical trade in general, as well as to get an insight in how Perch’s views the responsibility 

of itself and others.	
	
Production of tea	

• Where do you get your tea from? 

• Which relationship do you have with your supplier? 

• How do you ensure that the production of your tea happens in a responsible manner? 

• Do you experience challenges in connection to the sourcing of tea? 

• What guides you in your decisions when it comes to the production of tea? 

	
Certifications and buying tea	

• According to your website you are a member of the ETP. Which considerations are 

behind this certification? 

• Do you experience that consumers notice the certification? 

• Does the certification work as a security for the tea production being responsible? 

• Do you leave all monitoring of plantations to the ETP? 

• How do you use the certification? How does it bring value to your firm? 

	
Case 1	
Let us imagine that it is reported that human rights violations occur on a tea plantation, 

which is certified management has been trained in health and safety. It is reported that the 
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workers live in inadequate housing, work as casual workers and experience sexual harass-

ment. The management has gone through training in safety and fair working conditions ac-

cording to international standards, and the plantation is ETP certified. It is one of your sup-

pliers. 	
• What would you do in such a situation? 

• Whose responsibility is it that the conditions are not in order? 

	
Case 2	
In the recent years there has been a number of NGOs putting focus on the violations of hu-

man rights in Kenya. Especially Unilever has been heavily criticized. First due to the basic 

working conditions at the plantation in Kericho, which include sexual harassment, child la-

bor, low and unsteady pay and poor living conditions. Second due to their behavior after 

the plantation was attacked in 2007 and several workers were killed. 	
• How do you see this case?  

• From your point of view, what should Unilever do? What would you have done? 

• Whose responsibility is it to ensure proper working conditions in Kenya? 

• Which constraints do you experience in regards to ensuring responsible production, 

when you purchase tea from third world countries? 

• Are there limits as to how far you can go to ensure that no human rights are vio-

lated in for instance Kenya? 
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3.2 Danish Ethical Trading Initiative (DIEH)	
Interview conducted on the 20th of February 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legisla-

tion, or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to get your thoughts on responsibil-

ity and ethical trade in general.  Since the tea industry is not your specialty, the questions 

will be generalized with a few examples from the tea industry. 	
	
The work of DIEH	

• What do you do? 

• How do you work to promote ethical trade? 

• How do you define ethics? 

• How can dialogue promote ethical trade? 

• What are some typical issues when discussing ethics and responsibility? 

	
Case 1	
Let us imagine that it is reported that human rights violations occur on a tea plantation, 

which is certified management has been trained in health and safety. It is reported that the 

workers live in inadequate housing, work as casual workers and experience sexual harass-

ment. The tea plantation primarily supplies smaller Danish firms with tea. 	
• How could this situation have been avoided? 

• What might the next step be? Who needs to contribute to finding a solution? 

	
Case 2	
In the recent years there has been a number of NGOs putting focus on the violations of hu-

man rights in Kenya. Especially Unilever has been heavily criticized. First due to the basic 

working conditions at the plantation in Kericho, which include sexual harassment, child la-

bor, low and unsteady pay and poor living conditions. Second due to their behavior after 

the plantation was attacked in 2007 and several workers were killed. 	
• How do you see this case?  
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Broader discussion	
• Whose responsibility is it to ensure ethical trade? 

• If it is a shared responsibility, how do we ensure that change happens? 
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3.3 NEPCon	
Interview conducted on the 21th of March 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legislation, 

or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to get your thoughts on the matter and to 

gain insight in the challenges for you as a non-profit organisation to raise standards and in 

general to place responsibility in the tea industry.	
	
NEPCon’s work in Kenya 	

• What is your approach to certifications?  

• What type of value is created for different actors through certifications? 

• How do you work in Kenya specifically? 

• What are the challenges of the Kenyan tea industry/society?   

	
Case 1	
Let us imagine that it is reported that human rights violations occur on a tea plantation, which 

is certified and approved - also by Rainforest Alliance -  and management has been trained 

in health and safety. It is reported that the workers live in inadequate housing, work as casual 

workers and experience sexual harassment. The tea plantation primarily supplies smaller 

companies with tea. 	
• What would you do in such a situation? 

• Who is responsible for securing adequate working conditions?  

	
Case 2	
In the recent years there has been a number of NGOs putting focus on the violations of 

human rights in Kenya. Especially Unilever has been heavily criticised. First due to the basic 

working conditions at the plantation in Kericho, which include sexual harassment, child la-

bor, low and unsteady pay and poor living conditions. Second due to their behavior after the 

plantation was attacked in 2007 and several workers were killed. 	
• How do you see this case?  
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• What is the role of NEPCon in such a situation? 

• Who holds the responsibility? 

• Certification and standards  

	
In this case, Unilever is member of ETP and certified by Rainforest Alliance and say that 

they live up to their responsibility as a company and that the working conditions at the plan-

tation lives up to the standards set by Unilever. Unilever has a variety of policies and rules 

in place that - according to Unilever - prevents violations of human rights in Kenya. Despite 

these policies allegations against Unilever keep on arising.	
• What should be done to prevent further human rights violations from happening?  

• How can such a situation be solved?  

	
• Who has the overall responsibility for securing adequate working conditions on tea 

plantations in Kenya?  

• What limitations do you experience in terms of securing ethical production of tea?  

• Are you limited in terms of how far you can go to secure that human rights 

are being respected in Kenya? 
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3.4 Fairtrade	
Interview conducted on the 2nd of April 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legislation, 

or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to get your thoughts on responsibility and 

ethical trade in general.  	
	
The work of Fairtrade	

• How do you work to improve standards globally? 

• How do you define what is ethically/socially correct? 

• In your experience, is there consensus about what is “fair”? 

• On your website you write “some Fairtrade-labelled products such as tea and roses, 

are grown on large plantations. Here Fairtrade means that an eye is kept on whether 

or not national agreements on minimum wages and labor conditions are being kept”. 

What do you do if the national agreements do not live up to your definition of “fair”? 

• Are there some challenges, which you in particular experience in your work? 

	
Case 1	
Let us imagine that it is reported that human rights violations occur on a tea plantation, 

which is certified management has been trained in health and safety. It is reported that the 

workers live in inadequate housing, work as casual workers and experience sexual harass-

ment. The plantation is approved and certified as being ethically correct, it is a Fairtrade 

plantation, and the management has gone through training in safety and fair working con-

ditions according to international standards. A number of Danish tea-selling firms have had 

tea delivered from the plantation for a number of years, believing they were trading in an 

ethically correct manner. 	
• What would you do in such a situation? 

• How could this situation have been avoided? 

• What might the next step be? Who needs to contribute to finding a solution? 
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Case 2	
In the recent years there has been a number of NGOs putting focus on the violations of hu-

man rights in Kenya. Especially Unilever has been heavily criticized. First due to the basic 

working conditions at the plantation in Kericho, which include sexual harassment, child la-

bor, low and unsteady pay and poor living conditions. Second due to their behavior after 

the plantation was attacked in 2007 and several workers were killed. 	
• How do you see this case?  

	
When a larger corporation as Unilever sets standards for ethical trade but violations on hu-

man rights still occur, how can proper conditions be ensured?	
	
Who bears the responsibility of ensuring ethically correct and fair working conditions in 

the tea industry?	
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3.5 Matthew Archer	
Interview conducted on the 19th of March 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legisla-

tion, or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to get your thoughts on the matter 

and to gain insight in the SUSTEIN research, and what you have found so far.	
	
The SUSTEIN research project	

• Would you please tell a bit about, what you do in the SUSTEIN research group?  

• What is the purpose of your research line?  

• On your homepage, the tension between the groups of actors is described - could you 

elaborate a bit on this tension? 

• Especially related to certification bodies 

• What do you think lies behind this tension?  

• Are these difficulties with sustainability specific for the tea industry? 

• Have you experienced that all actors agree on what is ethically correct and sustaina-

ble? 

• If not, whose definition is allowed to dominate?  

	
Case 1	
Let us imagine that it is reported that human rights violations occur on a tea plantation in 

Kenya, which is approved by you at the ETP and management has been trained in health 

and safety. It is reported that the workers live in inadequate housing, work as casual work-

ers and experience sexual harassment. The tea plantation primarily supplies smaller ETP 

members with tea. 	
• In such a situation, there are various actors present: buyers, plantation owners, certi-

fication bodies, the state and so on. In your opinion, what do you think would happen 

realistically?  

• What do you believe should be done? 

• Who is responsible for securing adequate working conditions?  
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Case 2	
In the recent years there has been a number of NGOs putting focus on the violations of hu-

man rights in Kenya. Especially Unilever has been heavily criticised. First due to the basic 

working conditions at the plantation in Kericho, which include sexual harassment, child la-

bor, low and unsteady pay and poor living conditions. Second due to their behavior after 

the plantation was attacked in 2007 and several workers were killed. 	
• How do you see this case?  

• Who holds the responsibility for fixing these issues? 

	
In this case, Unilever is member of ETP and say that they live up to their responsibility as 

a company and that the working conditions at the plantation lives up to the standards set by 

Unilever. Unilever is also certified with Rainforest Alliance. Unilever has a variety of poli-

cies and rules in place that - according to Unilever - prevents violations of human rights in 

Kenya. Despite these policies allegations against Unilever keep on arising.	
• What should be done to prevent further human rights violations from happening?  

• How can such a situation be solved?  

• Who has the overall responsibility for securing adequate working conditions on tea 

plantations in Kenya?  

• What limitations have you seen in terms of securing ethical production of tea?   
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3.6 Jane Deith	
Interview conducted on the 4th of April 2019	
	
Purpose of the interview 	
We are researching the tea industry and who are actually to be held responsible for human 

rights violations - is it the consumer, the firm, the NGO, the local government and legislation, 

or someone else? The purpose of this interview is to hear about your experiences with in-

vestigating the tea industry, the media coverage and the public reactions to the documen-

taries. 	
	
Conducting the investigations	
First, we would like to hear a bit about why you decided to investigate the human rights 

issues of the tea industry.	
• What was it that sparked your interest?  

• How did you become aware of the issues?  

• How do you remember the media coverage of the human rights issues in the 

tea industry at the time?  

• What were the greatest issues that you faced while doing the investigations? 

	
Reactions to the findings	
Second, we would like to hear, how you experienced that the public and the media reacted 

to the findings.	
• What were the general reactions to the findings? 

• How did the public react?  

• Who were primarily blamed for the human rights violations? The corpora-

tions, the plantations, the state? 

• How did other media outlets respond?  

	
• Do you think that the documentaries managed to bring about change?  

• Do you think that the corporations criticized in the documentaries changed 

their way of working?  
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Appendix 4  

Overview of Secondary Data 
Frameshift 1a, 1b and 1c are highlighted with three different colors. Following frameshift 
1c, it is not possible to identify frameshifts. Therefore, the following color codes are used: 	

• White marks general relevance to the case 
• Red marks strong criticism towards Unilever  
• Blue marks regular Unilever announcements 
• Yellow marks regular communication between Unilever, NGOs and victims  
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Appendix 5 

Kenya Rule of Law Index 
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